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Abstract
Molecular F2 and H2-bubbles were generated electrochemically on amorphous carbon
electrodes in KF · 2 HF molten salt to study the effect of surface tension (γ) on the
profile of a bubble. F2 is used for the purification and enrichment of fuel in the nuclear
industry. Its generation is energy-intensive because of electrical resistances caused by
the adhesion of F2-bubbles on the electrode surface. The dimensions and contact
angles of generated F2-bubbles were measured and a relationship was developed to
study how the profile changes with wetting conditions. F2 was also generated on
a large (∼4.0 cm2) carbon electrode to observe how the process of bubble
formation changes when the size of bubbles at detachment are not restricted by the
size of the electrode. The results from these studies revealed inconsistencies with the
mixed-phase ‘fluidized layer’ model, which could not explain a spherical-to-lenticular
transition in bubble shape that was observed. The fluid dynamics of rising bubbles
in molten KF · 2 HF were characterized using the rise velocities (Vt) and aspect ratios
(Eb) of F2 and H2-bubbles for a range of bubble sizes. Correlations for Vt, Eb, and
drag coefficients (Cd) were evaluated for their accuracy in predicting bubble behaviour
in this molten salt. A range of γ-values were obtained by fitting the correlations to
the F2 and H2-data sets. A numerical model based on a force balance calculation was
developed to estimate the interfacial tension of spherical and lenticular F2-bubbles
for different stages of electrode passivation. The calculated γGL-value for KF · 2 HF
(0.11 N/m) fit into the trends for surface tension of simple 1:1 and 1:2 molten halide
salts. In addition, the γGL value was within the range obtained from the correlation
fitting. This body of work is the first: 1) study of the effect of wetting on the shape
and detachment of lenticular bubbles in a molten salt; 2) comprehensive study of
bubble morphology and dynamics in a molten salt; and, 3) estimate of the surface
tension of KF · 2 HF.
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Ab,a Surface area of the bubble cap (m
2)
Ae Geometric electrode area (cm
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CA Differential capacitance per unit area (C/V/m2)
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n Number of electrons transferred




ra Anchor radius (m)
rb Bubble radius (m)
rh Bubble radius in the z-axis (m)
rw Bubble radius in the x-/y-axis (m)
R1, R2 Anchor radius in directions ‘1’ and ‘2’ (m)
t Time (s)
tr Residence Time (s)
T Temperature (K)
V Volume (m3, or cm3)
Vb Bubble volume (m
3, or cm3)
Vi Theoretical bubble volume (m
3 or cm3)
Vt Rise velocity (m/s, or cm/s)
wb Width of detached bubble (m)
Greek Letters
γ Surface/Interfacial Tension (N/m)
γe Electrostatic tension (N/m)
γGL Gas-Liquid Interfacial Tension (N/m)
γGS Gas-Solid Interfacial Tension (N/m)
γLS Liquid-Solid Interfacial Tension (N/m)
εr Dielectric constant (-)
εo Permittivity of free space, 8.8542×10−12 (F/m)
θ Contact angle (°)
µ Dynamic viscosity (mPa · s)
π Pi, 3.14159 (-)
ρ Density (kg/m3)
σ Surface charge density (C/m2)
τ Transition time (s)
φ Fractional coverage (-)











Fr Flow number, modifier for Rodrigue correlation for rise
velocity
Hc Modifier for Clift et al. correlation for rise velocity
Jc Modifier for Clift et al. correlation for rise velocity
Mo Morton number
RCd Modifier for Rodrigue correlation for drag coefficient
Re Reynolds number
Vr Velocity number, modifier for Rodrigue correlation for rise
velocity
We Weber number
δr Modifier for Rodrigue correlation for drag coefficient
λk Modifier for Kelbaliyev and Ceylan correlation for aspect ratio
ωt Modifier for bubble symmetry in Tomiyama correlation
Acronyms
BG Bubble Growth (region)
CE Counter Electrode
C-F Carbon Fluoride (bond)
CFx Carbon Fluoride (film/layer)
CV Cyclic Voltammetry/Voltammogram
D-L Double-Layer
EIS Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy
ER Electrorefining
FD Fluorine Discharge
FDR Fluorine Discharge Reaction
FER Fluorine Evolution Reaction
FLiBe LiF-BeF2
FLiNaK LiF-NaF-KF
fps frames per second
HDPE High Density Polyethylene
HER Hydrogen Evolution Reaction
IL(s) Ionic Liquid(s)
xx
LWR Light Water Reactor
M-F Metal Fluoride
MS(s) Molten Salt(s)
MSR Molten Salt Reactor
OCP Open Circuit Potential
PMP Polymethylpentene
PPE Personal Protective Equipment
PTFE Polytetrafluoroethylene
RE Reference Electrode
SHE Standard Hydrogen Electrode




Anchor area The contact area between a bubble and a flat
surface (i.e., an electrode)
‘Classical’ bubble
systems
H2, O2, Cl2-bubble systems characterized by small,
spherical bubble shapes that easily detach from
electrode surface, typically in aqueous solutions
Conventional fluids Aqueous solutions (pure H2O, H2O-surfactant,
H2O-glycerine), organic solvents (alcohols, ethers),
inorganic solvents (silicon oil)
Electrode shielding (or
blocking)
The reduction of the electroactive surface area of
an electrode due to the presence of a gaseous phase
‘Fresh’ carbon surface A carbon surface that has not been polarized and
is free of passivation (CFx )
Passivation The reduction in electrochemical capability due
to the presence of a chemically-formed, insulating
layer on the electrode surface
Polarization/polarized 1. The application of an electrochemical
potential;
2. The rapid increase in electrochemical
potential due to resistances formed in the
system during a galvanostatic experiment





Fluorine, F2, has been produced electrochemically at the industrial-scale for the past
70 years. Although F2 can be produced through a chemical process involving K2MF6
(where M = Ni or Mn), it is not considered to be an efficient or practical method [1].
The majority of industrial F2-production has gone towards the nuclear industry for
the isotopic enrichment of uranium in fuel for nuclear reactors. F2 is used to oxidize
UF4 to form UF6, which is the only volatile compound of uranium that is chemically
stable. Isotopic separation of UF6 is possible because there is only one stable isotope of
fluorine, 19F, and so the mass of UF6 molecules differ because of the isotope number
of uranium. Thus, fissile 235U can be separated from the more abundant 238U (in
the form of UF6) by ultracentrifugation or gaseous diffusion. The volatility of these
hexafluoride compounds is one of the reasons why F2 was selected for use in the
purification of LiF-BeF2 (FLiBe) eutectic carrier salt in Molten Salt Reactor (MSR)
fuel cycle chemistry [2]. Purification of the carrier salt using the fluoride volatilization
technique allows the separation of the volatile compounds, mainly UF6 and PuF6,
from non-volatile fluorides (i.e., LiF and BeF2, or AmF3 and CmF3). The large-scale
use of F2-gas and the volatilization process are key components of the ‘on-line’ fuel
reprocessing technique proposed for MSR-type reactors.
Various techniques were tested in order to maximize the conversion of dissolved
UF4 and PuF4 to their hexavalent counterparts. Initially, a bubble-column
reactor system was tested, in which gaseous F2 was injected from the bottom of
the reactor into the FLiBe carrier salt. The major problem of the bubbling technique
was that a 69-to-1 molar ratio of F2-gas to dissolved PuF4 was required to overcome
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the thermodynamic barrier to yield PuF6 at 600
◦C [3]. For this reason, a sparging
technique was eventually adopted. Droplets of the MSR salt would be sprayed into a
countercurrent flow of F2 gas at the top of the fluorination reactor [2]. Excess F2 used
in the process would be collected in the off-gas and recycled, or otherwise be wasted
(through side reactions). At the time, gas hold-up in the bubbling technique was
evaluated by simply altering the flow rate and nozzle configuration. By
optimizing the gas-delivery system in the carrier salt F2-efficiency could (potentially)
be maximized. This would minimize the amount of F2 that would need to be recovered
and recycled from the off-gas. In either system (bubbling or sparging), maximizing the
efficiency of F2-consumption is essential due to the underlying costs of F2-production.
1.2 Costs of Fluorine Production
The known global production capacity of elemental fluorine is approximately 17000
tonnes per year, and is concentrated in 7 countries: Canada, Germany, France, Italy,
Japan, the U.K., and the U.S.A. Fluorine gas is involved in the production of 18000
– 21000 tonnes of UF6 and 5100 – 7700 tonnes of SF6, per year [1]. This consumes
between 6000 – 7000 tonnes and 4000 – 6000 tonnes of F2 per year, respectively, with
an additional 2000 tonnes for miscellaneous applications [1].
The cost to generate fluorine gas has decreased dramatically from ∼US$20.60/kg
in the early 1970s [4] to $5 – $8/kg at the present date [1]. The cost breakdown for
the long-term generation of fluorine gas (only considering inputs) is shown in Table
1.1. The overall cost of F2 is dependent on the price of electricity once the cost
of the electrochemical cell, operation, and maintenance are disregarded. A previous
estimate placed the contribution of these three factors at 43% of the total cost for
F2-generation, while HF and electricity made up only 26% and 11% of the total cost,
respectively [4].
The primary reason that the electricity cost is high is the existence of large
overvoltages that occur in the chemical system for F2-generation, of which bubble
overvoltage is the major contributor. Bubble overvoltage is the additional driving
force required to overcome the resistance introduced by the presence of a gaseous
phase on the surface of the electrode. Unlike the ‘classical’ bubble generation
systems (H2, O2, and Cl2), the evolved F2-bubbles do not easily detach and drift
away from the surface. Rather, F2-bubbles adhere to the electrode surface,
creating blockages which limit the electroactive surface area. There is a deficiency in
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Table 1.1: Sample calculation for the price of fluorine generation.
Quantity Price ($) Per Total ($) % of Total
Electrode 32 blocks 318/block 10200 1.1
Electricity 2840000 kWh 0.065/kWh [5] 184600 19
KF-HF 6170 kg 9.68/tonne 60 0.0063
HF 152000 kg 5000/tonne 760000 80
Sum 954860 100
Fluorine Generated (5-year period) 152000 kg
Price (per kg) $6.30/kg
*For 6 kA operating current, 3.47 kg/h F2-output in a single Union Carbide (USA) cell
the knowledge surrounding lenticular bubble shapes due to how uncommon they are
in industrial systems. Thus, this is an opportunity to investigate lenticular bubble
shapes in a molten salt (MS) since, by-and-large, they are absent in aqueous chemical
systems. This knowledge should help drive the use of MSs, which have chemical and
physical properties that can be taken advantage of when H2O-based systems are not
applicable.
1.3 Interest in Molten Salts
The chemical stability of MSs makes them ideally suited as fluids for systems that
operate outside of the physico-chemical limits of H2O-based systems. These limits
include operational temperature, pressure, and voltage limits, as well as solubility
limits. Molten salts are conventional ionic salts made up entirely of cations and
anions, and the interionic interactions generally give rise to higher densities, surface
tensions, and viscosities compared to aqueous systems. Due to the higher melting
points (>350 ◦C) and chemical reactivity of some MSs, there has been significantly
less research into the fluid dynamic characteristics of bubbles in this type of media.
MSs have recently gained interest as the operational media for the oxidative
precipitation of fission products from LiCl-KCl carrier salt, as part of a
purification process of Light Water Reactor (LWR) spent fuel [6, 7]. In this
process, UCl3 (and other rare earth chlorides) are first separated from other
chlorides in solution through an electrorefining step. Once separated, O2 is
bubbled through the carrier salt to react with those volatile chlorides to yield oxides
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and oxychlorides, which precipitate out of solution and are easily separated [6, 7].
Research is largely focused on the influence of sparging rates on bubble shapes and
sizes, as well as their impact on rising velocities, gas-diffusion coefficients, and gas
hold-up [6, 8]. This is done in order to maximize the contact between O2-bubbles
and volatile chlorides in the molten LiCl-KCl. Further research in bubble shapes and
dynamics in ‘unconventional’ fluids (i.e., MSs and ionic liquids (IL)) will be invaluable
in laying the groundwork for improving bubbling systems in molten halide salts.
1.4 Gap in Knowledge
Studies surrounding bubbling and boiling have yielded numerous numerical
models and correlations with which to accurately predict bubble size at
detachment, detachment frequency, rise velocity, and many other parameters in
aqueous systems. The electrochemical studies on gas generation, however, have been
generally limited to the ‘classical’ gases (H2, O2, and Cl2) which are characterized by
small bubbles evolving from wetted electrode surfaces in aqueous media. In addition,
there has been an extensive amount of research that has yielded numerous numerical
models related to bubble size and shape distributions, electrode shielding, and gas-
evolution efficiencies [6, 8–10]. Unfortunately, many of these bubble models are not
applicable to F2-generation in KF · 2 HF MS [9]. The high reactivity of HF and F•
results in fluorinated surfaces with little-to-no current input (to drive any chemical
reactions), and the dipolar HF molecule introduces additional electrostatic
interactions that are uncommon in other MS systems. The result of these two effects
is a poorly wetted electrode surface, as well as a surface-blocking, lenticular-shaped
bubble. It is currently not clear how the wetting conditions (or, surface tension)
change over time, affecting the profile of bubbles that are generated on the electrode
in KF · 2 HF. An additional problem is that it is unclear how the physico-chemical
properties of MSs may influence the profile and dynamics of bubbles rising through
this class of fluids. There are many models and correlations devoted to the dynamics
of rising bubbles in ‘conventional’ fluid systems; however, these relationships may not
be applicable to MSs. Since the fundamental knowledge of bubble behaviour in MSs
is not yet known, it would be difficult to expand the use of MSs to other industries.
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1.5 Objectives
The body of knowledge surrounding the profile of bubbles and their behaviour in
molten fluoride salts is small relative to simple eutectic chloride salts. KF · 2 HF,
however, provides an opportunity to study bubble profiles in a fluoride salt, due to its
low melting point (71.7 ◦C) and its transparency in the molten state. The large contact
angle at the gas/liquid/solid (triple-point) interface (120° – 150°), inhibited bubbled
detachment, and (ultimately) F2-film formation have all been attributed to the large
gas-solid interfacial tension (γGS) that results from the formation of carbon fluoride
(CFx ). A better understanding of how the surface tension at the F2/C/KF · 2 HF
interface changes will provide a better description of F2-bubble detachment and F2-
film formation. This information is critical in the evaluation of existing models, and
affects the applicability of these correlations to other fluid systems.
The primary objective of the thesis is to show that the interfacial tension of F2-
bubbles in molten fluoride salts determine the morphology at detachment from a flat
surface. To achieve the objectives of this thesis, the following must be done:
1. Measure the contact angles and profiles of F2-bubbles on flat surfaces in
KF · 2 HF and establish relationships to model lenticular bubble shapes;
2. Measure hydrodynamic properties of bubbles (velocity, aspect ratio, etc.) and
calculate dimensionless numbers for bubbles in a molten fluoride salt for a range
of gases, bubble sizes, and shapes;
3. Evaluate existing numerical bubble models and correlations developed in
alternative liquid systems to determine the applicability of the data sets of
F2 and H2 in KF · 2 HF to estimate the gas-liquid interfacial tension (γGL), by
fitting the relationships using the density, surface tension, and viscosity;
4. Create a numerical force balance model to calculate the interfacial tension for
F2 and H2 bubbles in KF · 2 HF MS media;
5. Calculate F2/KF · 2 HF surface tension and validate its value by alternative
methods.
This body of work is the first comprehensive study of bubble shape and dynamics
in a molten fluoride salt. It will extend the knowledge of bubbles in unconventional
chemical systems and facilitate the application of F2 (or other gases) in MSs that
may be of interest in the nuclear field, such as FLiBe and FLi-NaF-KF (FLiNaK).
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1.6 Main Contributions to Knowledge
This body of work is the first study on the effect of surface wetting on the shape
and detachment characteristics of bubbles in a molten salt system. It provides
the first estimation of interfacial tension for the chemically reactive molten fluoride
salt, KF · 2 HF. This work is the first comprehensive study on bubble morphology
and dynamics in a molten salt involving an in-depth analysis of the applicability of
correlations developed in conventional fluids to bubble systems in molten salts.
Finally, new correlations were developed for the Vt, Eb, and Cd of bubbles in a molten
salt system.
1.7 Structure of Thesis
The organization of this thesis will be as follows: Chapter 2 will provide a
literature review of the existing body of knowledge related to electrochemical
gas-generation systems, MSs, the mechanisms and intricacies of F2-generation, as
well as a description of bubble behaviours in ‘conventional’ fluids. Chapter 3 will
describe the experimental setup and conditions used for the generation and
recording of bubbles, as well as the relevant equations and correlations used in the
work. Chapter 4 will provide the experimental results from the bubble
generation and shape profile experiments. Chapter 5 will provide an analysis of
existing correlations to determine if the models developed in conventional systems
can be used to estimate the gas-liquid interfacial tension for bubbles in molten
fluoride salts. Chapter 6 will define the numerical force balance model used to
estimate the interfacial tension values for different bubble shapes and gas systems.
Chapter 7 will present the results of the numerical model. Chapter 8 will provide
a discussion on the findings of the work conducted in this thesis. Finally, Chapter





2.1 Molten Salts, Ionic Liquids, and their Aqueous
Counterparts
2.1.1 General Properties
MSs and ILs make up a broad group of liquids that are considered to be
‘unconventional’ fluids because they are made up entirely of ionic species. In
comparison, conventional fluids such as aqueous, organic, and inorganic liquids are
composed of dipolar or neutral molecules. MSs are typically composed of metal and
halide ions (e.g., Li+ and Cl– ) or otherwise inorganic ions (e.g., NO3
– ), while ILs are
made up of ionic species in which one (or both) components have a charged organic
backbone. The constituent ions may be present in solution as ion pairs and clusters
in equilibrium with the free ions in the bulk solution. As the name implies, MSs are
used specifically in the molten state. The composition of MSs can vary from simple
halide salts (such as LiCl) to more complex, multi-component eutectic salt systems
(LiF-NaF-KF). The force between these ions is the coulombic interactions between
the oppositely charge species, rather than the dipole interactions between molecules
in aqueous fluids. These dense coulombic interactions give rise to a structural order
at short distance, and have been referred to as having a ‘quasi-crystalline’ lattice [11].
Due to the strength of these interactions, molten salts are typically characterized as
having higher melting points, surface tensions, and electrical conductivities compared
to other liquids. In the latter case, the positive and negative ions in the salt naturally
serve as charge carriers in contrast to a dielectric medium of a H2O-based system.
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Pure, simple molten halides tend to have high melting points (above 600 ◦C) and
mixtures of these compounds typically have operating temperatures in the range
of 500 ◦C – 1000 ◦C. With certain mixtures of salts, low-melting eutectic salts can
be produced which have melting points that are lower than the individual salts
themselves. For example, mixtures that are rich in aluminum chlorides make up
a group of low-melting salts. AlCl3 –NaCl, for instance, has a liquidus temperature
of ∼113 ◦C [11]. Furthermore, organic salts have frequently been added to obtain
room temperature molten salts. A comparison of physical properties for aqueous and
organic solvents with simple molten halide salts is provided in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Physical properties for various conventional fluids and molten salts.
Class*
m.p. ρ γ µ Values at
Ref.
(K) (kg/m3) (N/m) (mPa · s) temp. K
H2O AQ 273 1000 0.072 0.890 298 [12]
Ethanol ORG 159 789 0.022 1.19 298 [12]
Toluene ORG 178 863 0.027 0.586 298 [12]
LiCl MS 878 2068 0.131 0.64 m.p. [13, 14]
KCl MS 1043 1984 0.091 1.71 m.p. [13, 14]
LiCl-KCl MS 628 1621 0.126 2.23 773 [6]
*AQ = aqueous, ORG = organic, MS = molten salt
Several changes in the crystalline structure of the salt occur upon melting: 1)
the distance between oppositely charged ions shorten; 2) the distance between ions
of the same charge increase; and, 3) there is a decrease in the coordination number
around a central ion. Some elements of the original crystalline lattice are maintained;
however, some ionic ‘holes’ are introduced. These ‘holes’ cause changes to the inter-
ionic distance and have been attributed to increases in volume of the MS by 10% –
25% [11, 15].
Due to the short-range ordering of ions, the electrical conductivity in MS mixtures
cannot be calculated simply by adding the conductivity of individual salts. The
conductivity of molten salts depends on the ionic character of the ions involved:
molten chlorides of alkali and alkali earth metals (groups I and II) are good ionic
conductors, while chlorides of metals from groups VI and VII are insulating, since
the bonding is more covalent in nature [11, 16].
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In comparison to MSs, ILs have much lower melting points than the salts
(usually <100 ◦C) due to their organic backbones. They have physical properties
(density, viscosity, and surface tension) that are more comparable to aqueous or
organic solutions. ILs have immeasurably low vapour pressures, have high thermal
stabilities and ionic conductivities, are stable over a large range of electrochemical
potentials, and are able to dissolve a variety of organic and inorganic species [17]. By
taking advantage of the unique solubility and reactivity profiles of MSs and ILs, these
fluids can be carefully selected as solvents for various chemical reactions.
2.1.2 Molten Salts versus their Aqueous Counterparts
Molten salts offer distinct advantages over aqueous systems as operational fluids
and reaction media. First, MSs can be used reliably at temperatures above 100 ◦C
without concerns of volatilization of the fluid. In addition, MSs can be used at higher
temperatures without having to pressurize the fluid, allowing for the simplification
of industrial processes and designs. Second, depending on the salt mixture, MSs
can be used as carrier fluids for compatible compounds. The chemical stability of
a given salt-reactant pair allows the MS to serve as an inert solvent that does not
interfere with the desired chemical reaction. For instance, LiCl-KCl has been used to
solubilize various rare earth chlorides [6], while LiF-NaF-KF has been used with
rare earth fluorides [2] for the purification of spent nuclear fuel. In addition, for
electrochemical processes, MSs can be polarized to potentials higher than the
decomposition voltage of water. Third, due to the high concentration of ions, MSs
have specific conductivities that are higher than those of aqueous systems [11]
resulting in higher thermodynamic efficiencies for electrochemical processes compared
to aqueous systems. It should be noted, however, that the ionic mobilities and
equivalent conductivities of MSs can be similar to those of aqueous solutions [11].
Finally, MSs have a unique combination of fluid dynamic and heat transfer
characteristics that are not achievable with aqueous fluids.
2.1.3 Electrical Double-Layer Properties of Molten Salts
The ionic nature of MSs results in a unique electrical double-layer (D-L) structure at
the salt-metal interface that is unlike those in aqueous-metal interfaces. The selective
adsorption of ions on an electrode is attributed to the build-up of opposite electrostatic
forces across the corresponding interfaces (i.e., negative charges at the anode) [11].
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These electrostatic charges give rise to two separate layers (the compact and diffuse
layers [15]), which generates a potential difference and which can be approximated as
an electrical capacitor [11]. There have been experimental difficulties in measuring
the properties of the electrical D-L of electrodes in MSs because the capacitance
is complicated by small Faradaic currents. A Faradaic current is the current that
is generated during an oxidation (or, reduction) reaction at the electrode surface.
Further, the presence of several different connected capacitances introduces additional
errors, where the measured capacitance can range from a few, to hundreds of µF/cm2
[15], depending on the system. These various contributions include: the true D-L
capacitance (usually a few µF/cm2), the charge transfer capacitance (mF/cm2), and
the adsorption (and intermediate adsorption) capacitance [15]. Even the measurement
of capacitance at a single frequency will be compounded by the sum of all of the
capacitances in series or in parallel that are active at that frequency. A solution to
this is the measurement of the impedance spectrum over a wide range of frequencies
and the evaluation of all of the active capacitances by the use of an equivalent circuit
in the corresponding frequency ranges [15].
The ionic nature of MSs also means that the movement and transport of ions is
different than that in aqueous solutions. In a MS, the entire system moves under
the influence of an applied electric field with the positive and negative ions moving
towards their respective electrodes. As a result, the transport properties of the MS
depend closely on the size of the charge carrying species. In aqueous solutions, ions
are considered to be drawn towards their respective electrodes while H2O-molecules
merely solvate the ionic species in solution. Although a short-range ordering of the
dipolar H2O-molecules will occur, the solvating molecules are not treated as being
affected by an applied electric field. Thus, while the solvated ions make up a simple
electrical D-L in aqueous solutions, the system formed in MSs is likened to an electrical
multilayer of the compact and diffuse layers (Figure 2.1) [15]. The ionic multilayer
structure for MSs gives rise to low dielectric constants compared to the solvated D-L
structures in aqueous systems [15].
2.1.4 Molten Salts in the Nuclear Industry
Molten eutectic FLiBe and FLiNaK were selected for use as carrier salts in the MSR
experiments in the 1960s [2]. In these reactor designs, FLiBe and FLiNaK could
be used as the coolant in the heat transport systems, as well as the carrier for the
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(a) Aqueous Systems (b) Molten Salts
Figure 2.1: Double-layer structure for H2O-solvated ions and ions in molten
salts.
Schematic of the double-layer structure for (a) H2O-solvated ions and (b) ions in molten
salts at the surface of an anodically polarized electrode. Adapted from [18].
fissile uranium fuel. MSs would allow the MSR to operate at ambient pressures, avoid
loss-of-coolant accidents (having high boiling points), solubilise UF4, and
ensure a continuous stream of fissile material (235U) into the core. The fluoride
volatility process was developed as an ‘on-line’ fuel reprocessing technique the for
the purification of the carrier salts in MSR fuel cycle chemistry [2]. In this process,
the carrier salt would be sparged with F2 gas in order to convert UF4 and PuF4 (in
solution) into their volatile hexavalent counterparts. In this way, spent fuel and other
decay-chain products could be separated from the non-volatile fluorides (i.e., LiF and
BeF2, or AmF3 and CmF3) in the purification process [2]. The spray reactor design
was selected over a bubble column since it could achieve the 69:1 molar ratio (F2
vs. PuF4) required to overcome the thermodynamic barrier for conversion at 600
◦C
[3]. The downside of the spray reactor design is the amount of F2 that would be
wasted or would need to be captured and recycled. F2-efficiency could potentially be
improved by optimizing the delivery system for bubbles (via size, distribution, flow
rate, etc.) to maximize gas hold-up, and minimize the amount of F2 that would need
to be recovered and recycled from the off-gas.
LiCl-KCl is used as an electrolyte for the separation of actinides (U and Pu, in
particular) from fission products and other fuel components in an electrorefining (ER)
cell (at 500 ◦C) [6]. Spent nuclear fuel is broken up, chlorinated, and then dissolved
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in the MS to form a LiCl-KCl-UCl3 electrolyte. Using ER, actinides can be separated
from the rare earth chlorides in solution. Then, the rare earth chlorides would be
separated from the LiCl-KCl salt by reaction with O2 in a process referred to as
oxidative precipitation. In this process, O2 is bubbled through the MS electrolyte to
react with those volatile chlorides (i.e., U, Pu, and rare earth chlorides) to produce
oxides and oxychlorides, which precipitate out of solution and are easily separated.
In the ER system, the molten LiCl-KCl salt is electrochemically stable, is able to
solubilize the rare earth chlorides, and is a conductive medium for the separation
of various species. Current research focuses on the influence of sparging rates on
bubble shapes and sizes, rising velocities, gas-diffusion coefficients, and gas hold-up
to maximize the contact between O2 bubbles with the volatile chlorides.
Finally, KF · 2 HF is a molten salt used as electrolyte for the electrochemical
generation of F2 gas. In this process, the electrolyte itself is consumed and
hydrofluoric acid (HF) is split into its constituent elements to produce F2 at the
anode and H2 at the cathode. While F2 generation was initially carried out in pure
HF, KF was incorporated to increase the conductivity of liquid HF. The resulting
KF · 2 HF mixture that is used in industrial cells has a low melting point (345 K)
owing to the electrostatic interaction between HF molecules in the structure.
As discussed, MSs have physico-chemical properties that make them useful for
reactor systems with specific chemical needs and that may require high operating
temperatures. The ionic salts are particularly well-suited to act as solvents for
lanthanide and actinide halides, and their chemical stability allows them to be used
in chemical and electrochemical systems without undesired interactions. A collection
of the physical properties of the molten salts described in this section is provided in
Table 2.2.
Table 2.2: Physical properties of molten halide salts used in the nuclear
industry.
Molten Salt
m.p. Properties ρ γ µ
Ref.
(K) at T (K) (kg/m3) (N/m) (mPa · s)
LiF-BeF2 733 950 1940 0.182 5.60 [19]
LiF-NaF-KF 727 950 2020 0.177 2.90 [19]
LiCl-KCl 628 773 1621 0.126 2.20 [20]
KF · 2 HF 345 345 1980 None reported 24.0 [21, 22]
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2.2 KF ·2 HF – Properties and Structure
KF · 2 HF is a salt with a low melting point (345 K) and is used for the
electrochemical generation of fluorine gas. It is produced by slow addition of HF
to potassium bifluoride, KF ·HF (or, KHF2), until the 2 HF-solvate is formed. It is
a clear, colourless liquid with a density of 1.980 g/cm3 in the molten state [21, 22].
An interesting feature of KF · 2 HF that makes it stand out from other molten salts
is that it has properties/characteristics that are an intermediate between a molten
salt and a molecular liquid. This is due to the fact that HF is the simplest molecule
forming a liquid with hydrogen bonds (the principal intermolecular force in H2O).
Hydrogen bonds are relatively strong, and both systems have amphoteric properties
(acting as either an acid or a base). In addition, both ions involved with proton
translocation [F–H–F]– and [H2O–H–OH2]
+ are isoelectronic. Simon et al. [23,
24] used the Car-Parrinello technique [25] to simulate this liquid, and showed that
HnFn+1
– clusters are formed (with 1 ≤ n ≤ 4) when the salt is in the molten state
(Figure 2.2). These HnFn+1
– clusters have been described as elongated HF molecules
solvating an ionic core of either a single fluoride ion (F– ) or a linear bifluoride ion
([F–H–F]– ) [23, 24].
(a) HnFn+1
– Cluster
(b) [F–H–F]– Bond Length
Figure 2.2: Configuration and bond lengths of KFH+ and HF2
– ions in
KF · 2 HF.
Configuration of (a) bifluoride clusters and (b) bond lengths in interaction between ions.
Adapted from [24].
Further, modeling techniques have indicated that in the hydrogen-bonded cluster
configuration (Fig. 2.2a), the distance between the fluoride ion and the bonded
fluorine atom (0.245 nm) is equal to the sum of the bond length of the HF molecule
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(0.091 nm) and the H-bond length (0.154 nm, Fig. 2.2b) [24]. Several simulations
have been developed to study the structure and population of clusters in KF · 2 HF,
and have found that (HF)2F
– clusters are most common [24, 26]. The clusters are
exclusively built on the interaction between HF and fluoride ions, and under the
assumption that potassium ions do not play any role in the formation of these clusters
[24].
2.3 Electrochemical Gas Generating Systems
2.3.1 Background
There are similarities between the mechanism of electrolytic bubble generation and
bubble generation from boiling; however, there are physical and mechanistic
differences between the two systems [27]. The principal difference is that boiling
does not depend on a specific reactant, but rather the bulk solution to maintain
bubble formation. The bubbles generated electrolytically will generally be charged
and the electrode surface itself will carry a charge, the sign and magnitude of which
will vary with the electrochemical conditions. This interaction of charges between
the electrode surface and the growing nucleus/bubble is not present in other cases
of heterogeneous nucleation (namely, boiling). The electrochemical aspect allows one
to easily alter both the thermodynamics (through changes in the electrochemical
potentials of the species present) and the kinetics (by altering the rate of mass
transport) of bubble generation through changes in the applied potential [18, 27].
Furthermore, it is to be expected that the size and shape of the bubbles upon
detachment from the electrode will be strongly influenced by subtle changes in
composition of the electrode surface, and by the electrostatic interaction.
2.3.2 Hydrogen and the ‘Classical’ Gas-Generating Systems
Electrolytic H2, O2, and Cl2-generation are referred to as the ‘classical’
electrochemical gas generation systems due to the characteristic dynamics of the
evolved bubbles. Namely, the evolved gases are small, spherical bubbles (deq ≈ 10 µm
– 100 µm [28]) that detach easily (and away) from the surface of the electrode. The
mechanism for gas formation is more-or-less the same for all three species. The
Hydrogen Evolution Reaction (HER) occurs through a two-step process: 1) simple
charge transfer (Volmer) process with formation of an adsorbed H on the electrode
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surface, and 2) recombination of two adsorbed H atoms (Tafel) to yield H2 [29]. In a
H2O-electrolysis cell, H2 is produced at the cathode via the reaction:
2 H2O + 2 e
– H2 + 2 OH
– {1}




O2 + H2O + 2 e
– {2}
Since pure-H2O has poor electrical conductivity, H2 evolution can be carried out
in an alkaline solution containing KOH or NaOH (25 – 36 wt.%) [29]. H2 can also
be produced as a side-product of the chlor-alkali process which utilizes NaCl or HCl.
In either system, the anode is usually made of steel, while the cathode is made of Ni
or Ni-coated steel. Resistance that is created as a result of bubble shielding (bubble
overvoltage) is controlled by using proprietary catalytic coatings on the electrodes,
or by using perforated electrodes to aid in the detachment of evolved gases.
2.3.3 Electrochemical Fluorine Generation System
Fluorine is typically generated using KF · 2 HF (40.8 wt.% HF, m.p. 71.7 ◦C) [21]
molten salt as the electrolyte in a ‘medium-temperature’ cell (∼85 ◦C) [4]. Unlike the
‘classical’ systems, F2-bubbles generated on carbon electrodes are larger (deq ≈ 2 mm
– 7 mm) and ellipsoidal in shape upon detachment. On a horizontal electrode, it
adopts a lenticular bubble shape before detachment; on a vertical electrode, adhering
bubbles tend to slide up the face of the electrode rather than detach. The generation
of F2-gas is made up of two corresponding half-cell reactions which are believed to
involve the HF2




F2 + HF + e
– {3}
at the anode with a cell potential of 2.92 V (vs. Standard Hydrogen Electrode (SHE))
(at 90 ◦C) [33], while H2 is produced by:






at the cathode with a standard potential of 0 V.
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By balancing the reactions at the cathode and anode, the overall reaction for








Almost all modern industrial fluorine generation cells use the same design (Figure
2.3), only differing in size of or type of anodes used. Mild steel is commonly used for
the cell body (which also serves as the cathode), while Monel® is used for the internal
parts such as the skirt, diaphragm, and cooling tubes [4, 30, 31]. A Monel® skirt is
used to separate the H2 and F2 gases formed at their respective electrodes, in order
to prevent their explosive recombination [4, 26, 30, 31]. All industrial cells currently
use non-graphitized carbon as anodes. Industrial cells originally used nickel anodes,
which produced fluorine without any polarization problems and could operate with
electrolyte containing moisture [30]; however, the anode current efficiency was only
70% [30] and severe corrosion led to contamination of the electrolyte with metal salts.
Graphite replaced the nickel anodes due to its high electrical conductivity and its
relative chemical inertness in the electrolyte; however, it was eventually replaced
Figure 2.3: Schematic of basic industrial electrochemical F2-generation cell.
F2-bubble is generated from carbon block electrode (anode), while H2 is generated from
alloy plate counter electrodes (cathode). Evolved gases are separated into separate gas
streams, and HF can be added to solution to replenish KF · 2 HF electrolyte.
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with an amorphous analog to avoid mechanical degradation induced by polarization
in the KF · 2 HF electrolyte. The non-graphitized carbon material currently in use
(made from petroleum coke) does not undergo anodic degradation, and can support
anode current efficiencies that are greater than 90% [4, 26, 30, 31].
Modern industrial fluorine electrolysis cells operate at currents between 4 and 6 kA
(0.1 and 0.15 A/cm2) which produce between 2.54 and 3.47 kg of fluorine gas per hour
(1500 and 2050 L(F2)/h, at STP) [4, 26, 30]. While the equilibrium thermodynamic
potential of HF decomposition at 85 ◦C is only 2.92 VSHE [33], a voltage of 8.0 V
– 10.0 V is maintained between the anode and cathode [4, 30, 31, 34]. The large
operating voltages are attributed to the reversible decomposition voltage of HF, the
anodic overvoltage, and ohmic drop in the electrolyte. These operating conditions
are necessary to obtain the desired current densities of ∼0.12 A/cm2 in industrial
cells [4, 30, 35]. Major contributors to anode overvoltage in industrial configurations
are the electrode/bus-bar contact resistance and electrode shielding from adhering
bubbles (bubble overvoltage) [4, 34]. Bubble overvoltage occurs because the gas
phase behaves like a physical barrier to charge and mass transfer, and introduces an
additional resistance factor into the system [36]. This phenomenon is initiated by
a passivating carbon fluoride (CFx ) layer, which is discussed in more detail below
(Section 2.4.1). The complexities of the F2/C/KF · 2 HF chemical system is described
in the next section.
2.4 Carbon/KF ·2 HF Electrochemical System
2.4.1 Fluorine Generation System
Electrochemical Polarization for Fluorine Generation
Electrochemical polarization for the generation of molecular F2 in the C/KF · 2 HF
system requires the application of an anodic potential greater than the reversible
decomposition F2-potential (2.92 VSHE) [33] in order to initiate the Fluorine Discharge
Reaction (FDR). The FDR involves the oxidation of the fluoride ion (in the salt) to
a fluorine radical:
F– F• + e– {6}
An example of a typical voltammetric sweep for F2-generation on a graphite
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electrode in KF · 2 HF is shown in Figure 2.4. In an electrochemical polarization,
the rise and fall in current corresponds to reactions that occur at the carbon/KF · 2 HF
interface in particular potential ranges. The peak around 2.0 to 2.5 VCuF2
1 is
associated with fluorine discharge (FD) (Reaction 6) and the subsequent formation
of the passivating CFx -layer. This is because the highly reactive F• radical can
react with functional groups on the carbon surface yielding C–F or C–O–F bonds.
This peak is also commonly attributed to the electrolysis of H2O because the
standard reversible potential for H2O occurs at 2.0 VCuF2 . At ∼4.0 VCuF2 (Fig.
2.4) the FDR becomes the dominant reaction and the current increases as more F•
radicals are discharged. Pairs of radicals can react together to produce molecular F2
(e.g., 2 F• → F2), in what is called the Fluorine Evolution Reaction (FER). At higher
potentials (>7.0 VCuF2) (Fig. 2.4), F2-generation becomes the predominant
reaction and may appear as jagged peaks corresponding to repeated cycles of bubble
nucleation, growth, and detachment. F2-evolution on a carbon electrode is
characterized by three processes: polarization, passivation, and deactivation (which
are described below).
Figure 2.4: Current response to anodic voltammetric sweep for F2-generation
on graphite electrode in KF · 2 HF.
Characteristic current response during voltammetric sweep (100 mV/s) for F2-generation
on a vertical graphite electrode in KF · 2 HF [37]. The bump at 2.25 VCuF2 is associated
with H2O-electrolysis and passivation; FDR begins at ∼4 VCuF2 , and peaks at ∼5 VCuF2
is associated with rapid bubble formation and detachment.
1Potential vs. the Cu/CuF2 reference electrode which is +0.4 V vs. SHE.
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During electrochemical polarization, bifluoride at the C/KF · 2 HF interface is
consumed (Reaction 3), and there is a marked decreased in the limiting current
(ilim) density as HF2
– from the bulk must diffuse into the double-layer region, as
predicted by the Cottrell equation [18]. The Cottrell equation (Appendix A) is used
to show that an electrochemical reaction mechanism is controlled by diffusion. Once
the iR-drop across the electrolyte is considered, the FDR occurs at an appreciable
rate starting at ∼4.0 VCuF2 . Fluorine evolution is accompanied by bubble nucleation,
the formation of a gas film, growth of a lyophilic F2-gas bubble, and the envelopment
of the electroactive surface area of the fluorinated carbon anode [32, 36, 38]. The
gas film at the electrode interface is a physical barrier that prevents the bifluoride
ion from reaching the electrode surface, and it is also an insulating barrier to charge
transfer. This effect is referred to as bubble overvoltage, i.e., the additional voltage
that must be applied to an electrochemical system to maintain a particular current
density or reaction rate. Bubble overvoltage is one cause of the electrode becoming
‘polarized’ and is seen as a sharp increase in the potential (up to 8.0 V – 10.0 V)
during the application of a sufficiently large steady-state current density. Other
factors that contribute to ‘polarization’ include cathodic overpotential, anodic
overpotential, and iR-drop across the KF · 2 HF electrolyte.
The presence of the lyophilic F2-bubble is one of the unique features of the
C/KF · 2 HF system. Conway and Qian [39] reported that when metallic anodes
such as nickel were used to generate F2, small, spherical bubbles with small contact
angles (<30°) were observed. As a result, anodic overvoltage is minimized on metallic
electrodes since the electroactive species still have multiple pathways to the electrode
surface [36], and the FER is not limited by the presence of an electrode-shielding
lyophilic F2-bubble. ‘Classical’ models for bubble formation and detachment that
may have been relevant for F2/metal systems are not valid in the F2/C/KF · 2 HF
system.
There are three pathways for the consumption of F• from the electrode surface:
1) dissolved F2 reaches a critical concentration at the interface and forms (or joins)
a bubble; 2) the F2 remains dissolved in solution and disperses from the interfacial
region; and, 3) the F• reacts with the carbon electrode or with impurities in the
electrolyte, such as H2O. This third pathway may produce volatile gaseous species
such as F2O and COF2 (from H2O) and CF4 (from degradation of the electrode) [26,
40–42], which contaminate the off-gas stream in industrial systems. Alternatively and
more critically, is the reaction between F• and functional groups on the surface of
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the electrode to produce the C-F bonds that ultimately result in a surface process
referred to as passivation.
Passivation
Passivation is the formation of a protective, insulating layer on an electroactive
surface area under electrochemically favorable conditions. In the F2/C/KF · 2 HF
chemical system, the passive layer is made up of C–O–F and a range of CFx (0.5 ≤ x
≤ 3) compounds [26, 40–42]. The ‘passivating’ CFx -layer is estimated to be 1 nm
– 3 nm thick based on ion sputtering techniques [32] (or, ∼1.7 nm thick via XPS
[43]). Crassous et al. [44] found that the formation of CFx occurs simply through
immersion of the carbon in molten KF · 2 HF due to the reactivity of the F– ion,
even in the absence of electrode polarization. Bai and Conway [43] found that the
thickness of the CFx layer did not increase with higher applied current densities,
but rather the degree of fluorination and covalency increased as more F• was
discharged at the surface. Electrode passivation is accelerated by polarization
at higher potentials (and a higher rate of FDR), as well as the presence of
H2O contaminants in the electrolyte. These contaminants form weak C–O
intermediates (e.g., C–OH, C––O, etc.) that are easily fluorinated [26, 40–42]. A
representation of the fluorination of surface functional groups is shown in Figure 2.5,
and the orientation of crystalline graphite is illustrated to highlight the activity of the
functional groups on the edge-plane (compared to the basal-plane) [41].
At low degrees of fluorination, the C–F bonds are ionic/semi-ionic in nature and
the surface is still conductive. As fluorination of the surface increases, the C–F bonds
become more covalent in nature (i.e., stable) and electrons become localized around
the C–F bonds, impacting its mobility through the lattice. Thus, one effect of the
passivating layer is that it slows down electron transfer, limiting the current that can
be attained at any potential. CFx films formed at high electrode potentials exhibit
lower interfacial capacitances, higher series resistances, and increased inhibition of
charge transfer processes [38].
The second, more critical effect of electrode passivation is that the C–F layer
changes the wetting characteristics of the electrode and accelerates the formation of
a gaseous layer on the surface of the electrode. Similar to a polytetrafluoroethylene
(PTFE) surface, the C–F layer has a repulsive force against the KF · 2 HF electrolyte,
resulting in a negative effect on the wetting between the two phases. Instead of




Figure 2.5: Representation of functional groups on carbon electrode surface
before and after fluorination.
Representation of the functional groups on the surface of a carbon electrode prior to
exposure to fluorine-rich environment (top), and a fluorinated carbon surface (bottom).
The random orientation of crystalline graphite is illustrated. Adapted from [26].
the evolved fluorinated gaseous species, thereby hindering the detachment of evolved
fluorinated gases (and the F2-bubble itself). The resulting gaseous layer envelopes
the electrode and minimizes the electroactive surface area and limits the FER to
uncovered surfaces of the electrode (such as the edges). The gas film is visible on the
surface of the electrode and has a mirror-like appearance [4, 32].
Thus, the passivating CFx layer has several effects on the C/KF · 2 HF system: 1)
it is electrically insulating; 2) it is non-wetting to the electrolyte, limiting the transfer
of electroactive species to the surface; and, 3) it inhibits F2-bubble detachment from
the surface of the electrode, ultimately leading to deactivation.
Deactivation
Electrode deactivation is the loss of current efficiency where an increase in the
applied electrochemical potential does not have a corresponding response in
current [4]. Electrode deactivation in the F2/C/KF · 2 HF system occurs when
bubble detachment is inhibited, and a persistent F2-gas film develops on a
heavily passivated CFx -surface [32]. The gas film itself is an insulator and blocks
the surface, while the highly fluorinated edges are poor conductors and are poorly
wetted by the electrolyte. These two factors result in severe inhibition of charge
and mass transfer across the electrode interface that limits the current even at high
potentials. In an industrial cell operating under current-control, the electrode
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potential can drift well above 10 VSHE. Increasing the current further can lead
to a process known as the ‘anode effect’ [4, 42, 43]. A term adopted from the
aluminum refining industry, the ‘anode effect’ is a sudden electrical discharge across
the gas/liquid interface due to the build-up of charge on either side of the gas layer [43,
45]. This discharge can be observed as sparking on the surface of the electrode which
results in damage to the electrode (i.e., burning) and contamination of the off-gas
with various gaseous C–F compounds [4, 30]. Due to the low current efficiency and
potential for contamination, electrodes are normally taken out of operation before
electrode deactivation occurs.
Controlling Passivation and Anodic Overvoltage
Preventing or delaying the onset of electrode passivation and ‘polarization’ is a key
component of maintaining the electrical efficiency in industrial F2-generation cells.
This can only be achieved by minimizing the anodic overpotential associated with
the formation of the passivating CFx -layer. Various techniques have been tested
to address the different factors that lead to ‘polarization’, including CFx -formation,
bubble adhesion, and moisture control. The method that has shown the most promise
to minimize anodic overpotential was the addition of metal fluorides (M–F) (e.g.,
LiF, AlF3, NaF) as colloidal suspensions into the KF · 2 HF melt [42, 46], or direct
impregnation into the electrodes themselves, CFx –MFy (M = Li, Al, Ni, etc.)
compounds on the surface of the electrode [34, 41, 46–49]. These M–F phases are
thought to enhance electron transfer from the electrolyte to the substrate and promote
electron-transport through hybrid states of carbon orbitals [40]. These deposited and
embedded metal fluorides also appear to promote bubble detachment from the surface
by disrupting the homogeneity of the CFx surface. Porous electrodes and electrodes
with vertical channels were evaluated for their ability to direct gases away from the
surface and avoid bubble-induced polarization issues [47, 50].
Electrochemical techniques have also been applied to manage the progression
of CFx formation. The first method is that prior to F2-generation, the KF · 2 HF
electrolyte is electrolyzed at ∼2.5 VCuF2 using a sacrificial carbon anode to hydrolyze
water impurities, which have been found to have a significant effect on CFx film
formation [42, 46, 51]. Next, the degree of CFx film formed on the electrode is
dependent on the polarization potential applied. So, one should avoid polarizing
new electrodes at high anodic potentials (i.e., >4 VCuF2). Devilliers et al. [52, 53]
found that CFx films formed well below the reversible F2-potential (2.92 VSHE) may
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be partially reduced (electrochemically) following anodic polarization.
Similarly, thin F2-gas films that contribute to the overvoltage can be electrochemically
reduced with proper cathodic treatment between anodic polarization cycles [52]. An
electropolishing technique known as electrode ‘activation’ is used to strip CFx off a
passivated surface. This is achieved by applying high voltages (40 VSHE) in short
bursts through molten KF · 2 HF [4, 26, 40, 43] to effectively burn off the insulating
C–F surface groups in a manner similar to that observed during the ‘anode effect’.
It has been found to restore the electrochemical performance of ‘used’ electrodes for
F2-generation [4, 26, 40, 43], and while the CFx -films that re-form tend to be thinner,
they have higher fluorine content [26, 40]. As one would expect, electrode ‘activation’
damages the electrode surface as well as contaminates the electrolyte and the off-gas
stream [26, 30].
Numerical Modelling of F2-Electrolyzers
Based on the electrochemical characteristics highlighted in the previous sections, there
are various factors in F2-electrolyzers that cannot be suitably accounted for when
using existing models developed for the ‘classical’ gas generating systems. These
factors include a F2-bubble adhesion to the anode (which introduces a resistive
element), unusual H2-bubble trajectories from the cathode, and poor mixing within
the cell (which affects heat and mass transfer). Roustan et al. [54] developed a
series of models to account for the potential field, heat, and mass distribution in
industrial F2-electrolyzing cells, as well as the coupled transfers that impact efficiency.
Three separate models addressed each property individually: 1) the distribution of
current would address the large resistances and overpotentials due to cell design; 2)
temperature profile modelling would assist in the regulation of heating and cooling
coils to maintain operating temperatures; and 3) hydrodynamics would focus on the
fluid velocities by natural convection (but not bubble effects).
Hur et al. [55] extended the work by Roustan et al. [54] by focusing on the impact
of H2-bubble trajectories on fluid velocities and temperature fields in F2-electrolyzers
using a finite element method. Hur et al. [55] studied the effect of altering the
configuration of the slits of the cathode (i.e., location, angle, size, and number) on
reducing ohmic loss between the electrodes. These cathodes were independent of the
cell walls and the electrolyser was similar to that shown in Fig. 2.3. This would
optimize (or, control) ohmic losses by modifying the cathode, rather than the anode
setup. Espinasse et al. [56] studied the effect of current density on the movement
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of H2-bubbles within the cell, and its impact on the current efficiency using a finite
volume method. At nominal current densities, the gas-separating skirts were effective
at preventing the migration of H2-bubbles into the anode compartment. At higher
current densities, the distribution of H2-bubble sizes increased, which resulted in a
significant number of H2-bubbles migrating into the anode compartment (∼10% of
those generated [56]). The smaller H2-bubbles could be easily carried into the anode
compartment by natural fluid flows and would not be impeded by the skirts. The
implications of this were that recombination of H2 bubbles with F2 would not only
be unsafe, but it would decrease the Faradaic current efficiency of the electrolyzer.
Recently, Pretorius et al. [57] developed a model that incorporated electron,
heat, mass, and two-phase momentum transfer together into a fully-coupled model.
Hydrodynamic quasi-steady-state results were produced for current density, electric
field, temperature, concentration of reactants, gas and liquid velocity profiles, and gas
fraction distribution. The combined model showed satisfactory results with previous
simulations by other authors and expectations. These models for gas electrolyzers
are useful for the development and optimization of new designs, as well as highlight
deficiencies in existing bodies of knowledge.
2.4.2 Hydrogen Generation in KF ·2 HF
As previously mentioned (Section 2.3.2), electrochemical generation of H2 is typically
carried out in aqueous media on metallic electrodes; however, it is also generated as
the co-reaction to anodic F2-evolution in KF · 2 HF (Reaction 2.4). It was studied to
account for the cathodic contribution to the total cell overvoltage present during F2
production [39, 58]. Of primary interest were the electrode kinetics and interfacial
effects of H2-generation that arose in molten salts.
One of the major contributions to solution overvoltage in many gas-generating
systems is saturation of the electrolyte by bubbles near the surface of the electrode.
As with F2, electrolyte wetting effects and bubble detachment from the electrode
surface is a factor in H2 evolution. Gao et al. [58] reported that H2-bubble detachment
from Ni-Mo alloy electrodes in KF · 2 HF was sluggish causing the current to fluctuate
erratically. The contact angle of H2 bubbles on Ni-Mo-Cd electrodes in KF · 2 HF was
found to be 78°, while those generated in KOH · 2 H2O was only 44° [39, 58]. The rate
of H2-evolution in the aqueous solution was also found to be two orders of magnitude
greater than in the fluoride melt [58]. Thus, as H2-detachment slows, the average
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residence time must increase and a higher percentage of the electrode is shielded.
This affects the uniformity of the diffusion-field and the paths available for mass
transport. A contributing factor is believed to be a restriction in the accessibility
of KF · 2 HF into the rough, porous interface of the Ni-Mo-Cd composite electrode
which arises from the difference in wettability of the electrolytes. These are critical
‘medium-effects’ that differentiate KF · 2 HF from aqueous systems.
Another phenomenon that arises as a ‘medium-effect’ during H2-generation in
KF · 2 HF is ‘hyperpolarization’ [39]. It is referred to as such, because it is
manifested as a sharp negative going shift in the electrochemical potential (from
∼ −1.5 V to −8.0 V) during galvanostatic polarization on a Ni-Mo-Cd cathode.
Hyperpolarization occurs as a result of solidification of the electrolyte in a thin, but
still marginally conducting, film of KF · x HF (x < 2) at the surface of the electrode
[39]. If the composition of the electrolyte decreases to KF · 1.87 HF, then the melting
point of the salt rapidly increases to 240 ◦C, causing it to solidify at the interface. The
ohmic resistance created by this fluoride film is large, but the interfacial region at the
electrode is still marginally conducting. Conduction through this barrier-layer film
involves proton transfer along adjacent bifluoride (HF2
– ) solvent molecules embedded
in the surface layer [39] connecting the bulk solution to the electrode surface.
The electrode kinetic effects of H2-generation in KF · 2 HF on the Tafel plots can
be explained by the activation energy for H+ dissociation and discharge from HF, in
addition to solvation energy of K+ and F– [57]. Conway and Qian [39] investigated
the dissociation of H+ from O and F by comparing the reduction of KOH · 2 H2O
and KF · 2 HF using a Ni-Mo-Cd electrode. One of the primary factors is the
difference in electronegativity between F and O [39, 58]: the H–F bond energy
is 160 kJ/mol greater than that of the H–O bond in H2O. The intermolecular
H-bonding is also much stronger in H–F···HF than those in H2O, which requires
a larger overpotential to overcome the activation energy for H+ discharge. There is
also a significant difference in the interfacial, D-L capacitance between KOH · 2 H2O
and KF · 2 HF on the metallic electrode. The D-L capacitance measured for the
metallic electrode in the two fluids were 73 mF/cm2 in KOH · 2 H2O and only
(0.81 ± 10) mF/cm2 in KF · 2 HF using a current-interruption method [39, 58]. This
large difference between the capacitance values was attributed to the poor wetting
properties of the KF · 2 HF melt to the electrode compared to that in the aqueous
solution [39].
The evaluation of H2-generation in aqueous and MS media is a valuable tool in
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eliciting ‘medium-effects’ for physical and electrochemical processes in two
fundamentally different fluids. Knowing the structure and properties of the
interfacial D-L (or, multilayer) is a critical component in understanding the
electrokinetic character of electrode surfaces in molten KF · 2 HF.
2.5 Bubble Initiation/Formation
The macroscopic formation of bubbles on the surface of an electrode occurs through
the supersaturation of dissolved gas that is generated at the electrode. Bubble
nucleation normally occurs at defects such as cavities and pores on the electrode
surface, or at boundaries of a heterogeneous surface. At low current densities, the
gases evolved may remain dissolved in solution and diffuse into the bulk solution
without bubble nucleation. Thus, the current density must be sufficiently high to
maintain bubble nucleation and detachment. During bubble growth, the gases evolved
must cross over from the liquid phase surrounding the nucleated bubble into the
gaseous phase. Once the growing bubble reaches a critical size where the buoyancy
force is equal to that of the surface tension force, it detaches from the surface of the
electrode. Residual bubbles on the surface become the anchor site for new bubbles,
allowing the cyclical process of bubble formation and detachment to continue.
2.5.1 The ‘Classical’ Spherical Bubble Shape (H2, O2, and
Cl2)
The ‘classical’ bubble shape for H2, O2, and Cl2 in aqueous systems is
characterized by round, spherical bubbles with small contact angles (<45°) [59].
The sizes of detaching bubbles are on the order of 10 µm – 100 µm in diameter
[28], and their sizes depend strongly on the surface tension of the corresponding
interfaces. While the interfacial tension of air/H2O is ∼0.072 N/m [12], the
intermolecular bonding in organic solvents such as ethanol or toluene are negligible,
resulting in even lower tension values (∼0.022 N/m and ∼0.027 N/m, respectively).
These small surface tension values suggest that ‘classical’ bubble systems (at these
sizes) will remain compact (and spherical) in order to minimize the interfacial surface
area.
Several authors have studied the dependence of the bubble departure radius on
the current density. Venczel [60] and Vogt [61] found that at low current densities,
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the bubble size decreased with decreasing current densities. At high current densities,
the bubble size appeared to remain constant, but the number of bubble nucleation
sites increased. Multiple authors found that the change in bubble departure radius
followed an empirical power law over a large range of applied current densities [59,
61, 62]. One of the contributing factors to this is the increase in bubble coalescence.
As the number of nucleation sites increases with current density, the likelihood of
bubble coalescence increases, becoming a major contributor to bubble growth. Other
parameters that affect bubble size distribution include concentration and pH of the
electrolyte, polarity and potential of the electrode, and wetting conditions in the
system [28].
Brussieux et al. [9] attempted to study bubble formation during water
electrolysis on a hydrophobic electrode because of its similarity to gas release in
molten salt electrolysis (F2/KF · 2 HF in particular). In their work, Ni–PTFE clusters
were deposited electrochemically on a Cu electrode to represent partial and ‘complete’
coverage of the surface prior to H2-generation. On samples with ‘complete’ deposition,
the surface experienced high gas coverage, and the sizes of the evolved H2-bubbles
were as large as 10 mm in diameter. In particular, the volume of the largest local
bubble increased linearly with time. That is, the gas-covered surfaces grew more
by coalescence than from mass transport from the liquid phase (as a dissolved gas)
which became limited at high degrees of electrode shielding by bubbles. On the
hydrophobic electrodes, the radius at detachment was proportional to the cube root
of residence time, while in a traditional aqueous system with a well-wetting surface,
the bubble radius at detachment was proportional to the square root of residence
time [9]. Chin Kwie Joe et al. [59] found that the mean departure radius for H2, O2,
and Cl2-bubbles showed a strong dependence on the condition of the electrode when
comparing used and unused electrodes of the same type. These findings highlight the
fact that bubble shape and dynamics on partially wetted electrodes are very different
to those on well-wetted electrodes.
2.5.2 The Lenticular Fluorine Bubble
The lenticular shape of F2-bubbles in the C/KF · 2 HF system is one of the defining
characteristics that differentiate it from the ‘classical’ H2, O2, and Cl2-generation
systems. The attractive force between the generated F2-bubble and the passivating
CFx layer [32, 36, 43, 51, 63] yields a bubble with a sprawling anchor area with flat
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edges and a large contact angle between the edge of the bubble and the electrode
(θ = 120° – 150°) [36, 64]. On a small electrode (∼1 cm2), a single F2-bubble could
be flattened out over the entire surface of the electrode. This is consistent with the
findings by Brussieux et al. [9] regarding bubble generation on non-wetting surfaces,
which is the case for the passivating CFx layer in KF · 2 HF.
A schematic for F2-bubble formation on a horizontal, upward-facing carbon anode
is shown in Figure 2.6. As the FDR occurs, adsorbed F• radicals combine to form F2
gas at regions all over the anode (Fig. 2.6a to b) [36]. At a critical bubble density, the
small bubbles that had formed on the surface coalesce to form larger bubbles until a
contiguous gaseous layer forms on the electrode (Fig. 2.6c). As the FER and bubble
growth progresses, the surface film begins to bow out from the middle (Fig. 2.6d),
grows to a critical size (Fig. 2.6e), and then detaches (Fig. 2.6f) [36, 63]. Following
bubble detachment, a thin F2-gas film remains and serves as the starting point for
the next bubble to detach. The size of the residual bubble is determined by the
wettability of the surface by the KF · 2 HF electrolyte and the size of the electrode.
Figure 2.6: Schematic of formation for lenticular F2-bubbles from a carbon
electrode in KF · 2 HF.
Stages of lenticular bubble formation and detachment from a horizontal, upward-facing
carbon electrode in KF · 2 HF. Electrode in c) to f) are considered to be covered by a
single lenticular bubble. Adapted from [36].
Groult [36, 63] proposed a theory to explain the mechanism of charge transport
(to the electroactive surface) despite near-100% coverage of the electrode surface by
a gas phase. This ‘fluidized layer’ model (Figure 2.7) postulates that a mixed-phase
layer comprised of KF · 2 HF molten salt and dissolved-F2 exists between the bubble
and the electrode surface, which maintains a pathway between the bulk electrolyte
and the electrode surface.
The lenticular F2-bubble limits the FER because the wide anchor area of the
bubble acts as a physical barrier for the electro-active species (HF2
– ) to reach the
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Figure 2.7: Schematic of the ‘fluidized layer’ model proposed by Groult et al..
Schematic of the ‘fluidized layer’ model proposed by Groult et al. showing pathway for
mass transfer to electrode surface despite coverage by a lenticular, electrode-enveloping
F2-bubble. Reprinted with permission from Groult et al. [26].
surface, thereby limiting charge transfer. Below the F2-bubble is the passivated CFx -
layer which is an insulating layer for electron transfer to the electrode [35]. Both
of these factors contribute to the decrease in F2-generation efficiency once CFx has
formed. Bai and Conway [32] found that there was an increase in the Tafel slope,
which indicated that there was an increase in the gas-film thickness when higher
current densities were applied. In addition to CFx , a thin gas film would be a barrier
to charge transfer and it was believed that this gas film could force electron transfer to
occur through a tunnelling mechanism [32, 65]. The thin-film barrier (made of evolved
gases) would be comparable to passivation and its impact would be intensified by the
presence of larger bubbles formed at higher current densities, ultimately leading to
the limiting currents that are commonly observed. Devilliers et al. [46], however, later
found that the CFx -layer (formed during the FER) was too thick (∼1 µm) for the
electron transfer mechanism to be compatible with the classical theories of electron
tunneling [66–68].
2.5.3 The Gas Film
The formation of gas films has a negative effect on the potential (and current)
distribution at the electrode because they introduce a non-conductive/insulating
barrier between the electrolyte and the active electrode. A picture of the mirrored-
surface of the F2-gas film on a carbon electrode in KF · 2 HF is shown in Figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.8: Picture of mirrored surface of a gas film on carbon electrode.
Picture of the mirrored gas layer on a Toyo Tanso carbon electrode surface (∼4.2 cm2)
following a short anodic polarization (5.5 V) in KF · 2 HF (85 ◦C).
Several mechanisms have been proposed as being responsible for the formation of
a gas film, including bubble coalescence [27, 69], change in wettability of the electrode
[32, 63, 70], and local electrolyte evaporation due to joule heating [69, 71]. It is likely
that a combination of these processes occur simultaneously [69]. Since boiling and
electrolyte evaporation is not a concern in most MS systems due to their high boiling
points, these mechanisms will not be discussed any further. Instead, the discussion
will focus on bubble coalescence and changes in surface tension of the gas/liquid/solid
interfaces.
Bubble coalescence is the primary mechanism that leads to bubble growth and film
formation, particularly at moderate-to-high current densities [71]. When high current
densities are applied, multiple nucleation sites are activated on the electrode surface
(as in the case of industrial cells) increasing the likelihood that bubble coalescence
will form larger bubbles. When two bubbles make contact the interface between them
grows thinner, and if they are in contact for a time longer than the critical coalescence
time, the interface between them will rupture and coalescence will occur [72]. The
critical coalescence time depends on the size of the two bubbles, as well as properties
of the gas/liquid interface (e.g., boundary layer thickness, viscosity, and γGL). It has
been shown that the chance of coalescence increases when the viscosity of the fluid is
higher, since it increases the interaction time between adjacent bubbles [73]. Prince
and Blanch [72] found that in some inorganic aqueous electrolyte solutions (e.g., NaCl
and Na2SO4), an increase in the individual bubble size had a negative effect on the
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rate of coalescence. Eventually, if the gaseous structure on the surface is large enough
that the forces which initiate detachment are not sufficient to overcome the adherence
forces, this gas phase may grow into a gas film [72].
A change in the interfacial tension at the gas/liquid/solid interfaces is another
major factor in the formation of a gas film [70]. This change in wettability at the
electrode surface may occur due to: 1) a change in the electrode surface chemistry
(e.g., electrode passivation); 2) charge build-up at the gas-liquid interface; or, 3)
a change in the concentration of electrolyte in the vicinity of the electrode. For
carbons used in F2-generation, CFx passive films rapidly form and develop when
large anodic potentials are applied to the system. This CFx surface is non-wetting to
the KF · 2 HF electrolyte and hinders the detachment of F2-bubbles (compared to the
carbon on new anode surfaces) [4, 32, 38]. Electrostatic forces have been known to
initiate the formation of gas films in gas generating systems [74], specifically on the
anodic O2-evolving portion in the electrowinning of Al from cryolite (Na3AlF6) [45].
In this chemical system, O2– in the electrolyte induces a positive charge on evolved
gas bubbles, which creates a repulsion force from the positively charged anode. As
the O2– -content decreases, the electric charge on the O2-gas bubbles switches from
positive to negative, creating an electrostatic attraction with the anode [75]. This
results in surface-blocking O2-bubbles that accumulate and develop into a contiguous
gas film over the surface of the electrode. This contiguous gas film in the Al and F2
systems has led to what is known as the ‘anode effect’ [45].
Extensive research has found that CFx -film formation is the cause of the change
in electrode wettability and F2-gas film formation [4, 32, 38, 40]. As the passivating
layer forms and the degree of fluorination of the CFx -layer increases (i.e., from x
≈ 0.5 to 3.0), the wettability of the electrode with the electrolyte decreases and
adhesion with the F2-bubble increases. Due to the change in wetting conditions (and
possible build-up of electrostatic forces), the buoyancy forces of the gas phase cannot
overcome the attractive force between the electrode and the lenticular F2-bubble. As
a result, the bubble cannot detach and the flattened edges of the bubble may spread
out to the edges of the electrode. Due to this electrode-enveloping gas phase, charge
transfer cannot occur through the thick gas film, and bubble growth (via FER) cannot
continue. Despite electrode coverage by a gas film, charge transfer is able to continue
for an extended period of time (1.5 to 2 y for industrial cells [4]). Groult et al. [26,
36] attempted to explain the mechanism of charge transfer proposing a theory known
as the ‘fluidized layer’ model.
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‘Fluidized Layer’ Model
The ‘fluidized layer’ model (Fig. 2.7) [26, 36] was used to explain how charge transfer
at the anode surface is maintained during polarization despite near-100% coverage by
a gas film or bubble. The model proposes that a thin mixed-phase layer comprised
of liquid KF · 2 HF and F2-gas exists between the F2-bubble and the passivated
carbon electrode. Thus, the lenticular F2-bubble sits on top of this ‘fluidized’ layer,
rather than directly on the electrode. To maintain charge transfer, the active species
(HF2
– ) enters this ‘fluidized’ layer from the outer edges of the bubble [36] to reach the
electrode. Once the HF2
– is incorporated into the fluidized layer, an electron
transfer occurs at the anode and F• is evolved, ultimately leading to F2-evolution and
bubble growth. Groult et al. [36] used a ring-disc electrode-setup (∼1.6 cm ring outer
diameter) to support the existence of this ‘fluidized’ layer by selective polarization
of the electrodes. The results indicated that charge transfer switched from the inner
disc to the outer ring once the outer electrode was polarized. In addition, there was
extensive fluorination at the outer edges of the ring electrode following polarization,
confirming that FD occurred at the edges of the lenticular F2-bubble.
Groult et al. [63] estimated that the ‘fluidized’ layer could make up as much as
40% of the total overpotential during F2-generation. This overpotential was found
to increase with the electrode area, which suggested that a larger electrode could
support a thicker gas layer. The overpotential calculated in their numerical model was
consistent with the physical model of the lenticular F2-bubble shape: the overpotential
was the highest in the middle of the electrode, and tapered off towards the edges.
Thus, Groult argued that the ‘fluidized’ layer could not be disregarded, and must be
taken into consideration due to its overall contribution to the overpotential.
2.6 Interfacial Tension
The behaviour of a drop or bubble on a solid surface is dependent on the three
interfacial tensions between the solid, gas, and liquid phases. The tangential force
balance between these interfacial tensions on the three-phase contact line determines
the shape of the drop or bubble. For a given contact angle, the combination of
interfacial tensions gives rise to Young’s equation:
γGS = γLS + γGL cos θ (2.1)
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where γGS, γLS, and γGL indicate the gas-solid, liquid-solid, and gas-liquid
interfacial tensions, respectively; θ represents the external contact angle between
the three phases. Physical methods, numerical calculations, and electrochemical
methods are available to measure or calculate interfacial tension. The physical
measurement of interfacial tension can be categorized as measuring either the
dynamic or the geometric quantities of a fluid [76]. The first involves the measurement
of the dynamic response of the fluid to an applied force, while the second (geometric)
involves the measurement of a static quantity of the fluid during the interaction with
a surface. Examples of dynamic methods are the Wilhelmy plate and Du Noüy ring
methods. The maximum bubble pressure (or equivalent drop weight) method involves
the use of a force balance calculation on a bubble (or drop) at the point of detachment,
using the maximum pressure inside the bubble (or weight of the drop) that can be
supported by the interfacial tension. Finally, the pendant drop method involves the
measurement of the time required by a reference object to travel vertically through
a test fluid, between two well-defined points. The surface tension can be calculated
using various mathematical equations relating the dimensions of the reference object,
fluid properties, time, and distance travelled [76]. Morel [77] described the procedure
and apparatus used to measure the surface tension for a variety of MSs (with melting
points up to 1000 ◦C).
The capillary rise method is a classical example of the measurement of geometric
quantities for the γGL, and simply involves the measurement of the liquid height in a
capillary tube. Alternatively, the geometric shape of the gas-liquid interface, such as
a drop or bubble, is often used as the object of measurement. The geometry of the








where R1 and R2 are the principle radii of curvature of the interface and ∆P represents
the pressure difference between the gas and liquid phases. Equation 2.2 indicates the
force balance acting on the gas-liquid interface and can be solved analytically or
numerically. If the static pressure of the liquid (∆P ) is known, the interfacial tension
can be obtained by measuring the geometric specifications of the interface, such as
the drop height and radius [76]. The contact angle of the bubble or drop can be
measured directly using a goniometer or from photographs. Alternatively, the tilted
plate method is another example of direct measurement of the contact angle, in which
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the angle of an immersed test plate is increased until the liquid meniscus becomes
horizontal at the point of contact. Contact angle measurements are also carried out
using horizontal or vertical plates based on the shape or height of the meniscus at
the interface [76].
Various numerical methods have been developed to estimate interfacial tension
when conventional experimental methods cannot be (or are difficult to) performed.
Langmuir [78] first attempted to construct a quantitative theory of surface tension of
electrolyte solutions based on ionic specificity. The weakness of this model (that
subsequent models attempted to address) was the existence of an excess surface
tension (or electrostatic potential) that could not be accounted for using the Gibbs
adsorption isotherm [79]. Dos Santos and Levin [79] calculated the surface
tension of simple acids (e.g., HF to HI) by modelling the electrostatic potential
difference across the air-water interface that is created by the orientation of the H+
ion in the bulk solution. Although the interfacial tensions of molten salts had been
reported by Janz [20] in the 1970s, researchers have recently attempted to relate these
tension values to various physical properties that are commonly used to describe the
constituent ions. Marcus [80] developed a relationship for interfacial tension based
on the cohesive energy density of a series of molten alkali halides made up of 1:1, 1:2,
and 2:1 (cation:anion) salts. Aqra [13, 81] developed several equations to calculate
interfacial tension based on physical properties of the component ions in molten halide
salts. Aqra [13] first developed a relationship based on properties such as the melting
point, molar volume, inter-nuclear distance, and ratio of the radii of the constituent
cation and anion for molten alkali halides. Next, Aqra [81] developed an equation that
accounted for the area occupied by the atoms, sublimation energy of the salt, and a
selection of physical and numerical constants. The equations have shown promise for
predicting the interfacial tension of simple, two-component alkali halides.
Finally, the interfacial tension can be calculated from the capacitive
properties of the D-L region of a metal/electrolyte interface in an
electrochemical setup [82]. This technique is known as electrocapillarity and was first
used by Lippmann [83] to measure the interfacial tension of mercury in a
dropping mercury electrode, which operates based on the principle of a maximum
bubble pressure method. Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) is used to
measure the capacitance of the D-L region over a range of electrochemical potentials
near the point-of-zero charge to determine the influence of potential on the interfacial
tension. It was found that surface charge (via polarization) would alter the interfacial
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tension of the conducting fluid (i.e., Hg), and manipulate the size of the droplet at
which it would detach. The relationship between the differential capacitance of the
electrical double-layer per unit area is given by [82]:






where CA is the differential capacitance per unit area, σ is the surface charge density,
and E is the applied cell potential.
Known Interfacial Tension Values for Relevant Molten Salts and HF-
Compounds
The surface tensions of simple molten salts have been reported extensively in work by
Janz [20], Aqra [13, 81], Marcus [80], and others. More specialized molten salts (i.e.,
for MSRs in nuclear [19, 21, 22], high-temperature MS in solar power applications [84],
or electrorefinement of chloride salts [6, 7]) have been reported in more specific bodies
of work related to the industry in which they are used. The γGS surface tensions for
relevant MSs on solid surfaces are provided in Table 2.3, while the γGL-values for
simple molten halide salts (and H2O) are provided in Table 2.4 as a reference point.





Fluoride salts on graphite (at 1000 ◦C) 0.140 [77]
Chloride salts on graphite (at 1000 ◦C) 0.090 [77]
Bromide salts on graphite (at 1000 ◦C) 0.080 [77]
Liquid HF 0.010 [79]
KF · 2 HF on carbon 0.118 [85]
KF ·HF on carbon 0.095 [85]
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Table 2.4: Surface tension and densities of select molten halide salts and H2O.
Salt or Fluid Gas
γGL (N/m) at ρ m.p. Ref.
Temp (K) (kg/m3) (K)
LiF air 0.240 (1220 K) 1779 1120 [20]
NaF air 0.177 (1368 K) 1889 1268 [20]
KF air 0.134 (1231 K) 1844 1131 [20]
LiCl air 0.130 (983 K) 1459 983 [20]
LiCl ·KCl air 0.126 (773 K) 1621 628 [6]
KCl air 0.092 (1143 K) 1469 1043 [20]
H2O air 0.072 (298 K) ∼1000 273 [12]
2.7 Bubble Deformation and Characterization in
Liquid Media
Characterization of the fluid dynamics and deformation of bubbles in various fluids is
essential for the development and scale-up of bubble-reactor designs. Understanding
the dynamics of a single bubble rising in a stagnant fluid is useful for the prediction
of how bubbles may interact in a bubble column [86]. Much of the existing work [87–
90] has focused on ‘conventional’ fluids, which consist of H2O and H2O-mixtures, as
well as organic and inorganic solvents. H2O-mixtures typically consist of surfactants
or glycerine; organic solvents consist of ethers, alcohols, and mineral oils (amongst
others); and inorganic solutions have mainly consisted of silicon oils [88, 89]. Much of
the existing work has focused on the understanding and development of relationships
for bubble size, rise velocity (Vt), drag, gas holdup, and diffusion (or mass transport)
coefficients, based on fluid properties. An example of the body-of-work for the Vt of
bubbles in H2O and H2O-mixtures is shown in Figure 2.9.
It is only more recently, that bubble dynamic studies have grown to include
‘unconventional’ fluids such as ionic liquids [17] and molten salts [6, 8]. These fluids
have found interest in specialized applications such as CO2-capture in ILs and molten
carbonates [17], oxidative precipitation of rare earth chlorides from molten LiCl-KCl
salt [6, 7], and the purification of spent nuclear carrier salt fluids. Unfortunately,
little work has focused on the fluid dynamics of single bubbles in MSs, such as the
change in velocity and aspect ratio with bubble size. Thus, it is unclear which (or
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if) existing correlations have been used for the development of the industrial systems
listed previously, or if the work remains unpublished. The physical properties for
a selection of ‘conventional’ and ‘unconventional’ (MS and IL) fluids is provided in
Table 2.5 to establish the ranges of what may be reasonably expected in the review
of trends and models to follow.
Figure 2.9: Terminal rise velocity of air bubbles in H2O and H2O-surfactant.
Terminal rise velocity of air bubbles in H2O and H2O-surfactant for a range of bubble
sizes. Bubble shape regimes are defined. Adapted from Clift et al. [88].




(kg/m3) (N/m) (mPa · s)
H2O 1000 0.072 0.9 [12]
40% H2O/Glycerine 1150 0.064 12.7 - 13.4 [90]
Imidazolium ILs 1162 - 1330 ∼0.041 13.9 - 24.4 [17]
LiCl-KCl (at 500 ◦C) 1621 0.126 2.23 [6]
KF · 2 HF (at 85 ◦C) 1980 None reported 24.0 [22]
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Extensive work has been put into characterizing bubble size, shapes, and dynamics
in various media [88–90]. Characterizing a fluid dynamic system is achieved through
the use of dimensionless numbers, which relate fluid properties (such as density,
surface tension, and viscosity) and system properties (such as velocity and
characteristic length) to a single value. This value provides a quick indication of
what is expected in the system and can be used as a means of comparison against
other fluid dynamic systems. The dimensionless numbers most commonly used to
describe the fluid dynamic properties of a system include the Reynolds number (Re),
the Eötvös number (Eo), Morton number (Mo), Weber number (We), and drag
coefficient (Cd).
2.7.1 Dimensionless Numbers
Dimensionless numbers are critical for the characterization and analysis of the fluid
dynamics in a system. Three dimensionless number groups are commonly used to
characterize the bubble shape and rise behaviour: Re, Eo, and Mo. We is useful for
describing fluid flows, while Cd describes the drag or resistance of an object in a fluid
environment. The characteristic length defines the scale of the system: in the study of
rising bubbles, the characteristic length in the following equations for dimensionless
numbers is defined as db.
The Re quantifies the amount of disturbance created by a moving fluid, and is





where ρl represents the density of the fluid, Vt represents the velocity of the bubble,
db represents the measured diameter of the bubble, and µl represents the dynamic
viscosity of the fluid.
The Eo number (or, Bond number) characterizes the shape of the bubble, and it






where ∆ρ (= ρl – ρg) represents the difference in density between the liquid and the
gas (ρg), g represents the gravitational constant, and γ represents the surface tension.
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The Mo is typically used with the Eo number to characterize the shape of the







where µl is the viscosity of the liquid.
The We is the ratio between the inertial force and the surface tension force, and
is useful for analyzing fluid flows where there is an interface between two different
fluids. The Weber number indicates whether the kinetic energy or the surface tension





The Cd is a dimensionless measure used to quantify the drag or resistance to
movement of an object in a fluid environment. The total drag force that impedes the
movement of the bubble through the fluid is made up of the drag force, added mass
force, and Basset force [17]. The Basset force, in particular, describes the force due to
the lagging boundary layer and its effect on the change in relative velocity of bodies
moving through a fluid. The bubble distorts as it rises through the fluid until the
terminal condition (shape and velocity) is reached. If one assumes that the buoyancy
and drag force are at equilibrium, the equation of motion for a bubble can be written
as:












which can be rearranged as:
Cd =
4db (ρl − ρg) g
3ρlV 2t
(2.9)
In most cases, the Cd of a bubble can be calculated from the (measured) terminal
velocity of a given bubble system and the physical parameters of the fluid system
[17]. Theoretical investigations and numerous experimental results suggest that the
drag coefficient may be expressed by various combinations of dimensionless constants,
such as Re, Eo, Mo, We, and so on [17].
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2.7.2 Review of Bubble Dynamics
Dimensionless numbers are used to develop correlations that provide a means of
comparing different fluid systems. Unfortunately, many correlations commonly used
were developed from a limited number of gas/liquid systems and therefore, a limited
range of fluid or system properties. One typical example is experimental drag curves
(Cd vs. Re) for spherical bodies (Figure 2.10) [88], which already highlights the
deviation from ideal conditions (i.e., Stokes’ Law).
Figure 2.10: Standard drag curve as a function of Re.
Drag coefficient of a sphere as a function of Reynolds number (standard drag curve)
compared with Stokes’ law for spherical bubbles. Adapted from Clift et al. [88].
Stokes’ Law is a relationship for the drag force exerted on spherical objects with
very small-Re numbers in a viscous fluid. Errors may be introduced when one
extrapolates these results to other systems. For this reason, numerical models should
be seen as a complementary tool to experimental techniques, particularly for
fluids that have not been studied extensively. These models need to be validated by
comparing their results to a small number of ‘benchmark’ analytical or experimental
cases. Bubbles in ‘unconventional’ fluids should still adhere to fundamental trends
that are dictated by physical properties of the chemical system (such as deformation,
Figure 2.11).
The average size of a bubble that can be formed in a particular fluid is related to
the properties of the solution (density, surface tension, and viscosity). It is difficult,
however, to isolate the effect of one property over another with respect to bubble
size (or other bubble characteristic). For instance, bubble size has been found to
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Figure 2.11: Shape map for bubbles and drops as function of Re and Eo.
Shape map for bubbles and drops as function of Re and Eo. Bubble shape regimes are
labelled. Adapted from Clift et al. [88].
be dependent on solution density only when flow rates and viscosity were low [89];
However, this dependency seemingly disappeared when either flow rate or viscosity (or
both) were high. In the case of stagnant fluids, bubble size scaled with either viscosity
or surface tension when the other fluid property was maintained at a constant value
[17, 90]. This was true for both H2O-glycerine solutions and imidazolium ILs, where it
was suggested that these properties (individually) were able to stabilize the gas-liquid
interface. The effect of density (by itself) is also uncertain, since the dependency of
density on bubble size has been found to be limited to a certain flow rate and viscosity
of the solution [89]. As a result, it is difficult to predict the dynamics of a bubble
based on the fluid properties alone, as shown by the variation in performance of
correlations for Vt over different ranges of bubble size, in the paper by Kulkarni and
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Joshi [89]. Prince and Blanch [91] found that an increase in the concentration of salt
in electrolytes decreased the rate of coalescence and break-up of bubbles by stabilizing
the gas-liquid interface. This finding adds another factor in the relationship between
bubble size (and/or shape) and the fluid properties. Thus, one of the questions that
needs to be addressed in an unfamiliar fluid system is how the dynamics of a bubble
(velocity, shape, flow behaviour, etc.) change when bubble size increases.
Raymond and Rosant [90] made an extensive comparison between
experimental results (air in H2O-glycerol) and numerical models to evaluate the
performance of established expressions for Cd and Eb of bubbles based on
dimensionless numbers such as Re and We [88, 92]. The composition of the fluid
allowed the researchers to manipulate the physico-chemical properties (density,
surface tension, and viscosity). The rise velocities of air bubbles were found to
increase with bubble size in solutions with a large Mo numbers [93], while the
velocities approach asymptotic (and maximum) values as the Mo number decreases.
Overall, the reported rise velocities fit the predictions by Maxworthy et al. [92].
For Cd, at low Re numbers (Re ≈ 1 – 5), the bubble deformations were small
and fit within the well-known drag curves (Fig. 2.10) for solid spheres and inviscid
spherical bubbles (Cd = 24/Re and 16/Re, respectively [87–89]) (Figure 2.12). In this
region, the We number had a small effect on Cd. At a high Re numbers (Re ≈ 10 –
100), deformation increases and predicted Cd values begin to deviate from the ideal
spherical case as the Re number increases. In this region, Cd increases significantly




Notably, in the high Re number range (Re ≈ 10 – 100), the Cd values for larger
bubbles reaches a transition point (minimum in the Cd vs. Re plot) before changing
direction and increasing with Re numbers [89]. The transition point shifts to a lower
Cd as the amount of H2O (in a H2O-glycerine solution) increases from trace amounts
to ∼40% (which causes a decrease in the ρ and µ of the fluid system) (Fig. 2.12) [90].
In regards to bubble deformation, Raymond and Rosant [90] found that existing
numerical models were not particularly accurate for predicting the shape of bubbles
with aspect ratios (Eb) < 0.5. The trends for Eb based on Re and We numbers
were quite good for the moderately deformed bubbles (low-Re and We numbers),
but the Eb-values were underestimated for bubbles with larger-We numbers (i.e., less
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Figure 2.12: Experimental drag curves from air bubbles in H2O-glycerine
solutions.
Drag curves for air bubbles in H2O-glycerine solutions (trace H2O to 40%) with different
Mo numbers. Data is plotted with Stokes’ laws for solid and inviscid spheres. Reproduced
with permission from Raymond and Rosant [90].
deformation than predicted). This indicated that real bubbles were more deformed
than the calculated ones, and it was suggested that this was because the real bubble
shapes were not axisymmetric [90]. For instance, at higher We-numbers, bubbles
with low Re numbers tended to be bottom-flattened, while the high Re number
bubble shape was top-flattened [90]. The onset of bubble distortion is rather well
predicted from the correlation proposed by Clift et al. [88] for ellipsoidal bubbles
in contaminated liquids. As a result, some of the assumptions used to develop the
numerical model may not have applied, even in ‘conventional’ fluids.
Very little detailed work has been published on Vt and Eb of bubbles at slow rates
of bubble formation in ILs and MSs. Most of the published experimental work has
focused on gas holdup, solubility, and mass transfer from bubbles formed through
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sparging (or injection) techniques at different flow rates [6, 8, 17, 94, 95]. The
deficiency in useful models for ILs and MSs may be that the gas/liquid interface
is intrinsically different from molecular solvents. For instance, the interfaces are
populated by only anions and cations, without solvating molecules to separate the
ions. In addition, the physical properties of the salt will change depending on the
interaction between specific combinations of cations and anions [17, 94]. While various
numerical simulations [86, 96, 97] have been developed for ILs, physical measurements
to study bubble behaviour specifically in MSs and ILs have been less common. Bodies
of work that are relevant to measurements in these fluid systems are described below.
Sada et al. [8] released one of the early papers on gas holdup and mean bubble
size for N2 in a LiCl-KCl molten salt bubble column, focusing on the mass transfer
coefficient. The authors found that gas holdup, mean bubble size, and liquid phase
mass transfer coefficient for MSs could use the same correlations initially developed
for aqueous and organic systems. The authors recommended the inclusion of a gas-
liquid density ratio to account for the elevated temperatures in the case of molten
salts.
Dong et al. [17] examined bubble systems focusing on N2-bubbles in pairs of
imidazolium ILs made up of combinations of two cations and two anions. The
authors set out to determine whether previous investigations on bubble behaviour,
and semi-empirical or theoretical models (for Cd and Eb) [87, 98, 99] were applicable in
ILs. The combinations of ILs would be used to determine whether viscosity or surface
tension played a larger role in determining variability in bubble diameter [17]. In
regards to temperature, it was found that the bubble size decreased and the Vt
increased significantly as the temperature increased. This result could be explained
by the temperature dependence of viscosity and surface tension of the ILs. For
Cd, the two best correlations overestimated the value by ∼30% in one case, and
underestimated Cd by ∼35% in the other. Others yielded poor fits at low-Re
numbers, while being quite accurate for moderate Re values [17]. Due to these
deficiencies, the authors developed a new correlation for Cd of bubbles in ILs over a
range of Re and Mo numbers. Likewise, due to the deficiency in existing models for
predicting bubble sizes and Eb in both aqueous systems and ILs over a larger range
of Re and We values, Dong et al. introduced a new dimensionless parameter for the
estimation of Eb in ILs, which is simply the product of the Re and Eo numbers [17].
The main contributions of this work are the body of bubble data in ILs, as well as a
correlation for Cd of rising bubbles in quiescent ILs [17].
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Phongikaroon et al. [6] studied O2-bubble size distributions in molten LiCl-KCl
salt at 500 ◦C to calculate gas holdup and diffusion coefficients at different sparging
rates. The authors studied the effect of sparging rate on bubble size and Vt, and the
ultimate effect on mass transfer coefficients for oxidative precipitation of rare earth
chlorides. The authors found that the volumes of the detached bubbles were normally
distributed and that mass transfer decreased with an increase in bubble sizes and O2
sparging rate [6].
Expanding on work surrounding ILs, Taylor et al. [94] studied the effect of physico-
chemical properties (via composition) of ILs on bubble size. The authors examined
the effects of viscosity, contact angle, molecular weight, and density of the fluids on the
mean bubble size. The authors used structure-property relationship correlations to
ultimately determine that bubble size (and therefore, mass transport) was dictated by
the strength of interaction between the cation and anion of the IL, and not particularly
well correlated to viscosity or surface tension by themselves (Figure 2.13) [94]. Also,
in comparison to aqueous-solutions, ILs have higher viscosities resulting in larger
bubbles and a reduction in the gas holdup. This work provided a broad comparison
of ILs and developed an understanding on the size and stability of bubbles, which
affect mass transfer properties. Understanding these interactions can help determine
the compositions of ILs for the optimization of gas capture systems.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.13: Relationship between bubble radius and system properties in ILs.
Relationship between average bubble radius vs. (a) viscosity, and (b) contact angle for a
series of ILs. Reprinted from Taylor et al. [94].
Recently, Kanai et al. [100] studied the formation and detachment of bubbles in
NaNO3 MS. The authors found that in dynamic conditions, the measured bubble sizes
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were comparable to the estimated sizes from models established in aqueous systems
since the differences in the physical properties were minimized in dynamic conditions.
In stagnant conditions, however, the measured bubble size was larger than estimated,
and empirical formulas developed for aqueous systems could not accurately estimate
the effect of surface tension in MSs.
Based on the work currently available in literature, it is clear that there is a
deficiency in the type and amount of data that can be used for the further development
of bubbling systems in ‘unconventional’ fluids.
2.8 Correlations for Analysis
Various well-known correlations for Vt, Eb, and Cd were selected to evaluate the F2/
and H2/KF · 2 HF chemical systems to determine if existing correlations
(developed using conventional fluids and ILs) are effective in predicting bubble
dynamics based on fluid properties. The correlations utilize a combination of
experimentally-derived values with physical constants of the fluid systems. The
equations selected for evaluation are suitable for oblate ellipsoidal bubbles, which
apply to the F2/KF · 2 HF chemical system. The bubbles produced and selected for
analysis were free from distortion (other than flattening) and were assumed to be
symmetrical about the x-/y-axis.
Velocity
Lehrer [101] developed the wave theory originally proposed by Mendelson [102] for
predicting bubble rise velocity. Mendelson initially proposed the classic wave theory
to explain the interfacial disturbances of a bubble in a fluid system. The dynamics
of these disturbances caused by the rising bubble were similar to those of waves in
an ideal fluid and could be simply correlated to the fluid properties and bubble size.
Lehrer [101] developed this model, arguing that the kinetic energy of the rising bubble
is dissipated in the wake and this additional energy needed to be incorporated into
the original wave analogy. The modified rise velocity relationship based on the wave










The wave theory was determined to be generally ineffective for bubbles smaller
than 0.5 mm in diameter because small bubbles behave like rigid spheres, and no
waves were formed due to the lack of interfacial disturbances. Lehrer’s modifications
extended the applicability of the Mendelson model which provided a better fit over a
range of experimental results.
Clift et al. [88] developed a correlation using a large body of experimental data
for pure and contaminated liquids with a wide range of properties. The model
was developed from a combination of individual correlations, including the wave
theory by Mendelson [102]. Due to the transition between non-oscillating and
oscillating bubbles, two dimensionless groups (Jc and Hc) were created to account
for the deformation of the bubble (through the Eo and Mo numbers). The model is
proposed for ellipsoidal particles, but there are correction factors included to account
for spherical cap and otherwise highly distorted bubbles. The model by Clift et al.






Mo−0.149 (Jc − 0.857) (2.12)
where
Jc = 0.94Hc
0.757 for 2 < Hc < 59.3 (2.12a)
Jc = 3.42Hc










Rodrigue [93] studied the velocity of single bubbles in Newtonian and non-
Newtonian fluids containing impurities. The Newtonian fluids included H2O/glycerine
mixtures, while the non-Newtonian fluids were cellulose solutions, polyethylene
oxide, polyacrylic acid, and others. To accommodate the range of fluid properties,























The correlation is well-fitted to experimental data for a few Newtonian pure
liquids; however, the predictions for low-density liquids are generally underestimated
[89]. Rodrigue found that the Vt decreased almost linearly with increasing bubble
volume depending on the viscosity of the liquid [93]. This is because a larger bubble
would have a larger interface at which viscous forces could impede its flow.
The Tomiyama [98] relationship was developed from both theoretical and
experimental results and derived for bubbles rising individually in quiescent liquids
and liquids with simple shear flows. The model was developed using air/H2O to
measure bubble trajectories, time-dependent shapes, and Vt in pure and
contaminated systems. As a result, the model is applicable for both pure liquids
and liquids with surfactants. A momentum jump condition was used as the basis and
a potential flow theory was applied to flow around an oblate spheroid. The model
yields good predictions of Vt for single distorted bubbles with high-Re
numbers. Tomiyama [98] had also found that bubble motion, shape, and velocity
were very sensitive to the initial shape deformation. Also, surfactants were found to
reduce the amount of initial shape oscillation by stabilizing the interface. As a result,
the model was developed to account for a wide range of distortion as given by the
incorporation of the Eb in the equation. The simplified form of the correlation relevant
to axi-symmetric oblate ellipsoids is:














Where the dimensionless numbers ωt is a modifier for the symmetry of the bubble
(ωt = 1.0 for symmetrical bubbles along the x-/y-/z-axis), and Tt is a modifier for







A summary of the range of fluid properties in which each of the correlations are
applicable is provided in Table 2.6.
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Table 2.6: Range of fluid properties in which various correlations are
applicable.
Density Surface Tension Viscosity
Ref.
(kg/m3) (N/m) (mPa · s)
Lehrer 782 < ρ < 1480 0.020 < γ < 0.072 0.52 < µ < 18000 [101]
Clift 782 < ρ < 1410 0.015 < γ < 0.072 0.72 < µ < 29000 [88]
Rodrigue 722 < ρ < 1380 0.015 < γ < 0.091 0.22 < µ < 18000 [93]
Tomiyama ≈ 1000 ≈ 0.072 ≈ 1 [98]
Aspect Ratio
There have been various attempts to correlate the aspect ratio to a dimensionless
number. Some authors have accomplished this task using the Eo in low viscosity
liquids, while others used the Tadaki number, another dimensionless number [99,
103]. It has also been shown through experiments and simulations that both We
and Re are important in the estimation of bubble aspect ratios [17, 104]. Various
correlations have been selected to evaluate the effectiveness of these relationships for
estimating Eb.
Kelbaliyev and Ceylan [104] developed a correlation for Eb using We and Re,
based on a data set for air bubbles measured in a series of H2O/glycerine mixtures
from Raymond and Rosant [90]. The original data set included bubble sizes and
aspect ratios that ranged from deq ≈ 1.50 mm to 12.5 mm and Eb ≈ 1.0 to 0.2
(respectively). These bubble sizes and aspect ratios are comparable to the H2 and F2


















Moore [99] developed a correlation for the shape of rising gas bubbles in a wide
range of viscous liquids at high Reynolds numbers. The correlation was developed
using the data set from Haberman and Morton [105], including H2O/glycerine or
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syrup mixtures, oils, and varsol. Moore determined that bubble deformation was
based on a pressure distribution from irrotational flow over a stress-free spherical
surface [99]. The model: 1) is adapted for a range of Morton numbers; 2) considers
the transition from spherical to oblate bubbles with increasing bubble sizes and linear
trajectories; and, 3) is applicable to spherical cap-shaped bubbles. The correlation





Dong et al. [17] analyzed several correlations and concluded that existing models
based on the Tadaki and We numbers were not sufficient to properly represent ILs. It
was believed that for the range of ILs tested, the bubble shape was governed mainly
by inertia, viscosity, and surface tension, and not density. Thus, the authors proposed
the use of a combination of dimensionless numbers (Re and Eo) to evaluate the IL
dataset. Using the experimental results from bubble injection into imidazolium ionic
liquids, Dong et al. [17] developed a relationship to predict the Eb for bubbles in ILs:
Eb =
1
1 + 0.0187 (Re · Eo)0.67
(2.17)
where





The Cd is a useful parameter for understanding the connection between size and
velocity in a given system. Since Cd is calculated when the buoyancy and drag
forces are at equilibrium (Eq. 2.8), Vt is a critical component in the calculation of
Cd. The relationship is expressed through the variation in Cd with Re (Fig. 2.10)
once the physicochemical properties of the gas-liquid system are incorporated into












These two relationships focus on very small velocities of small bubbles in a
viscous fluid (Re  1). Under these conditions, the inertial force of the fluid is
considered to be insignificant in comparison to the viscosity force, and the boundary
layer conditions are negligible [106]. The relationship for drag becomes even more
pronounced for non-spherical bubbles rising through a fluid [87]. The effectiveness of
a correlation for drag is its ability to predict the transition point in a Cd versus Re
curve, where bubble distortion becomes a dominant factor in the overall drag on the
gaseous body.
Clift et al. [88] developed a relationship for drag on spherical bodies using a wide
selection of data sets based on different ‘conventional’ gas/liquid systems. It covers a
range of rigid bodies, and a large range of Re numbers (less than 0.01 to more than














for 20 ≤ Re ≤ 260 (2.20a)
The equations for the entire range of Re numbers are available in [88].
Rodrigue [87] developed a correlation for drag in Newtonian fluids based on
experimental data for different mixtures of H2O/glycerine, ethyl acetate, and oils.
The model was developed to focus on the minimum in the Cd vs. Re curves, which
are characteristic of the gas-liquid system. Rodrigue [87] had shown that the model
provided very accurate fits for experimental results with large Mo numbers (<10−7),
but the fit worsened slightly for lower values of Mo. Thus, the model is applicable
to inviscid spheres and moderately deformed bubbles, but less accurate for highly











































Dong et al. [17] developed a model of Cd for a range of bubble sizes in quiescent
fluids made up of various pure imidazolium ILs with a (relatively) small range of
surface tensions, viscosities, and densities (Table 2.3). Dong et al. had found that
the correlations developed in molecular solvents (i.e., H2O and mixtures, oils, etc.)
could not be used directly to predict the Cd of a bubble in ILs accurately. The
prediction places an emphasis on the physicochemical properties of the gas-liquid
system by its use of the Mo number. Dong et al. [17] had shown that the correlation
was highly accurate for imidazolium ILs, but it had not been tested using alternative




a = 2273, b = −0.849, c = 0.020 when 0.5 ≤ Re ≤ 5 (2.22a)
a = 20.08, b = −0.636, c = 0.046 when 5 ≤ Re ≤ 50 (2.22b)
Tomiyama [98] developed a generalized correlation for pure and contaminated
bubbles of all possible shapes (oblate and prolate ellipsoids, spheres, and capped
ellipsoids) in Newtonian liquids. As such, the model places an emphasis on the shape
of the bubble by factoring the aspect ratio into the relationship. A distortion factor
is included for spherical cap shapes; however, it does not apply in this body of work.
The model is supported by experimental data for an air/H2O system that approaches
the surface tension force-dominated region. The form of Tomiyama’s correlation that















where Tt is the modifier for oblate ellipsoids (Eq. 2.14a). Eq. 2.23 simplifies the
bubble shape by disregarding the distortion of the bubble (such as wobbling), and





3.1 Overview of Methodology
The body of work is broken down into several components. First, F2 and H2-
bubbles were generated electrochemically in KF · 2 HF in order to obtain detailed
measurements of the profiles of bubbles on a flat surface. These profiles were used
to study the bubble shape in relation to surface fluorination and in the force balance
calculation in the numerical model. Second, the hydrodynamic properties of F2 and
H2-bubbles were measured and calculated to produce data that could be compared
to correlations developed in conventional fluids. The correlations were fitted to the
data sets for F2 and H2 obtain an estimate of the surface tension of KF · 2 HF.
3.2 Safety Protocols for use of HF and KF ·2 HF
All operations involving HF or molten KF · 2 HF electrolyte were carried out in a
walk-in fume hood. Basic personal protective equipment (PPE) such as a lab coat,
nitrile/latex liner gloves, and safety glasses were required as a bare-minimum. For
any work requiring entry into the walk-in fume hood containing molten KF · 2 HF or
liquid HF, shoe covers and a full-face shield (or full-face respirator) in addition to
a chemical apron and gauntlet-style gloves were required. During normal operations
(such as the manipulation of electrodes), work could be conducted safely from the
exterior of the fume hood by extending one’s arms (protected by basic PPE) into the
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fume hood. An HF-contamination first aid kit was readily available and inspected
monthly to ensure the integrity of all of the safety components. Full safety protocols
and PPE-requirements are provided in detail in [37].
During regular experiments, the electrolyte within the electrochemical cell was
never handled in the solid or molten form. Between experiments, care was taken
when electrodes were switched, because the molten KF · 2 HF electrolyte adhered to
the electrode and may release hazardous HF fumes when outside of the cell. When an
electrode was removed from the hot cell, it was placed in a 1000 ml Nalgene® bottle
to cool and allow the electrolyte to solidify (m.p. 71.7 ◦C) [21]. The electrodes were
only handled after it had been washed two times (at least) with boiling demineralised
water (100 ◦C) to remove any solidified KF · 2 HF electrolyte.
3.3 Electrochemical Experiments
3.3.1 Cell Design and Components
The electrochemical cell was designed to safely contain the highly corrosive KF · 2 HF
electrolyte at operational temperatures (∼85 ◦C), while offering a clear view into the
cell for the duration of the experiments. Design parameters included: the isolation and
venting of H2 and F2 gases; the ability to easily switch electrodes between experiments;
and optical clarity to allow the cell contents and electrodes to be monitored. The
front view of the electrochemical cell during operation from the open panel is shown
in Figure 3.1a.
The design and construction of the electrochemical cell components and electrolyte
heater is provided in detail in [37]. The cell container was a 250 ml polymethylpentene
(PMP) beaker produced by Nalgene®, selected for its chemical resistance to the
electrolyte, relatively high heat resistance (continuous use temperature of 150 ◦C),
and transparency. For all of the experiments, the working electrode (WE) was a block
or plate prepared from a stock of FE-5 amorphous carbon from Toyo Tanso (TT),
the reference electrode (RE) was Cu/CuF2 (+0.4 VSHE) [38] prepared in-lab, and the
counter electrode (CE) was a non-graphitized carbon rod electrode. The RE is an
ideal non-polarizable electrode used to measure the electrochemical potential under
changing experimental conditions. A fresh, polished working electrode was used for
each electrochemical series, and the surface was not re-activated using polarization at
a high potential (>40 V) [26, 40, 43]. Evolved F2 and H2 gases were separated using
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.1: Front view and schematic of the electrochemical setup during
F2-generation.
Front view of the electrochemical setup during F2-generation (a) and schematic of visible
cell components and lighting setup (b). In (a), a lenticular F2-bubble is shown on the
working electrode, while H2-bubbles can be seen adhered to the counter electrode in the
back, left side of the cell. The bubbles on the walls of the PMP cell are an artefact of the
melting process.
PTFE shrouds, and vented into the rear of the walk-in fume hood away from each
other using fluorinated ethylene propylene tubing. The temperature of the electrolyte
and cell was monitored and maintained using a K-type thermocouple wrapped with
PTFE-tape to protect the Inconel sheath from corrosion in the KF · 2 HF electrolyte.
The potentiostat leads were connected to the electrochemical cell through the lid of
the cell (and heater box) itself.
3.3.2 Cell Heater Design Features and Construction
The cell electrolyte heater (Figure 3.2) was designed and constructed to melt the
KF · 2 HF electrolyte and maintain a constant cell temperature between 85 ◦C – 100 ◦C
for the duration of the experiments. The operational temperature limits of the cell
were not to exceed 95 ◦C, although the heater and cell configuration were tested up
to 100 ◦C. Design requirements were: the ability to safely maintain the operating
temperature of the cell (safety limit of 152 ◦C, achieved using a thermal fuse); a
simple, modular design that could accommodate electrochemical cells of different
shapes and sizes; simple construction, allowing components to be easily replaced; and
the ability to see into the heater compartment and cell during experiments.
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of experiment setup including electrolyte heater, cell,
and cameras positions.
Schematic of experiment setup (electrolyte heater and cell), cameras positions (‘1’ and
‘2’), and lighting positions used in the visual recordings of the experiments.
The heating unit (Fig. 3.2) was a simple convection heater composed of a filter
fan, tubular air heater, and steel cell enclosure. The filter fan takes in air at ambient
temperature and pushes it through the tubular air heater. The heated air then enters
the cell enclosure compartment (heater box) and heats the electrolyte in the PMP
cell. The fan and heater are electrically connected in parallel so that a constant
flow of air through the heater would be maintained between heating cycles of the air
heater. If the fan fails during operation the heater will continue to run; however, the
thermal fuse will open the circuit and the heater will cut-out well below the rated
melting temperature of the PMP electrochemical cell. The electrochemical cell was
positioned at the top of the heater box in the direct path of the outlet from the
tubular heater. The electrodes were held in place with gas shrouds that extended
through the top of the electrochemical cell lid (both of which were machined from
PTFE). This design allowed the potentiostat to be connected to the electrodes above
the heater box, electrically insulating the electrodes from the heating unit itself. The
front panel of the cell compartment (heater box) is closed with a steel plate when
melting the electrolyte and during electrochemical experiments.
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During the image capture and video recording periods, the front steel plate was
removed from the heater box and a light source was inserted towards the back of
the heater box, positioned ∼30° clockwise from the back of the cell (Fig. 3.2).
Direct backlighting was not possible due to the lack of space in the heater box.
The light source was a lamp equipped with a 100 W incandescent bulb that could be
maneuvered at a safe distance from the open heater door.
3.3.3 Cell Electrolyte
Solid, pure KF · 2 HF (40.8 wt.% HF) electrolyte was prepared by Cameco RC through
the careful addition of gaseous HF to solid KF ·HF [4, 30]. This reaction is highly
exothermic and must be cooled in a jacketed vessel for small-scale preparation, or
with cooling tubes in larger (industrial) systems. The solid KF · 2 HF was received
and stored in tightly closed 1000 ml Nalgene® bottles with screw caps, and placed in
a well-ventilated fume hood. There was no active control on the storage
conditions for the electrolyte, and the laboratory was not configured for the
regeneration of depleted electrolyte. The electrolyte was used in the as-received
condition for the gas-generation experiments and only H2O-electrolysis was carried
out to remove contamination. The melting point of the electrolyte is sensitive to its
HF content [21], and depletion of KF · 2 HF to KF · 1.87 HF will cause electrolyte to
crystallize and solidify. When this occurs, the electrolyte must be replaced.
3.3.4 Electrode Material and Preparation
Working Electrode
The carbon electrode material selected for the experiments was the FE-5
amorphous carbon electrode from Toyo Tanso (Japan). This amorphous carbon is
highly conductive and is used as an electrode material for F2-generation in Japan [107].
The carbon was received as a block, which was cut to the desired size
using a hacksaw. The electrodes were cut into either plates (20 mm × 21 mm
× 5 mm) or blocks (10 mm × 11 mm × 10 mm), and the faces were ground flat
using 200-grit sandpaper. The type of electrode determined the mechanical
connection required. For plate electrodes, a hole was drilled near one of the
corners of the electrode to allow a bolt to be inserted through the hole and then
held in place using an appropriately sized nut. For block electrodes, the carbon was
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drilled and tapped, and a bolt was screwed into the block to establish an electrical
contact. In both cases, a plated-steel rod was connected to the bolt with an
appropriate electrical o-connector on one end, and the other end was inserted through
a PTFE plug positioned in the gas shroud. The section of steel rod within the cell
was wrapped in PTFE tape to create a chemically resistant and electrically insulating
surface to the electrolyte. The exposed rod on the outside of the cell was connected
to electrical leads from the potentiostat. Schematics and pictures of the two types of
electrode assemblies are shown in (Figure 3.3).
For each experiment, the electrode surface was polished in a circular motion using
sandpaper of a progressively higher grit (400-, 800-, and 1200-grit). Excess carbon
powder is removed using a toothbrush and the surface was manually inspected to
ensure there were no deep gouges in the surface. If any damage was observed, the
electrode was polished until the surface appeared smooth. The electrode lead was
connected to the electrode and secured. The electroactive surface area of the electrode
was controlled by preferentially wrapping the carbon with PTFE-tape to expose only
the desired surface area. The electrode assembly was double (or, triple)-wrapped to
prevent the ingress of electrolyte through (or between) the PTFE-tape that would
cause corrosion of the metallic leads (Fig. 3.3c and 3.3d).
Following polarization, the electrode was removed from the electrolyte and placed
into an Nalgene® container for the electrolyte to freeze (∼71.7 ◦C) and the electrode
to cool. The electrode assembly was then washed twice with boiling demineralized
water (at 100 ◦C) to remove any electrolyte that had frozen on the electrode. The
PTFE wrap was removed from the electrode and the carbon electrode was re-washed
in boiling demineralised water. The electrode was then left to dry in open air for a
period of time, before being placed in an oven at ∼60 ◦C for over 3600 s. If residual
electrolyte appeared to crystallize on the surface of the electrode, it was rewashed with
boiling water and dried until no crystals were observed. The working surface of the
electrode would then be re-polished using the procedure described above (removing
∼0.5 mm), and prepared for the next experiment.
Reference Electrode
Cu/CuF2 RE is commonly used in bench top-scale electrochemical cells [32, 40]
and was selected for use in these experiments. The standard 18 gauge household
electrical wire selected because it is readily available and inexpensive. Aqueous HF





Figure 3.3: Schematics and pictures of carbon plate and block electrodes.
Schematics of plate (a) and block electrode (b), as well as pictures of prepared, PTFE-
wrapped TT carbon plate (c) and block (d) electrodes. The plate electrode (a) had a
nominal surface area of ∼1.2 cm2 while the block electrode (d) had a geometric working
area of 4.2 cm2.
Cu household electrical wire. The wire was polished using 800-grit sandpaper to
remove surface oxides, washed in ethanol, and dried in open air. The wire was inserted
through a hole in the lid of a 60 ml HDPE Nalgene® bottle, and the wire-and-lid
assembly was wrapped using Parafilm®. After 2 to 3 weeks, the Cu/CuF2
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reference electrode was carefully removed from the HDPE bottle, and dried in open air
within the walk-in fume hood. Prior to use, the reference electrode was paired with a
sacrificial carbon anode (used during electrolysis), and an Open Circuit
Potential (OCP) was measured until the potential reached steady state (±0.01 mV)
for at least 300 s. The Cu/CuF2 RE is reported to be +0.4 VSHE [38]. The Cu/CuF2
RE was replaced when black spots appeared on the copper wire or damage to the
CuF2-film was visible.
Counter Electrode
The CE was a 9.53 mm diameter non-graphitized carbon rod electrode from NAC
Carbon Products, Inc. It was held in place via a friction fit through the PTFE
electrode holder. The depth of the insertion of the electrode into the KF · 2 HF
electrolyte was at least 40 mm. This would ensure that electron transfer to the
working electrode would not be restricted by the CE. A hose clamp was affixed to the
CE on the exterior of the cell to create a stable connection point between the CE and
the potentiostat with alligator clamps. The CE was inspected every several weeks
to monitor the amount of Cu (from dissolution of the reference electrode) that had
plated onto the surface. The counter electrode would be replaced when the surface
was ∼50% covered by a dull Cu-layer.
3.4 Instrumentation and Software
3.4.1 Electrochemical Instrumentation and Software
All electrochemical experiments were conducted using a Solartron SI 1286
Electrochemical Interface controlled by a PC Laptop running Windows 10 (Intel
Core i7-2640M CPU @ 2.8 GHz, 8 GB DDR3 RAM). A Solartron 1255 HF Frequency
Response Analyzer was used to conduct AC Impedance measurements.
Electrochemical polarization experiments were controlled using CorrWare® 3.2a
and analyzed using CorrView® 3.2a. All of the software for the electrochemical
experiments was produced by Scribner Associates, Inc. Experimental results were
copied to a standard USB key.
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3.4.2 Video Equipment Used
A Canon 50D DSLR with a Canon EF-S 55-250 mm f/4-5.6 IS lens was used to capture
still-images with ‘.CR2’ RAW file formats (resolution: 4752 × 3168). An Olympus
PEN E-PL3 paired with an Olympus 40-150 mm f/4-5.6 was used to record video at
1280 × 720, 60 fps (sensor output of 30 fps) with ‘.mts’ AVCHD file format and still
images with ‘.ORF’ RAW file formats (resolution: 4032 × 3024). Finally, the slow
motion video was captured using a Sony HDR-AS10 at 1280 × 720 and 120 fps with
image stabilization with a ‘.mp4’ file format. With the recording options selected,
the camera captured video on a 120° angle of view. The cameras were mounted on a
tripod (Manfrotto MKC03-H01 and Manfrotto MTPIXI-B) for the front facing and
secondary view of the cell (Fig. 3.2).
3.5 Experimental Conditions
Electrochemical polarization experiments for F2 and H2-generation were carried out
in KF · 2 HF cell electrolyte. Measurements were performed at a nominal temperature
of 90 ± 5 ◦C, and the KF · 2 HF electrolyte was kept molten in the electrochemical
cell using the specially designed electrolyte heater [37]. The cell container was a
250 ml PMP beaker with machined PTFE cell components (lid, gas shroud, and
electrode holders). The electrolyte was not stirred (stagnant) during bubble
generation experiments. The working electrode was positioned in a horizontal, upward-
facing configuration. The reference electrode was Cu/CuF2 (+0.40 VSHE) [38]
exposed directly to the cell electrolyte, and the counter electrode was a carbon rod.
All electrode potentials measured in the melt are quoted relative to the experimental
Cu/CuF2 reference electrode unless otherwise stated.
The composition of the molten salt electrolyte was assumed to be KF · 2 HF
regardless of the age/history of the electrolyte. The electrolyte was considered to be
depleted when crystals were observed within the transparent cell or on an electrode
during extraction, and/or initial OCP measurements were erratic. Measurements
made using the Solartron potentiostat were estimated to be accurate within ±5 mV
of the stated values, while the error for applied potentials were ±8 mV and the error
in current was ∼5%.
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3.5.1 Experimental Series Used
Procedure for electrolysis of H2O in KF ·2 HF electrolyte
A procedure was developed to prepare the KF · 2 HF for electrochemical experiments
by removing H2O-contaminants from the electrolyte. This process is used to delay the
onset of electrode polarization and passivation [26, 40–42] during anodic polarization.
Prior to the start of each set of experiments, a 6.35 mm non-graphitized carbon
rod was inserted into the electrolyte to serve as a sacrificial anode for electrolysis.
Carbon is used since it is chemically stable in the KF · 2 HF electrolyte, which avoids
contamination of the electrolyte if a metal electrode was used. A cyclic voltammetric
(CV) polarization (0 - 4.0 VCuF2), 100 mV/s) was applied to the system to estimate
the quantity of H2O-contamination present, and identify the optimal potential for
H2O-electrolysis (the position of the current density peak). The current peak for
H2O-electrolysis was typically found around 2.0 VSHE (Fig. 2.4) [26, 37], so the
electrolyte was polarized at various potentials between 1.75 V and 2.25 V for a total
of 5400 s to 7200 s. Electrolysis over the range of potentials would cover the potential
of the current peak as well as any shifts in the position of the peak current as H2O
is electrolyzed. Following each set of electrolysis periods, a CV was performed to
observe how much the H2O-peak decreased from the initial CV. If the peak current
density during electrolysis was greater than 15 mA/cm2, the electrolyte would be
polarized for another 30 min – 45 min at the potential of the peak current density of
the previous CV. Once the peak current density for H2O-electrolysis was sufficiently
low (<15 mA/cm2), it was determined that polarization experiments could begin. An
example of the electrolysis procedure is:
1. OCP: 600 s
2. Cyclic voltammetry: 0 to +4 VSHE, 100 mV/s, 1 sweep
3. OCP: 300 s
4. Potentiostatic: +2.25 V, 1800 s
5. OCP: 300 s
6. Potentiostatic: +2.00 V, 1800 s
7. OCP: 300 s
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8. Potentiostatic: +1.74 V, 1800 s
9. OCP: 300 s
10. Cyclic voltammetry: 0 to +4 VSHE, 100 mV/s, 1 sweep
Steps 8 – 10 were repeated at the potential of the H2O-electrolysis peak if the current
density was >15 mA/cm2 when measured during the CV in step 10.
Procedure for anodic F2-generation experiments and bubble shape
studies
The objective of the procedure was to generate bubbles at an appreciable rate where
sufficient bubbles (and bubble profiles) could be measured within a 900 s period.
Additionally, potentials were selected to prevent the electrode from being
passivated and altering the wetting conditions too quickly [4, 30]. Based on previous
experiments [37], F2 was generated consistently and reliably starting from 5.0 V
(Fig. 2.2), and so potentials between 5.5 V and 6.5 V were selected for F2-bubble
generation. A polarization period of 900 s was determined to be sufficiently long
to obtain the necessary data for bubble shape measurements during continuous gas
formation. This duration was also found to be the limit in which the front panel of
the heater box could be removed for video recordings without significant fluctuations
in the temperature of the electrolyte.
EIS measurements were carried out between anodic polarizations to observe the
change in capacitive properties of the electrode surface. The conditions for the EIS
measurements were selected based on previous experiments [37]. An example of a
F2-generation procedure is provided:
1. OCP: 600 s
2. EIS: +0.5 V, 106 to 10 Hz, AC Amplitude (10 mV RMS)
3. EIS: +1.0 V, 106 to 10 Hz, AC Amplitude (10 mV RMS)
4. EIS: +2.5 V, 106 to 10 Hz, AC Amplitude (10 mV RMS)
5. OCP: 600 s
6. Potentiostatic: +5.5 to +6.5 V, 900 s
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7. OCP: 600 s
8. EIS: +0.5 V, 106 to 10 Hz, AC Amplitude (10 mV RMS)
9. EIS: +1.0 V, 106 to 10 Hz, AC Amplitude (10 mV RMS)
10. EIS: +2.5 V, 106 to 10 Hz, AC Amplitude (10 mV RMS)
Steps 5 - 10 were repeated as needed.
Procedure for cathodic H2-generation experiments and bubble shape
studies
H2-generation on clean carbon electrodes in KF · 2 HF was found to involve the rapid
formation and detachment of small, spherical bubbles. As a result, H2-bubbles had
to be generated at a sufficiently slow rate to ensure that individual bubbles were well-
defined and distinguishable both on the surface of the electrode and during its rise
through the electrolyte. To identify an optimum range for H2-bubble generation, a test
WE was polarized potentiostatically at−0.8 V, −0.9 V, and−1.0 V (cathodic). These
experiments yielded steady state I between ∼ −12.5 mA/cm2 and −25 mA/cm2. As a
result, I = −15 mA/cm2 and −20 mA/cm2 were used for H2-generation experiments,
allowing H2-bubbles to remain visible and not disappear in a “cloud” of H2 at steady
state.
To study the effect of CFx on H2-bubble formation, the electrode was polarized
anodically at F2-generation potentials for a short time (5.5 V, 150 s) to slightly
passivate the surface. Following anodization, an OCP measurement was carried out
to allow F2 close to the electrode surface to dissipate. The electrode was polarized
galvanostatically (and, cathodically) to measure the H2-bubble profiles and observe
the change in growth characteristics. An example of the steps for H2-generation is:
1. OCP: 600 s
2. Galvanostatic: −15 mA/cm2, 120 s
3. Galvanostatic: −20 mA/cm2, 120 s
4. OCP: 600 s
5. Potentiostatic: +5.5 V, 150 s
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6. OCP: 600 s
7. Galvanostatic: −15 mA/cm2, 120 s
8. Galvanostatic: −20 mA/cm2, 120 s
3.5.2 Video Experimental Setup and Procedure
The Sony HDR-AS10 was used as the primary camera for the F2-detachment studies
and was positioned directly in front of the cell, and on the same level as the surface of
the working electrode. The Olympus PEN E-PL3 was used as the secondary camera
(in most cases), and was positioned ∼30° clockwise and ∼45° above the primary
camera (when facing the cell). The positions of the cameras are denoted by “1” and
“2” in Fig. 3.2, and a picture of the experimental setup during operation is shown in
Figure 3.4.
Figure 3.4: External view of the experimental apparatus during video
recording.
Picture of experimental apparatus during video recording of electrochemical bubble
generation. Electrochemical setup is shown with electrode protruding from top of cell
heater box, with camera positioned at open face of heater.
Procedure for Capturing Images/Video of Bubble Generation
1. While all of the components (filter fan, tubular heater, and temperature
control unit) are off and the electrolyte is frozen, the front panel of heater
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box is removed. The PMP electrochemical cell and the heater box itself are
inspected for visible signs of cracking or corrosion, due to exposure to heat or
HF fumes, respectively. The front panel of the heater box is replaced.
2. With the front of the heater box closed, the fan-heater assembly is turned on
and temperature controller is set to ∼90 ◦C.
3. KF · 2 HF electrolyte is allowed to melt and the temperature is monitored until
the electrolyte reaches at least 85 ◦C.
4. While the electrolyte is melting, the carbon electrode sample (WE for
experiments) is prepared as needed. Once melted, the sacrificial carbon
anode for H2O-electrolysis (WE), as well as the RE and CE are inserted into
electrolyte.
5. The potentiostat leads are connected to appropriate electrodes.
6. The H2O-electrolysis procedure is carried out.
7. Once the electrolysis is complete, the sacrificial carbon anode is removed from
the electrochemical cell and placed in a 1000 ml Nalgene® bottle to cool.
8. The desired WE is inserted into the electrochemical cell, and the potentiostat
leads are reconnected.
9. Experimental (electrochemical) instrumentation is set-up and the potential
program is entered.
10. Camera(s) are set-up in position and turned on. The view from each camera is
verified to ensure that it is not obstructed by any components
11. While the fan-heater assembly is still running, the front panel of the cell heater
box is opened carefully.
12. The cell components are quickly inspected again for any change in the conditions
within the heater box. Since the blowing air never exceeds ∼90 ◦C and the HF
fumes are contained, the operating conditions are considered to be safe.
13. The independent lighting fixture is carefully inserted from the open panel (in
the front) into the back of the heater box. The lamp is positioned before each
experiment and the quality of the lighting position is verified using the display
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on the back of the camera. Once the position is finalized, the lamp is clamped
to the tripod for stability.
14. The WE is adjusted to ensure it is positioned correctly for the camera angle
and that the working surface of the electrode is horizontal.
15. The cameras are switched to live-view mode, and the plane of focus is manually
adjusted to the centre of the electrode.
16. Recording is started on both cameras.
17. The electrochemical experiment is started.
18. The experiment is left to run until the program is complete (or the experiment
is manually stopped).
19. Once the electrochemical experiment is complete, the video recording is stopped.
20. The integrity of the video files is verified to ensure that the recording has been
saved and the file is not corrupted.
21. The recording files are saved and backed-up on the computer, as well as a
separate USB flash drive.
3.6 Software and Processing
3.6.1 Data Processing
The Corrware® output data files were processed using Microsoft Excel® to perform
calculations for total charge passed and charge efficiency. The current densities in
the output files were normalized with the geometric electroactive surface area of the
electrodes. The charge was calculated using the trapezoidal rule in the native time-
steps (∼5 points/s) obtained from Corrware®. The graphs and plots were prepared
using Sigmaplot®.
3.6.2 Numerical Modelling Software
MATLAB® (versions 2010a and 2017a) by MathWorks, Inc.® software was used to
program and develop the numerical code for the lenticular bubble force balance model
(in Chapter 6).
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3.6.3 Post-Processing Video and Images
Sony Action Cam Movie Creator (version 5.4.00) is the native software for the Sony
HDR-AS10 camera and was selected because it could be used to extract still frames
from the video files on a frame-by-frame basis with the corresponding time marker.
It was designed to use the ‘.mp4’ file formats created by the Sony Action
Camera hardware, and so non-native file formats had to be converted to the ‘.mp4’ file
format before use. Video files from the Olympus PEN E-PL3 were converted to the
compatible file format using Any Video Converter (version 5.9.7) by Anvsoft Inc.
For video conversion, video size was maintained at the same resolution, ‘x264’ was
selected as the video codec, and video bitrate and frame rates were set the same as
the original file (“original bitrate” and “auto”, respectively). Encode pass was set at
2 to ensure the quality of the video.
Once the video was converted and opened in the Action Cam Movie Creator
software, the desired frames were identified and magnified to a “full screen” view. The
image was captured using the “Print Screen” function, and then saved as a JPEG
file format using an image editor. The distortion of the Sony HDR-AS10 camera
lens was manually corrected using Adobe® Photoshop® Lightroom® (version 5.3) in
the “Lens Corrections” tab to provide a rectilinear image. Also, image temperature
and/or exposure were adjusted to improve the contrast of the image in the “Basic”
tab.
3.7 Analysis of Electrochemical Results
Charge Calculation
The amount of a reactant consumed during an electrochemical reaction (mols)






where n represents the number of electrons, and F represents the Faraday constant.
Since the sharp peaks in an I vs. t-plot represents the detachment of a bubble [63],
one can calculate the theoretical amount of gas in a bubble by integrating the area
under the curve between the sharp peaks in current (area in grey, Figure 3.5). To
calculate the electrical charge that is passed for the generation of a bubble using the
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Figure 3.5: Calculation of charge from electrochemical results.
Calculation of charge from current decay results of potentiostatic experiment. The red
lines mark the beginning and end of the formation of a single bubble while the shaded
area in grey denotes the total charge passed.




where i represents the current (in A), t represents the time (in s). The number of
moles (of gas) can be easily converted to a volume (Vi) if the density of the gas is
known, or if one assumes that it behaves like an ideal gas (22.4 L/mol at STP). The
current and time are obtained from electrochemical (potentiostatic) results (Fig. 3.5).
The theoretical volume (Vi) is critical in the calculation for the current (or gas
evolution) efficiency (fG). The fG is the fraction of the reactant formed that actually
transfers to the gas phase (i.e., a bubble) relative to the theoretical amount of gas
generated (Equation 3.3). The fG typically depends on the reaction and bubble
formation mechanism. In its simplest form, fG is calculated by dividing the measured





With respect to the F2-evolution, the product formed during FD is F• radical.
Correlations for fG have been reported for ‘conventional’ gas-generating systems such
as H2, O2, and Cl2 [108].
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3.7.1 Equations for Diffusion Coefficient
The Cottrell and Sand relationships were used to calculate the diffusion coefficient
for ions in KF · 2 HF and to evaluate deviations from ideal behaviour due to fractional
coverage of the electrode surface.
Cottrell Equation
The Cottrell equation [10, 18] is an equation that relates the current response
with respect to time during an applied potential for an electrochemical process. It is
a common method to analyze chronoamperometry results, and is used to
determine diffusion coefficients, as well as for investigating kinetics and mechanisms.







where Ae represents the area (m
2), Co represents the bulk concentration of solution
(mols/L), and Do represents the diffusion coefficient (m
2/s). The Cottrell equation
shows that the current is proportional to 1/t1/2 and that a plot of i vs. t−1/2 should
yield a straight line with a slope of k.








These plots reveal whether an electrochemical reaction is a diffusion-controlled
process, satisfying the assumptions of the Cottrell equation. Processes that can cause
deviations in ideal Cottrell behaviour include a slow, secondary reaction, convection
within the electrolyte, or a blocking phase on the surface of the electrode. Using the



















The Sand equation [18, 108] is a common method to analyze chronopotentiometry
results. The transition time (τ) is the elapsed time between the depletion of a given
reactant and when the electrochemical potential has reached a plateau for another
electrochemical reaction. The plateau is indicative of a dominant electrochemical












The two primary advantages of chronopotentiometry are that the transition time
is directly proportional to Do, and that τ is the same regardless of heterogeneous
electrode kinetics. The applicability of the Sand equation is limited to chrono-
potentiometric experiments that measure the time for the system to reach a
potential plateau for a secondary reaction following the depletion of a reactant in
the first reaction. Alternatively, the transition time can be estimated if the Do of a
reactant/fluid system and its parameters are known (Eq. 3.6).
3.8 Bubble Measurements and Parameters
3.8.1 Measurements from Images
General
Measurements of distances in the cell were approximated based on known
dimensions of various objects within the cell. The first option for a reference value in
the cell was the width of the PTFE-wrapped plated-steel rod used as the
electrode lead. The diameter of the wrapped steel rod was measured in 5
locations close to the electrode-connection point using a caliper before insertion into
the electrolyte. The second option was that the length of the electrode, measured
before immersion into the electrolyte. Once the still-frame from the video was
extracted, the lengths (or, widths) of the reference points were measured in pixels.
Bubble widths refer to the dimensions in the x- and y-directions, while bubble height
was the dimension in the z-direction. Based on preliminary measurements of detached
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bubbles rising in the fluid, the bubbles were assumed to be axi-symmetric about the
z-axis. The coordinate system for rising bubbles is shown in Figure 3.6. Using the
known measurements, a conversion factor (mm/pixels) was calculated. Thus, once the
bubble dimensions and distances were measured electronically, the conversion
factor could be applied to obtain a physical measurement for the bubble itself. The
conversion factor was recalculated for each experiment.
Figure 3.6: Defined Coordinate system for rising bubbles.
Coordinate system for bubbles used in this work. Bubbles are assumed to be axi-symmetric
around z-axis.
The dimensions and positions of the bubbles were taken over 3 frames once the
bubble had reached steady-state. The volume was calculated for each bubble and
then averaged to obtain the reported value. The accuracy of the bubble dimensions
depended on the quality of the picture.
Displacement and Velocity
To calculate the displacement of the bubble, the pixel positions (in the y-axis,
Fig. 3.6) of three reference points on the bubble were determined (top, midpoint,
and bottom) over three separate frames. The displacements of these three points
were averaged to minimize the variation associated with the distortion of the image
or deformation of the bubble. The overall displacement was converted into a physical
value using the conversion factor. Since at least three still frames for each bubble
were saved, at least two displacement (and velocity) measurements could be obtained
for each bubble. Using the displacement of the bubble and the time gap between two
frames, the velocity of the bubble could be calculated between pairs of images. The
rise velocity of a bubble was measured using the frames where the bubble had flattened
out into its steady-state shape. Due to the conditions of the cell and electrolyte
(stagnant fluid, horizontal electrode) the bubbles travelled in a linear path in the
upward direction. Once the steady state shape was reached, the rise velocity and
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deformation of the bubble remained constant until the bubble reached the surface of
the electrolyte.
Bubble Diameter, Height, and Volume
The diameter of a detached bubble for the purposes of this work is defined as the
diameter (or, width) of the bubble on the x- and y-axis in still-frames (Fig. 3.6). The
height of the detached bubble is taken as the diameter of the bubble along the z-axis.
The bubble was assumed to be axi-symmetric around the z-axis. The dimensions
of a bubble were measured when the bubble had reached its steady-state shape at
terminal velocity.
Using the dimensions of the bubble, the Vb was calculated using the equation
for the volume of a sphere or an ellipsoidal body. The volumes for a spherical and











where rb represents the radius bubble, rh represents the radius of the ellipsoidal bubble
in the z-direction, and rw represents the radius of the ellipsoidal bubble in the x- and
y-directions. If the radius of the bubble width (x-/y-axis) is equal to the height





If these conditions are met, this would mean that the bubble is spherical and Eq.
3.9a is equivalent to Eq. 3.9b.
Small bubbles were approximated as spherical bodies, while larger bubbles were
approximated as oblate ellipsoids. The Eb describes the shape of a spherical body,
and is defined as the ratio between the height (hb) and the width (wb) of the rising





By definition, a sphere has an Eb equal to 1, while an ellipsoidal bubble has an
Eb < 1. The Eb may decrease to less than 0.25 for an ellipsoidal body. Examples of
various aspect ratios are shown in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7: Sketches showing the ratios of bubble heights to bubble widths
for four aspect ratios.
Sample dimensions for bubbles with different aspect ratios (1.0, 0.75, 0.5, and 0.25, left
to right) are shown. In the above figures, the bubble height is constant, but the width is
increased from 1 (perfectly spherical, Eb = 1.0) to 4 (oblate ellipsoid, Eb = 0.25).
3.8.2 Bubble Diameter and Bubble Equivalent Diameter
Two terms commonly used to denote the characteristic length of a bubble are the
bubble diameter (db) and the bubble equivalent diameter (deq). The characteristic
length is a dimension that defines the scale of a system. In a gas-fluid system, the
characteristic length reflects the interface between the two phases and is defined by
the diameter of the bubble. A visual representation and comparison of db and deq is
shown in Figure 3.8. In this body of work, the bubble diameter refers to the diameter
of the bubble on the x-/y-plane, when the bubble is viewed in a side-on profile (Fig.
3.8c). The hb refers to the diameter of the bubble in the z-axis. The db is the measured
width of a bubble and reflects the bubble deformation in the system. In comparison,
deq is the diameter of a bubble if one assumes that the bubble is a perfect sphere. One
important distinction between db and deq is that the volume of the bubble cannot be
directly obtained from the db alone. The Eb is required to determine the height of
the bubble relative to the width (for the given volume). The Eb of a bubble rising
in a fluid is related to the volume and velocity of the bubble, as well as the physico-
chemical properties of the gas/liquid system. For a spherical bubble that is free of
distortion, db is equal to deq.
deq is the commonly used convention for the characteristic length of a bubble. deq
is used to avoid complications associated with flow-induced deformation associated
with ellipsoids or bubble caps with flattened faces [88, 89]. It has been widely adopted
to facilitate the comparison of results with various trends and correlations [17, 89].
Unfortunately, deq does not accurately describe the characteristic length of the front
face of a rising bubble when Eb deviates from 1. As a result, it introduces a significant
amount of error in the characteristic length of a system when the bubble aspect ratio




Figure 3.8: Comparison of bubble dimensions for spherical and ellipsoidal
bubbles.
Comparison of bubble dimensions for (a) spherical and (b) ellipsoidal bubbles. Sample
measurement of generated F2-bubble provided in (c).
in relative bubble dimensions and surface areas at different aspect ratios is shown in
Table 3.1. For a given volume, using the deq will underestimate the characteristic
length of a system, and introduce an error of 10% to 59%, when Eb decreases from
0.75 to 0.25, respectively (Figure 3.9). This is because the deq will under-represent the
surface (or, contact area) in which the two phases interact compared to db (Table 3.1),
affecting the calculation of various fluid mechanics-related dimensionless numbers [90].
As a result, the deformation of the bubble must be taken into consideration when
applying dimensionless numbers to correlations in real-world systems. Thus, this
body of work will primarily use db in calculations for dimensionless numbers unless
otherwise stated.
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Table 3.1: Variation in bubble diameter and height, front face and surface
areas with aspect ratio for a fixed volume (Vb = 1.0 cm
3). Row 1
represents a spherical bubble, where db = deq.
Aspect Ratio
db hb Frontal Area Surface Area
(cm) (cm) (cm2) (cm2)
1.00 1.241 1.241 1.209 4.836
0.75 1.366 1.024 1.465 4.911
0.50 1.563 0.782 1.919 5.303
0.25 1.969 0.492 3.046 6.936
Figure 3.9: Percent error created by use of deq instead of db in calculations for
characteristic length.
Percent error to characteristic length introduced by using deq versus db over a range of
aspect ratios. Smaller bubble aspect ratios have db values that deviate farther from deq
for bubbles of equivalent volume.
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3.8.3 Attached Bubble Profiles (Spherical and Lenticular)
The profile of an attached bubble is defined by its height, width, and contact
angle. How these values are obtained is dependent on the shape of the bubble itself.
The bubble shapes are assumed to be axi-symmetric along the z-axis, thus, rb and
rw are the radius of the bubble in the x- and y-axis for spherical and lenticular bubbles,
respectively. The general schematics and critical dimensions of spherical and
lenticular bubbles are shown in Figures 3.10 and 3.11, respectively.
Figure 3.10: Critical bubble dimensions of a spherical bubble.
Critical bubble dimensions of a spherical bubble, where θ is the contact angle, rb is the
bubble radius, hb is the bubble height, and ra is the anchor radius. l, g, and s denote
liquid, gas, solid phases.
Figure 3.11: Critical bubble dimensions of a lenticular bubble.
Critical bubble dimensions of a lenticular bubble, where θ is the contact angle, rb is the
bubble radius, hb is the bubble height, and ra is the anchor radius. l, g, and s denote
liquid, gas, solid phases.
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Spherical Bubbles
Spherical bubbles (Fig. 3.10) are characterized as having contact angles that are
less than 90°, although they typically have angles ≤60°. For this reason, spherical
bubbles have anchor radii (ra) that are smaller than rb. rb is typically taken as
the bubble radius of the detached volume. Since the bubble is spherical, many of the
dimensions can be calculated simply using rb and θ. These critical dimensions include
the hb, ra, and rb:
hb = rb (1 + cos θ) (3.11)









The contact angle of a bubble is measured at the gas/liquid/solid triple point at
the base of the bubble with the origin situated at a distance of ra from the central
axis of the attached bubble.
Lenticular Bubbles
Lenticular bubbles (Fig. 3.11) are characterized as having anchor radii that are
larger than the radius of the attached bubble along the z-axis, and contact angles
that are greater than 90° (and typically ≥110°). For simplicity, the attached bubble
is approximated as a half of a prolate ellipsoid. Unlike spherical bubbles, however, the
dimensions of a lenticular bubble cannot be approximated simply by the use of a θ
and Vb (or, deq or rb) (Eqs. 3.12 and 3.13). This is because the profile of the attached
lenticular bubble for a given system changes with volume (Figure 3.12). The profile
is also dependent on the interfacial tension between gas, liquid, and solid phases.
For these reasons, the profile must be defined at critical points in the formation of a
bubble (i.e., immediately prior to detachment), and defined for specific (or, a group
of) gas/liquid chemical systems.
3.8.4 Fractional Coverage
The fractional coverage (φ) is the fraction of the electrode surface that is covered
(shielded) by the gaseous phase and is otherwise inaccessible to further charge
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.12: Images of a lenticular F2-bubble at two different stages of
formation.
Photographs show the same lenticular F2-bubble at: (a) an early, and (b) middle stage of
formation on a fluorinated TT carbon electrode. F2-bubble generated at 6 V (anodic) in
KF · 2 HF (∼85 ◦C).
transfer. The shielded area (As) is the sum of the anchor areas of attached bubbles,
while Ae is the geometric area of the electrode surface. Relationships for fractional
coverage have been defined for ‘classical’ bubble systems (H2, O2, and Cl2) [101].
Some relationships are calculated simply as a function of I, while others depend on





3.8.5 Curve Fitting Procedure
A curve fitting procedure of the bubble data sets for F2 and H2 in KF · 2 HF was
carried out to identify the trends in bubble dynamics that are consistent with expected
behaviour at different ranges of bubble sizes, in each gas/fluid system. The data for
Vt and Eb of F2 and H2 bubbles were fitted using linear, polynomial, and exponential
functions in Sigmaplot® Version 11.0 as a function of deq. In each set of data, a
function would be applied to the data set based on the expected fluid dynamic trends
for Vt and Eb over certain ranges of bubble sizes. Basic relationships were used to
show the simple size-dependence on the Vt and Eb of rising bubbles. The scientific
basis for the fits for the Vt and Eb of F2 and H2 bubbles is provided in Chapter 8,
while the specific fitting procedure is provided in detail in Appendix B.
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3.9 Sources of Error
The sources of error and assumptions made in this body of work are described here.
Efforts to minimize this error were carried out in the planning, implementation, and
performance of experiments, as well as analysis of the results. The full extent of this
effort is described herein.
3.9.1 Experimental Error
Electrochemical Measurements
1. Measurements using the Solartron potentiostat have been estimated to be
accurate within ±5 mV of the stated values, while the error for applied
potentials and currents were ±8 mV and ∼5% of the inputted values,
respectively. Since the applied anodic potentials were in the range of 5.0 V
– 6.5 V, the error in the applied potential is negligible.
2. The condition of the Cu/CuF2 reference electrode was verified by monitoring
the stability of the potential during OCP measurements at the start of any
polarization series. An OCP between 500 mV and 600 mV (±10 mV at steady
state) at the start of the experiments on a new electrode was determined to be
satisfactory due to the reactivity of the electrolyte with the working electrode.
Bubble Measurements and Imaging
1. A conversion factor (mm/pixel) was calculated to convert the measured
bubble dimensions (in pixels) to geometric dimensions (in mm) in the electrolyte
from the still-frames from the video recordings. The conversion factor was
calculated using a physically measured length (before insertion into the cell) and
dividing this value by the electronically-measured length (in pixels). Physical
measurements were carried out using a Vernier caliper. The standard
deviation of the physical measurement was 3.0% while the reading error on the
Venier calipers was ±1.3×10−2 mm (0.0005 inches). A reference dimension was
measured electronically 9 times on separate occasions, and the standard
deviation of the pixel counts was 2.9% (±1.2 pixels).
2. Another source of error was the resolution of the still-frames from the video
recordings. Flat surfaces of the bubbles may appear blurred (or, invisible)
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depending on the lighting conditions within the heater compartment. To
minimize the error in bubble measurements, three reference points on the
bubble were determined (top, midpoint, and bottom) over three separate frames.
The displacements of these three points were averaged in order to minimize the
variation associated with the distortion of the image (due to barrel
distortion of the camera lens or mirage effects of a hot fluid) or deformation of
the bubble. The overall displacement was converted into a physical value using
the conversion factor. This process was repeated for four sets of bubble images
(2 sets for spherical bubbles and 2 sets for ellipsoidal bubbles). The standard
deviation in bubble measurements was ±2.2 pixels for large, ellipsoidal bubbles
and only ±1.1 pixels for small, spherical bubbles. This accounted for errors in
bubble volume of less than 5% (based on measurement error and pixel
dimensions). An error analysis for calculated Vb, Eb, and Vt is provided in
Appendix C. The error associated with the measured bubble aspect ratio is
4.1%. Calculations for Vt could only be made between pairs of images. The
displacement of the three reference points (top, midpoint, bottom) on the
bubble were measured between pairs of images, and then the displacement was
averaged. The Vt was calculated from the averaged value using the time stamps
between still-frames (of the video recordings). The experimental error in time
between individual still frames is ±0.01 s. This procedure was repeated for four
sets of bubble images (same images from volume measurements). The accuracy
of the Vt was determined to be ±5%, for each bubble.
3. To minimize any error introduced by distortion of the camera lens, the still-
frames were straightened in post-processing using Adobe® Lightroom®. Cell
components such as the electrode leads were used as reference points in this
process. Since the working electrode and generated bubbles were centred in the
middle of the frame, barrel distortion from the lens was minimized. Bubble
dimensions were measured using 8 frames (4 original, 4 corrected) and the error
due to lens distortion was ±2 pixels.
4. There were small errors associated with the profile and velocity of H2-bubbles,
given their size relative to that of the electrode. The plane of focus of the camera
was set at the centre of the electrode, so bubbles in front of this plane appeared
slightly larger while, bubbles behind this plane appeared smaller. The Vt of H2-
bubbles were plotted as a function of bubble size and a trend line was calculated.
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Bubbles with velocities that deviated by more than a standard deviation of 1.5
were determined to be outliers. The bubbles were identified and re-measured.
In certain cases, a correction factor of ±5% was sufficient to reduce the number
of outliers so that the Vt values were within the initial standard deviation of
1.5. Finally, to account for the variation in the plane of focus, bubbles in front
of the plane of focus were reduced by 5%, while those behind the plane of focus
were increased by 5%.
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Chapter 4
Results - Bubble Generation and
Shape Measurements
4.1 Electrochemical F2-Generation System
Fluorine was generated electrochemically to examine bubble profiles before and
after detachment from an amorphous carbon electrode in KF · 2 HF molten fluoride
salt. F2-evolution was generated at potentials between 5.5 and 6.5 V, with geometric
surface areas of ∼1.1 cm2 to 4.0 cm2. The characteristic lenticular F2-bubble is formed
on a fluorinated (CFx ) surface at steady state. Following detachment, the large
bubble volume deforms into an ellipsoidal bubble as it rises through the KF · 2 HF
MS (Figure 4.1).
(a) Attached (b) Detached
Figure 4.1: Image of F2-bubble shapes before and after detachment.
Image (a) shows the characteristic lenticular F2-bubble shape while attached, and (b)
shows oblate ellipsoidal shape at steady state 0.4 s after detachment.
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An example of a typical potentiostatic current decay for F2-evolution at 6.5 V is
shown in Figure 4.2, and the corresponding residence times for the growing bubbles
are shown in Figure 4.3. The current decay from t = 0 s on a fresh carbon surface
to steady state (∼0.025 A/cm2) follows a smooth curve with current peaks that are
spaced apart. The result is typical for a relatively small electrode (∼1 cm2) that
is able to support a single, growing, lenticular F2-bubble at a time. Each individual
current density peak indicates the point at which a bubble detached from the electrode
surface.
Figure 4.2: Anodic current decay curve at 6.5 V in KF · 2 HF on a small
electrode.
Current decay curve for potentiostatic polarization at 6.5 V in KF · 2 HF (∼85 ◦C) on a
new TT carbon electrode, with magnified view of initial 100 s (inset). Points a, b, and c
indicate initial, transition, and steady state regions of current decay.
For an electrode with a surface-covering bubble, the bubble residence time
indicates the amount of time required for a specific growing bubble to reach the
critical volume for detachment. As shown in Fig. 4.3, the residence time increases for
each bubble that forms in series. The first 10 bubbles detach quickly after formation,
but the residence time quickly increases by the time the 15th bubble forms.
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Figure 4.3: Increase in bubble residence time for single F2-bubbles generated
in series on a single electrode.
Residence time for single, discreet F2-bubbles generated in series at 6.5 V in KF · 2 HF
(∼85 ◦C) from a single ∼1.2 cm2 electrode, plotted from potentiostatic experiment shown
in Fig. 4.2.
The current decay curve (Fig. 4.2) can be re-plotted as i vs. t−1/2 (Figure 4.4)
to determine if F2-generation follows a typical Cottrell, diffusion-limited behaviour
(Eq. 3.4a). A magnification of the ilim (low-t
−1/2) range is shown in Fig. 4.4b. As
with the current decay curve, each peak and convex-shaped curve in the i vs. t−1/2
plot corresponds to the detachment of a single bubble and growth of the subsequent
bubble, respectively.
The volumes of F2-bubbles were measured using the still-frames from video
recordings to track the change in formation and detachment characteristics over the
course of an experiment. Comparing the measured volume from pictures (Section
3.8.1) and the calculated values from electrochemical results (Section 3.7), the gas-
evolution efficiency for bubble generation in the FER was calculated. The volume and
gas-evolution efficiency for F2-bubbles generated over seven independent sessions in
the C/KF · 2 HF system are shown in Figure 4.5, and tabulated in Appendix D (Table
D.1). The number of bubbles evolved during these 900 s experiments ranged from
12 to 24, which is indicative of the variability present in the F2/C/KF · 2 HF system.
There appeared to be an increase in the evolution efficiency for the first few bubbles
generated when the electrodes were polarized at higher potentials. Also, a transition




Figure 4.4: Cottrell plot of the polarization curve for F2-generation at 6.5 V
in KF · 2 HF.
i vs. t−1/2 plot of (a) the entire current decay curve shown in Fig. 4.2 for F2-generation at
6.5 V in KF · 2 HF, and (b) magnification of the limiting current region (low-t−1/2 end).
as runs 3 and 4 at 6.0 V (at bubble 7) (Fig. 4.5), where there is a rapid decrease in
evolution efficiency. This decrease is followed by a marginal recovery in the efficiency
over the next few bubbles generated, though it is unclear if CFx -formation is the
only factor involved with this behaviour. Overall, Fig. 4.5 highlights the reactivity of
the F2/C/KF · 2 HF chemical system and the difficulty in obtaining consistent bubble
evolution.
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Figure 4.5: Gas-evolution efficiency for F2-bubbles generated between 5.5 V
and 6.5 V as a function of bubble number.
Gas-evolution efficiency for F2-bubbles generated in series between E = 5.5 V and 6.5 V in
KF · 2 HF (∼85 ◦C) on ∼1.1 cm2 (nominal) electrodes. The legend shows the polarization
potentials used to generate the F2-bubbles.
During F2-generation, a range of bubble shapes are observed over a short period
of time from the start of electrode polarization (Figure 4.6). The bubble shapes at
detachment coincide with different regions in the i vs. t−1/2 plot (Fig. 4.4). When a
high potential (≥6 V) is initially applied, small, spherical F2-bubbles nucleate on the
surface (Fig. 4.6a), but only a fraction detach. A majority of the bubbles undergo
rapid coalescence as the anchor areas of the bubble extend outwards. While spherical
H2-bubbles have been reported on carbon electrodes in KF · 2 HF [58], spherical F2-
bubbles have not been reported on carbon electrodes, possibly because of the short
time frame in which they exist. The spherical bubbles observed at 5 s (t−1/2 =
0.45 s−1/2, Fig. 4.4) have small anchor areas and a (relatively) high percentage of the
electrode surface is still free of a gas phase. Occasionally, the small F2-bubbles formed
at this point are able to detach, and those remaining on the surface begin to coalesce.
Again, this is related to the variability in the reactivity of the F2/C(Fx )/KF · 2 HF
system (Fig. 4.5).
By 25 s, the small bubbles have coalesced to form a single, large lenticular bubble
(Fig. 4.6b), consistent with a dramatic change in the wetting characteristics of the
electrode surface [63]. While a significant portion of the electrode is covered by a
single bubble, there is still a visible gap between the flattened edges of the bubble
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(a) 5 s (b) 25 s
(c) 130 s
Figure 4.6: Images showing range of F2-bubble shapes formed at different
stages following anodic polarization.
Shape of F2-bubbles formed at a) 5 s, b) 25 s, and c) 130 s from the start of anodic
polarization on a new TT carbon electrode at 6.5 V in KF · 2 HF (∼85 ◦C). Arrow included
in (c) to highlight area not covered by F2-bubble.
and the edge of the electrode (Fig. 4.6b). Small, independent F2-bubbles are visible in
this gap indicating that the surface is still heterogeneous and not completely covered
by a gas phase. This point in time corresponds to the transition region at t−1/2 =
0.2 s−1/2 (Fig. 4.4), where the slope of the current decay increases from the initial
region (at t−1/2 = 0.45 s−1/2). The slopes of the i vs. t−1/2 are tabulated in Appendix
D (Table D.5). At steady state bubble formation (Fig. 4.6c), the electrode surface is
enveloped by the single lenticular bubble and electron transfer is inhibited by the gas
phase coverage. The electrode is at (or closely approaching) the steady state current
(Fig. 4.2) or the limiting-current region (t−1/2 = 0.09, Fig. 4.4). The range of F2-
bubble shapes that form on the CFx surface over the narrow time frame highlight the
rapid change in wetting conditions (or, surface tension) due to anodic polarization in
KF · 2 HF.
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During the early stages of F2-generation, a stream of small bubbles was seen
rising from the tip of large lenticular bubbles and became more pronounced as the
bubble volume increased (Figures 4.6b and 4.7). The streaming effect was only
temporary and diminished with each subsequent bubble detachment. A thin grey film,
believed to be residual carbon powder from the preparation of the electrode, or carbon
contaminants from electrode degradation during polarization, was seen near the top
of the bubble. The cessation of the stream with the disappearance of the grey
film suggests the limited quantity of carbon powder was gradually carried away.
The gas/liquid (F2/KF · 2 HF) interface may have been disrupted by the carbon
surfactant and the high internal pressure at the head of the bubble causing the
interface to rupture and produce a gas stream from the tip of the bubble.
Figure 4.7: Side profile of lenticular F2-bubble with bubble stream from top
of bubble.
Picture of a lenticular F2-bubble during anodic polarization showing gas bleed-off at the
top of the bubble due to carbon surfactant. Image shows the 3rd bubble generated in series
on TT carbon electrode in KF · 2 HF (∼85 ◦C).
A sequence showing the detachment process of lenticular F2-bubbles from a
carbon electrode during anodic polarization is shown in Figure 4.8. As the bubble
begins to pull away from the electrode the bubble elongates in the z-axis (Fig. 4.8a to
4.8e). A necking region develops near the base of the bubble separating the detaching
volume from the attached volume. The buoyancy force causes the detaching volume
to pinch off (Fig. 4.8c and 4.8d), while adhesion forces hold a small volume on the
surface (Fig. 4.8e). Just after detachment the bubble is spherical, but then flattens
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 4.8: Detachment sequence of a lenticular F2-bubble from surface of
electrode.
Sequence of images showing the detachment of a single lenticular F2-bubble from the
surface of an electrode. Directional forces are highlighted with arrows in (c) and (d),
showing pinch-off of the attached bubble. The series of images occur over ∼0.083 s.
out after it has traveled a short distance upwards toward the surface of the electrolyte.
When the electrode surfaces were perfectly horizontal, the shape and velocity of large
F2-bubbles would reach steady state within 3 cm of detachment from the surface of
the electrode.
When a lenticular bubble detaches, a small fraction of gas is left behind and
serves as an aggregation point for the next bubble. Images of seven F2-bubbles
generated in series are shown in Figure 4.9 to highlight the electrode surface
immediately following detachment. The residual bubble initially resembles a
spherical cap (∼2.5% of detaching volume), but appears to increase in size and
flatten out as bubbles form and leave the surface. In addition, the newly uncovered
surface is quickly covered by a thin layer of bubbles, and the definition of
individual bubbles in the layer appears to decrease for each subsequent bubble
(Fig. 4.9a to 4.9g). While a layer of well-defined hemispherical bubbles nucleate
following the detachment of the first bubble (Fig. 4.9a), only a gas film of






Figure 4.9: Images showing the residual bubble following detachment of seven
bubbles generated in series.
Pictures of seven bubbles generated in series on a single TT carbon electrode to illustrate
the change in wetting conditions of the surface. Images highlight residual gas volume that
remains on surface (circled in white) following detachment of the primary bubble. The
residual and nucleated bubbles are initially well-defined spherical caps (a – d) but flatten
and form a gas film in each subsequent detachment (e – g). A well-defined layer of bubbles
is visible on surface following detachment of 1st bubble, while only a rough gas-film is
visible following detachment of 7th bubble.
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On a sufficiently large, horizontal, upward-facing electrode (∼4 cm2) where bubble
size is not restricted by the size of the electrode, a different image of the
electrochemical response to anodic polarization (at 5.5 V) emerges (Figure 4.10).
The corresponding i vs. t−1/2 is provided in Figure 4.11. The current decay curve is
accompanied by still-frames from video recordings, which show the F2-bubble shape
changes and how the gas phase flows on a large electrode (Figure 4.12). At the
start of the polarization, the current decay is almost linear from 0.3 A/cm2 down
to 0.1 A/cm2 (for t < 10 s) (points a to c, Fig. 4.10), and F2-bubbles cover the
entire surface with small, spherical bubbles with contact angles <90° (Fig. 4.12b).
Within a short period of time (∼10 s), the spherical bubbles coalesce and transition
into lenticular bubbles with a large range of sizes (Fig. 4.12c). During this time the
current response is erratic (points c to d, Fig. 4.10): the height of the current peaks
and duration between peaks are inconsistent.
Around 30 s (Fig. 4.12d), many of the small spherical and lenticular bubbles have
coalesced into a few large bubbles scattered over the surface of the electrode, and by
60 s only two prominent bubbles remain (Fig. 4.12e). The current reaches steady
state (points e – f, Fig. 4.10) and settles into a consistent pattern of bubble formation
and detachment [63], which continues until the end of the experiment. Towards the
end of the polarization (180 s, Fig. 4.12f), only a single prominent bubble remains,
while the rest of the surface is covered by a layer that is mirror-like in appearance.
This mirrored layer is rough, with visible bumps and ‘dimples’ in the surface. The gas
layer appears to flow as bubble growth causes the layer to bow upwards on different
regions of the surface, particularly at the bubble site on the back edge in Fig. 4.12e.
These bubble growth sites bow out before quickly flattening, with the gas phase
sliding to an adjacent bubble. At steady state on this large electrode there is a single
bubble detachment site on the right-most corner of the electrode (Fig. 4.12f).
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Figure 4.10: Anodic current decay curve at 5.5 V in KF · 2 HF on a large
electrode.
Electrode polarized potentiostatically at (anodic) 5.5 V in KF · 2 HF (∼85 ◦C) on a TT
amorphous carbon electrode (∼4 cm2), with magnified view of initial 60 s (inset). Smooth
region at points a – c show current response for detachment of small spherical bubbles.
Figure 4.11: Cottrell plot of the current decay curve for F2-generation at 5.5 V
on a large (∼4 cm2) electrode.
An i vs. t−1/2 plot of current decay curve shown in Fig. 4.10 for F2-generation at 5.5 V
on a new ∼4 cm2 electrode in KF · 2 HF over: (a) the entire range, and (b) magnified view
of low-t−1/2 region. The regions for initial bubble growth and nucleation are highlighted
with “I” and “II”.
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(a) <0.1 s (b) 5 s
(c) 10 s (d) 30 s
(e) 60 s (f) 180 s
Figure 4.12: The stages of F2-generation and film formation on a large
electrode (∼4 cm2) polarized at 5.5 V.
The stages of F2-bubble and film formation when bubble size is not restricted by size
of electrode (∼4 cm2). F2 generated potentiostatically at 5.5 V (anodic) in KF · 2 HF
(∼85 ◦C) on new TT carbon electrode. Images show: a) <0.1 s, b) 5 s, c) 10 s, d) 30 s, e)
60 s, and f) 180 s from the start of polarization.
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An i vs. t−1/2 plot of the anodic polarization on the large electrode shows the
dynamics of mass transfer at the large electrode (Fig. 4.11). Of particular interest, is
the region that coincides with the t < 10 s region from the curve shown in Fig. 4.10
(0.3 s−1/2 < t−1/2 < 2.25 s−1/2, Fig. 4.11). The t−1/2 > 0.3 s−1/2 range can be broken
down into two linear regions of bubble generation: the nucleation (denoted by “a”,
Fig. 4.11) and bubble growth (“b”, Fig. 4.11). The plot of i vs. t−1/2 in the t−1/2
> 0.3 s−1/2 range is convex in shape, in contrast to the concave shape for the i vs.
t−1/2 plot for F2-generation on the small electrode (Fig. 4.4b). The region between
0.1 s−1/2 < t−1/2 < 0.3 s−1/2 (Fig. 4.11) shows the erratic formation and detachment
of bubbles from different regions of the large electrode surface (Fig. 4.12c to e). This
illustrates the difference in the influence of bubble shape on current response from
surface coverage by spherical bubbles (Fig. 4.12a to b) that “shield” the electrode
surface compared to lenticular bubbles (Fig. 4.12c to e) that “block” the electrode.
Finally, a ∼1.1 cm2 amorphous carbon electrode was polarized at 5.5 V over a
series of 900 s sessions to observe the change in the electrochemical performance
(Figure 4.13), and to evolve F2-bubbles to measure their profiles and contact angles
at different stages of passivation. A 600 s pause was included between polarizations
to allow the concentration of HF2
– to equilibrate with the bulk solution. As one can
see, the first polarization (run 1) is characterized by sharp, well-defined current peaks
in quick succession (Fig. 4.13a). The sharp current peaks become rounder as more
F2-bubbles are evolved from the electrode and the height of individual peaks decrease
as well. For each subsequent polarization (runs 2 to 7), there is a gradual decrease
in the steady state current and rate of bubble formation, as shown by shift in the




Figure 4.13: Current decay curve for F2-generation (5.5 V) on a single
electrode over a series of 900 s polarizations.
Current decay curve for anodic polarization at 5.5 V of a single TT carbon electrode
polarized over 7 experiments in KF · 2 HF. In (a) all runs are shown, and (b) magnified
view of runs 2 – 7. Runs 2, 3, and 7 are labelled with “5” and “10” to show the shift in
the position of the current peak of the 5th and 10th bubble generated in each experiment.
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4.2 Electrochemical H2-Generation System
Hydrogen (H2) bubbles were also generated in KF · 2 HF to provide another gas-liquid
system for interfacial tension calculations. The evolution of H2 is the
complementary reaction to F2-generation from KF · 2 HF (Reaction 4), and would
yield a bubble that is both chemically stable and has a different surface tension than
F2 in the MS electrolyte. Cathodic currents of −15 mA/cm2 and −20 mA/cm2
were applied to a freshly prepared carbon electrode to observe the characteristics
of H2-generation under steady state conditions (Figure 4.14). The potential decay
curve is smooth and featureless. The time required for the system to reach a steady
state potential (−1.0 V) was ∼10 s and ∼3 s at −15 mA/cm2 and −20 mA/cm2,
respectively. At both current densities, small bubbles rapidly formed and detached
from the surface of the electrode (Figures 4.15a and 4.15c). Current density did not
appear to have an appreciable effect on the size or detachment characteristics of the
H2-bubbles. As the potential decayed, a fine layer of H2-bubbles completely covered
the electrode at∼0.5 V and detachment began shortly after at−0.6 V. At−1.0 V, the
H2-bubbles would quickly undergo a combination of coalescence and detachment from
Figure 4.14: Galvanostatic potential decay curve of H2-generation at
−15 mA/cm2 and −20 mA/cm2 in KF · 2 HF.
Potential decay curve for galvanostatic polarization at −15 mA/cm2 and −20 mA/cm2
(cathodic) on a new amorphous TT carbon electrode in KF · 2 HF (∼85 ◦C). Potentials




Figure 4.15: Pictures of steady-state H2-generation at −15 mA/cm2 before
and after electrochemical fluorination.
Pictures (a) and (c) show the side and angled view,
respectively, of the electrode before electrochemical fluorination. Pictures (b) and
(d) show the side and angled view, respectively, of the electrode after electrochemical
fluorination. Note the bubble stream that is visible in solution (picture c) above the
electrode surface, as well as the significant increase in bubble size before detachment
(picture d). Bubbles on the right hand side of each picture are artifacts, and are attached
to the wall of the electrochemical cell.
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the electrode surface due to the high rate of H+ reduction. These H2-bubbles were
small (db < 1 mm) and easily detached from the electrode surface.
Next, cathodic currents of −15 mA/cm2 and −20 mA/cm2 were applied to a
fresh carbon electrode (∼1.1 cm2) until the potential reached steady state
(−1.0 V, Figure 4.16). The electrolysis was repeated following a short-term anodic
polarization experiment (5.5 V for 120 s) to examine if (and how) a thin CFx -layer
affected the H2-generation characteristics. It should be noted that the cathodic
−15 mA/cm2 polarization occurred 10 min after the anodization, and was followed
immediately after by the polarization at −20 mA/cm2. A bump in the potential
decay appears at ∼ −0.35 V for the I = −15 mA/cm2 (Fig. 4.16a) after the first
polarization, and shifts more negative to ∼ −0.55 V after the second polarization.
In both post-fluorination cases (Fig. 4.16a), the initial electrochemical response
shifted to more negative potentials. In addition, the potential reached steady state
(at −1.0 V) ∼50 s later than observed for the non-fluorinated surface (60 s vs. 10 s,
respectively).
During these experiments, the F2-gas cap formed during anodization could be
seen flattening out and dissolving shortly after the cathodic current was applied, and
before H2-bubbles slowly formed on the surface. This reduction step explains the
delay in the time to reach the steady state potential (−1.0 V) from the application
of the cathodic currents. Both post-fluorination curves were identical once steady
state was attained. The three −20 mA/cm2 polarizations (Fig. 4.16b) were nearly
identical, reaching steady state after 4 s (±1 s).
A potentiostatic polarization was carried out on a fresh carbon electrode at −0.9 V
and 1.0 V to study the diffusion characteristics under cathodic conditions (Figure
4.17a). Steady state current densities of ∼0.01 mA/cm2 and −0.045 mA/cm2 were
reached in ∼15 s from the start of each polarization, respectively. i vs. t−1/2 curves
were produced from the electrochemical results (Fig. 4.17b) to highlight the difference
in mass transport characteristics for H2 compared to F2 (Figs. 4.4 and 4.11). In
contrast to the transition for F2-generation (Fig. 4.4), the i vs. t
−1/2 data for H2
were well-fitted to straight lines with slopes of −0.021 A · s−1/2 (σfit = 1.1×10−4 A)





Figure 4.16: Potential decay curve of H2-generation at −15 mA/cm2 and
−20 mA/cm2 before and after anodic polarization.
Potential decay curves for H2-generation at (a) −15 mA/cm2 and (b) −20 mA/cm2 before
and after anodic polarizations (5.5 V, 120 s). Polarizations at −20 mA/cm2 followed
immediately after −15 mA/cm2 galvanostatic experiments. Experiments conducted on a
∼1.1 cm2, TT carbon electrode in KF · 2 HF (∼85 ◦C). Potentials shown in figure indicate




Figure 4.17: Current decay curve for H2-generation at −0.9 V and −1.0 V in
KF · 2 HF and corresponding i vs. t−1/2 plot.
Current decay curve for (a) potentiostatic polarization at −0.9 V and −1.0 V in KF · 2 HF
(∼85 ◦C) on a new TT carbon electrode surface (∼1.1 cm2), and (b) corresponding i vs.
t−1/2 plot for the same data. The slope of the linear fits for both potentials are nearly
identical (∼0.020 A · s−1/2). The σfit for the fitted curves are 1.1×10−4A (for -0.9 V) and
5.7×10−4A) (for -1.0 V).
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4.3 F2 and H2-Bubble Characteristics in KF ·2 HF
Molten Salt
4.3.1 Fluorine
Shape Profile of Attached F2-Bubbles
The contact angles at the gas/liquid/solid interface and the profile of attached
lenticular F2-bubbles were measured over the course of seven F2-generation
experiments on a single electrode. The bubbles were generated anodically at 5.5 V
(for 900 s per experiment) for a total of 1.75 h on a single electrode (Fig. 4.13).
More than 110 bubbles were generated over the course of the polarization period,
and the pictures and contact angles of the lenticular F2-bubbles generated in series
are presented in Figure 4.18. The selected frames captured the bubble 1/60th of a
second before the detachment process (pinch-off) occurred, and reflect the volume
and shape at detachment. It should be noted that the distortion observed at the top
of the bubble is an artifact of the lighting conditions of the experimental setup and
the curvature of the bubble, and it is not an out-growth of the bubble itself.
The volume and contact angle for every 5th bubble generated in the first
polarization session were plotted in Figure 4.19a. Only every 5th bubble was measured
because the bubble-to-bubble variation in profile and contact angle over a short time
frame was minimal (<0.5°). Over the course of the experiment, there was a small,
but gradual increase in the bubble volume accompanied by an increase in the contact
angle from 119° to 128°. The experimental error in the contact angle measurements
was ±2° (or, ±1.7%). After the 40th bubble, the profiles and contact angles of every
10th bubble (up to the 110th bubble) were measured and the values are plotted
in Fig. 4.19b. The increase in bubble volume followed a logarithmic curve and
approached an asymptote after bubble number 40. At this point, the system
approaches steady state and the change in Vb can be approximated by a
horizontal line once experimental error (±5%) is taken into consideration. Over
the course of the experiment, the contact angle continued to increase steadily for a
total change of ∼13° (to 132°) (Fig. 4.19b), which was significantly larger than the
experimental error (±2°).
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Figure 4.18: Contact angle measurements of a series of lenticular F2-bubbles
generated on a single electrode.
Contact angle measurements for 12 F2-bubbles (of 110-bubbles) from a series of
polarizations. F2-bubbles were generated anodically at 5.5 V in 900 s polarizations from
an (initially) new TT carbon electrode (∼1.2 cm2) in KF · 2 HF (∼85 ◦C). Images reflect





Figure 4.19: Bubble volume and contact angles for lenticular F2-bubbles
generated in KF · 2 HF.
Bubble volume and contact angles for F2-bubbles (a) generated during the first
anodic polarization on a new electrode surface, and (b) generated over the entire series
of experiments on the same electrode. The electrochemical experiments were
potentiostatic 5.5 V anodizations over seven, 900 s polarizations on a new TT carbon
electrode. The measurement error for Vb and θ is 5.0% and 1.7%, respectively.
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The ratio of bubble dimension (rw:rh and rh:ra) for the attached lenticular F2-
bubbles were plotted against θ and sin θ in Figure 4.20. The shape profiles (ratios of
the bubble heights, widths, and anchor widths) of the lenticular F2-bubbles generated
in the series of polarizations is also provided in Appendix D (Table D.2). These
equations relate the profile of the lenticular bubble to the contact angle. As Fig.
4.20a shows, when sin θ increases, the increase to the radius of the anchor area is
relatively larger than the change in the height of the bubble. The change in the
bubble dimension ratios are correlated with (sin θ)2/5. The trend lines (Fig. 4.20b)
for the dimension ratios are represented by the following two empirical relations:
rw
rh
= 0.94 (sin θ)2/5 (4.1)
rh
ra
= 0.75 (sin θ)2/5 (4.2)
It should be noted that the trend in rw : rh (Eq. 4.1) is marginal and the profile
of the bubble largely scales with Vb.
Shape and Dynamics of Detached Bubbles
The detachment of bubbles has a critical effect on the dynamics of how the
bubble rises through a given fluid. Using still frames from video recordings of F2-
generation experiments, the dimensions and displacement of bubbles were measured to
calculate the volumes, aspect ratios, and terminal velocities of said bubbles (Section
3.8). A data set of 160 detached F2-bubbles was compiled from a series of generation
experiments from 5.5 V to 6.5 V (anodic) on carbon electrodes with surface
areas of ∼1.1 cm2 and 4.2 cm2. When the F2-bubbles detached, they traveled in a
rectilinear path to the surface of the electrolyte. A sequence of images for a rising
bubble used for bubble measurements is shown in Figure 4.21 with the corresponding
bubble dimensions provided in Table 4.1. The entire set of raw data for F2-bubbles




Figure 4.20: Ratio of dimensions for a lenticular bubble with contact angle.
Ratio of dimensions (• - width-to-height radius, rw : rh, and ◦ - height-to-anchor radius,
rh : ra) of lenticular F2-bubbles generated on a carbon electrode as a function of: a) θ,
and b) sin θ. Bubbles were generated in series at 5.5 V on a new TT carbon electrode
(∼1.1 cm2) in KF · 2 HF. The fitted trend lines for Eqs. 4.1 (—) and 4.2 (- -) are shown
in b). The measurement error for the bubble dimension ratios is 4.1%.
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(a) 00:41:18 (b) 00:41:19 (c) 00:41:20
Figure 4.21: Images of a single rising F2-bubble over three frames.
Sample images of the same F2-bubble rising through KF · 2 HF over three frames (1/60 s
apart). The black arrow indicates the position of the ellipsoidal bubble. Corresponding
measurements of the height and width of the bubble are provided in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Sample measurement of bubble dimensions, velocity, aspect ratio,
and volume from bubble in Figure 4.21.
Time Height Width hb wb Disp. Vt Eb
Vb
Stamp (pixels) (pixels) (cm) (cm) (cm) (cm/s) (cm3)
00:41:18 15 49 0.294 0.959 0.31 0.142
00:41:19 15 49 0.294 0.959 0.137 16.5 0.31 0.142
00:41:20 14 51 0.274 0.999 0.166 20.0 0.28 0.143
Average: 18.2 0.29 0.142
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The Vt and Eb of F2-bubbles in KF · 2 HF are shown in Figure 4.22. There is a
sharp initial increase in Vt for the smallest F2-bubbles (deq ≈ 2 mm – 3 mm) before
it reaches a local maximum at deq ≈ 3.5 mm. Following this transition zone, there
is a slight decrease in the velocity between deq ≈ 5.5 mm to 7.5 mm, before velocity
increases further at larger bubble sizes. An ideal spherical bubble has an Eb-value
of 1; however, this value decreases as a bubble becomes more ellipsoidal in shape
(becoming flatter in the z-axis) (Fig. 3.7). The smallest F2-bubbles (deq ≈ 2 mm)
have an Eb of ∼0.85, and this value decreases in a smooth, but consistent trajectory
down to ∼0.25 for the largest F2-bubbles in the data set (deq ≈ 7 mm). The smallest
F2-bubbles are nearly spherical in shape, while significant flattening is observed for
the large F2-bubbles with Eb ≈ 0.25, yielding oblate ellipsoids (Fig. 4.1b). The
change in the slope of Eb with bubble size occurs at deq ≈ 3.5 mm (Fig. 4.22), and
coincides with the local maximum (or, transition point) in Vt for increasing F2-bubble
sizes (Fig. 4.22).
Figure 4.22: Rise velocities and aspect ratios of F2-bubbles in KF · 2 HF as a
function of bubble size.
F2 generated electrochemically on TT carbon electrodes (horizontal, ∼1.2 cm2 and
4.2 cm2) in stagnant KF · 2 HF (∼85 ◦C). Bubbles generated potentiostatically at E =
5.5 V, 6.0 V, and 6.5 V (anodic). The measurement errors for both bubble Vt and Eb are
4.1%.
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Over the course of F2-generation, both spherical and lenticular F2-bubbles were
observed while attached to the electrode surface. Upon detachment, small F2-bubbles
remain mostly spherical (Eb ≈ 0.85) and slowly rise through the electrolyte towards
the surface; the large lenticular bubbles detach and quickly flatten-out to yield small
aspect ratios (≤0.25) as they reach steady state velocity.
4.3.2 Hydrogen
Profile and Dynamics of H2-Bubbles
As previously shown in Fig. 4.15, the shape of an H2-bubble remains constant
(namely, spherical) over the course of cathodic polarization, growing bigger through
electrolysis or coalescence. On a clean carbon surface, the bubble size ranged from
deq ≈ 0.25 mm to 1.0 mm with an average size of 0.52 mm. Following anodic
polarization (and CFx -formation) there was an increase in the average size of H2-
bubbles (Figure 4.23), where bubbles as large as deq ≈ 3 mm were measured; also,
there was an increase in the contact angle from ∼30° to ∼45°.
(a) Before Fluorination (b) After Fluorination
Figure 4.23: Images and contact angles of H2-bubbles generated on new and
passivated carbon electrodes.
H2-bubbles generated galvanostatically in KF · 2 HF (∼85 ◦C) on (a) new and (b)
fluorinated TT carbon electrodes at I = −15 mA/cm2 (cathodic).
A data set of 75 detached H2-bubbles was compiled from a series of generation
experiments from 15 mA/cm2 to 17.5 mA/cm2 (cathodic) on carbon electrodes with
surface areas of ∼1.1 cm2 to 4.2 cm2. The H2-bubbles largely followed a rectilinear
path to the surface of the electrolyte, except in the cases where convection created
by larger H2-bubbles disrupted the flow of neighboring bubbles. Rise velocities and
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aspect ratios of H2-bubbles in KF · 2 HF are shown in Figure 4.24, and the raw data
set is provided in Appendix D (Table D.4).
Figure 4.24: Rise velocities and aspect ratios of H2-bubbles in KF · 2 HF as a
function of bubble size.
H2 generated electrochemically (at I = −0.015 A/cm2 and −0.020 A/cm2) on TT carbon
electrodes (horizontal, ∼1.1 cm2) in stagnant KF · 2 HF (∼85 ◦C). The measurement errors
for both bubble Vt and Eb are 4.1%.
The size of H2-bubbles generated through the electrolysis of KF · 2 HF ranged
from 0.2 mm to 3.2 mm in (equivalent) diameter. The Vt shows a small increase of
3.5 cm/s for deq ≈ 0.2 mm to 1.0 mm, before quickly rising by up to 10 cm/s for
the next 1.0 mm increase in diameter. The highest measured velocity for rising H2-
bubbles in KF · 2 HF (in this set of experiments) was 17.6 cm/s for a deq ≈ 3.2 mm.
The Eb decreases from 0.85 to 0.4 for H2-bubbles increasing in size from 0.2 mm to
3.0 mm in diameter, respectively. The smallest H2-bubbles are also nearly spherical
in shape, but largest bubble sizes were flattened significantly (Eb ≈ 0.45).
4.3.3 F2 and H2 in KF ·2 HF
Finally, the Vt for F2 and H2-bubbles plotted as a function of the Vb (Figure 4.25)
show the range of bubble sizes that could be generated in KF · 2 HF. Notably, the
Vt of F2 remains almost constant for Vb from 0.025 cm
3 to 0.20 cm3, while the Vt of
H2-bubbles increase dramatically over a narrow range of bubble sizes (10
−6 cm3 to
10−2 cm3). The H2-data set fills in a critical region of bubble sizes that could not be
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generated by F2. The raw data for F2 and H2-bubble measurements in the KF · 2 HF
MS are provided in Appendix D.
Figure 4.25: Rise velocities of F2 and H2-bubbles in KF · 2 HF as a function
of bubble volume.
F2 and H2 generated electrochemically on TT carbon electrodes (horizontal, ∼1.1 cm2
and ∼4.2 cm2) in stagnant KF · 2 HF (∼85 ◦C). F2 generated potentiostatically at E =
5.5 V, 6.0 V, and 6.5 V, while H2 generated galvanostatically at I = −0.015 A/cm2 and
−0.020 A/cm2. The measurement error for Vt is 4.1%.
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Chapter 5
Analysis of Bubble Dynamics in
KF ·2 HF
5.1 Background for Analysis of Correlations
Correlations for bubble rise velocity, aspect ratio, and drag coefficients developed in
conventional fluids were fitted to the experimental data set for F2-bubbles.
Conventional fluids include pure and contaminated H2O, H2O-glycerine mixtures,
common organic solvents such as ethanol and acetone, as well as various oils. The
gas/fluid systems of interest here are single F2 and H2-bubbles rising in a
stagnant KF · 2 HF electrolyte and where an individual bubble does not interact
with another bubble. The dynamics of bubbles rising through a medium provides a
measure of the physical characteristics of a system through effects such as density,
surface tension, and viscosity on a moving body. External factors that may affect
the dynamics include shear forces from a flowing solution or internal forces such as
kinetic forces from a gas outlet. In this study, only the physico-chemical properties of
the fluid were of concern, since the KF · 2 HF MS was stagnant, and gas evolution for
bubble formation was slow and should not introduce kinetic forces within the bubble.
If a correlation is able to achieve a good fit to the experimental results, this may
indicate that it is a suitable model for the bubble dynamics of this MS system and
may be able to provide an estimate of the γGL.
Due to the mixed, ionic-covalent nature of KF · 2 HF, a γGL = 0.10 N/m was
used as an initial estimate for the fitting procedures for each of Vt, Eb, and Cd.
This value was selected because it is the mid-point between the γGL-values of KF
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(γGL = 0.134 N/m [20]) and H2O (0.072 N/m [12]), which also define the range in
which the γGL of KF · 2 HF is considered to be acceptable. The physical properties
of the KF · 2 HF MS (except surface tension) was provided in Table 2.2, and the γGL
for other simple molten halide salts was provided in Table 2.4. The examination of
the correlations:
1. will help determine if rising bubbles in MSs adhere to ‘classical’ dynamics;
2. will demonstrate the influence of interfacial tension on bubble characteristics
according to the selected correlations; and,
3. will be used to provide an estimate of the γGL for F2/KF · 2 HF.
5.2 Terminal Velocity
Selected correlations for Vt were compared to the measured velocities of F2-bubbles
in KF · 2 HF to determine if they could be used to estimate the γGL for F2/KF · 2 HF,
if an accurate fit was achieved. The Vt of H2-bubbles was not included in the analysis
because the range of H2-bubble sizes was small compared to F2 (Fig. 4.25), and would
be less useful for studying gas/fluid behaviour on a larger scale. The fitted curve for
the Vt of F2-bubbles was plotted with the correlations for Vt that were developed for
conventional fluids using a γGL = 0.10 N/m as an initial estimate (Figure 5.1). The
γGL was then systematically varied to achieve the best fit for each correlation. The
goodness-of-fit was determined by calculating the standard deviation over different
ranges of bubble sizes.
The correlations for Vt with Vb yielded differently shaped curves despite being
developed from (and for) similar conventional fluid systems. First, the Lehrer
correlation [101] incorrectly predicted the direction in which Vt changes with
volume for small F2-bubbles (<0.025 cm
3), predicting that Vt decreases with
increasing bubble size when the opposite occurs. The Lehrer correlation [101]
overestimates the Vt by ∼3 cm/s for Vb ≈ 0.025 cm3, to over ∼5 cm/s for Vb ≥
0.075 cm3. The correlation by Clift et al. [88] underestimated Vt for Vb < 0.04 cm
3,
but overestimated Vt throughout the rest of the range of bubble sizes. There is
a kink in the curve that appears at ∼0.075 cm3. This is a consequence of the
correlation, which includes a transition from non-oscillating bubbles to oscillating
ones at certain Eo numbers (Eq. 2.12). However, since bubble oscillations were not
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Figure 5.1: Comparison of experimental Vt for F2-bubbles in KF · 2 HF with
correlations with an initial γGL estimate of 0.10 N/m.
F2-bubbles were generated slowly on a horizontal electrode in stagnant KF · 2 HF.
Measured Vt for F2 were plotted with correlations for Vt by Lehrer (1976) [101], Clift
et al. (2002) [88], Rodrigue (2002) [93], and Tomiyama (2004) [98]. Experimental error
was estimated to be ±4.1%, as shown by the area in grey.
observed during the experiments, the correlation does not apply to bubble sizes
past the transition point. The shape of the Rodrigue correlation [93] in the small
bubble range (<0.025 cm3) provides a reasonably close fit to the experimental
results, slightly overestimating Vt for this range of bubble sizes. Above ∼0.025 cm3,
however, the estimated curve for Vt is relatively flat and remains close to 25 cm/s up
to bubbles with Vb ≈ 0.20 cm3. Finally, the Tomiyama relationship [98] was the only
correlation that provided estimates for Vt of F2-bubbles above Vb = 0.015 cm
3 that
were within the bands for experimental error (±4.1%). The main exception is the
poor fit in the Vb < 0.015 cm
3 range, indicating that the correlation is not suited for
the smallest bubbles.
The fitted curves for the selected correlations and the corresponding γGL-values
used to obtain the fits are shown in Figure 5.2. The estimates of γGL and the error
in the fitted curves for Vt of F2-bubbles in KF · 2 HF for the small and medium-to-
large bubble sizes is provided in Table 5.1. The Lehrer correlation [101] could not
accurately estimate Vt in both ranges of bubble sizes and so it was determined that
further evaluation was not necessary. The correlation by Clift et al. [88] yielded a
very poor fit up to Vb ≈ 0.04 cm3, but the fit improved significantly past the kink
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Figure 5.2: Estimation of γGL from correlations fitted to experimental data
for F2-bubbles.
Comparison of fitted Clift et al. (1978) [88], Rodrigue (2002) [93], and Tomiyama (2004)
[98] correlations against experimental F2 Vt with γGL-values. Experimental error was
estimated to be ±4.1%, as shown by the area in grey.
Table 5.1: Estimated γGL from fitted correlations for Vt and goodness-of-fit.
Correlation γGL from Fitted Curve
σfit for Vt σfit for Vt
(Vb < 0.025 cm
3) (Vb > 0.025 cm
3)
Lehrer [101] 0.055 N/m (±0.005 Nm) 4.2 3.7
Clift et al. [88] 0.045 N/m (±0.005 Nm) 4.8 1.1
Rodrigue [93] 0.045 N/m (±0.010 Nm) 0.87 1.2
Tomiyama [98] 0.11 N/m (±0.010 Nm) 3.6 0.53
in the curve. Unfortunately, due to the poor fit in the small bubble region (up to Vb ≈
0.04 cm3) the correlation was not considered for further analysis. The fitted curve for
the Rodrigue correlation [93] yielded the best fit (the smallest error) over the entire
range of bubble sizes (Table 5.1). The estimated Vt values were only ∼1 cm/s higher
than the bounds defined for error for Vb > 0.06 cm
3 (Fig. 5.2). The estimated γGL
(≈0.045 N/m), however, was considerably lower than the γGL of H2O (0.072 N/m [12])
and unrealistic for the KF · 2 HF MS. Finally, the Tomiyama correlation [98] was not
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suitable for small bubbles, but achieved the best fit for bubbles with Vb > 0.012 cm
3.
In addition, the estimated γGL from the fit (≈ 0.11 N/m) was within the range of γGL-
values for molten halide salts (Table 2.4). Thus, based on the preliminary analysis of
the fitted curves and estimated γGL, only the Tomiyama [98] relationship was selected
for further comparison. The best estimate for the γGL of F2/KF · 2 HF according to
the analysis of correlations for Vt is ∼0.11 N/m.
5.3 Aspect Ratio and Bubble Shape
The correlations for Eb developed for conventional fluids were plotted with the Eb-
data for F2-bubbles in KF · 2 HF (Figure 5.3). A γGL ≈ 0.10 N/m was used as
an initial estimate in the correlations for Eb. It should be noted that
“underestimating” the Eb means a value that is higher than the actual Eb, because
there is less deformation than expected. All three correlations underestimated the
amount of bubble deformation experienced by the smallest bubbles by Eb ≈ 0.1,
Figure 5.3: Comparison of correlations for Eb vs. bubble diameter with
experimental F2-bubbles in KF · 2 HF with an estimated γGL =
0.10 N/m.
Predicted Eb vs. db from correlations plotted against experimentally measured values for
F2-bubbles generated slowly in stagnant KF · 2 HF (∼85 ◦C). The correlations compared
were reported by Moore (1959) [99], Kelbaliyev and Ceylan (2007) [104], and Dong et al.
(2010) [17]. Experimental error was estimated to be ±4.1%, as shown by the area in grey.
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although they were just within the margins of experimental error for this range of
bubble sizes (Fig. 5.3). The Moore correlation [99] underestimated Eb over the
entire range of bubble sizes by as much as 0.2, and the decrease in Eb with db showed
little resemblance to the experimental data for F2. The Kelbaliyev and Ceylan
correlation [104] underestimated Eb by ∼0.1 from db ≈ 2 mm to 9 mm before slightly
overestimating Eb above db ≈ 10 mm. Finally, the Dong et al. correlation [17]
was able to yield a good fit for medium-sized bubbles (db ≈ 4 mm – 8 mm). The
correlation, however, overestimated Eb for db > 9 mm by ∼0.1 (absolute) and the
estimated Eb was outside of the range of experimental error. Of the three
correlations evaluated, only the relationship by Dong et al. [17] produced a curve
that was comparable in shape to the decrease in Eb from the experimental F2-data
set.
Next, the correlations for Eb were fitted to the data set for F2-bubbles using
the γGL, in order to obtain an estimate of the γGL from these relationships (Figure
5.4). All three correlations were sensitive to changes in the γGL-value. The estimated
γGL from the correlations and the errors of the fitted correlations for medium and
large-sized bubbles are presented in Table 5.2. The Moore correlation [99] yielded
the smallest error averaged over all three ranges of bubble sizes and the smallest
error for the large-bubble range. Unfortunately, the γGL required to fit the curve
(=0.040 N/m) was significantly lower than expected for MSs and even H2O. For this
reason, the Moore correlation [99] was not evaluated any further. Next, the Kelbaliyev
and Ceylan correlation [104] produced the most error, averaged over each range of
bubble sizes; however, the estimated γGL (=0.090 N/m) was within the acceptable
range expected for KF · 2 HF. Finally, the Dong et al. correlation [17] was fitted to
bubbles with db = 4.0 mm – 8.0 mm and yielded the smallest error in this range, but
the error to increase in the large-bubble range. The γGL used to fit this correlation
to medium-sized bubbles was 0.11 N/m. The performance of both the Kelbaliyev
and Ceylan [104] and Dong et al. [17] correlations were nearly identical up to db
= 5.0 mm and within the upper boundaries of error over this range of db. For the
three correlations evaluated, the Dong et al. relationship produced the smallest errors
(averaged over db = 4.0 mm – 12 mm) and had an estimated γGL (=0.11 N/m) that
was within the expected range (γGL ≈ 0.072 N/m – 0.134 N/m).
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of correlations for Eb vs. bubble size fitted (by γGL)
to data set for F2-bubbles in KF · 2 HF.
Predicted Eb vs. db from correlations plotted against experimentally measured values for
F2-bubbles generated slowly in stagnant KF · 2 HF (∼85 ◦C). The correlations compared
were reported by Moore (1959) [99], Kelbaliyev and Ceylan (2007) [104], and Dong et al.
(2010) [17]. Experimental error was estimated to be ±4.1%, as shown by the area in grey.
Table 5.2: Estimated γGL from fitted correlations for Eb and goodness-of-fit.
Correlation
γGL from σfit for Eb σfit for Eb σfit for Eb
Fitted Curve (db ≈ 2-4 mm) (db ≈ 4-8 mm) (db ≈ 8-12 mm)
Kelbaliyev and 0.090 N/m
0.12 0.06 0.06
Ceylan [104] (±0.01 N/m)













Since the dominant shape of F2-bubbles generated at steady state was oblate
ellipsoids, the correlation by Dong et al. [17] was then fitted to the Eb-results in the
large-bubble range. This is because the most data were available for these bubbles,
and fitting the relationship in this range may offer a better estimate of the γGL
(compared to the medium-sized bubbles). The fitted curves for the correlation at γGL
= 0.11 N/m and 0.18 N/m are shown in Figure 5.5. The increase in γGL caused the
entire curve to shift upwards to higher Eb where the error of the fit in the medium
and large bubble range changed to 0.09 and 0.02, respectively (Table 5.2). Despite
the improvement of the fit in the large-bubble range, the γGL obtained from the fit
was significantly larger than that of molten KF (≈ 0.134 N/m [20]).
Figure 5.5: Comparison of correlation by Dong et al. [17] for γGL = 0.11 N/m
and 0.18 N/m.
The correlation plotted with γGL = 0.11 N/m yields a better fit for medium-sized bubbles
(We = 4 - 6), while γGL = 0.18 N/m yields a better fit for large bubble sizes. The goodness-
of-fit for this correlation at the two γGL-values is provided in Table 5.2. Experimental error
was estimated to be ±4.1%, as shown by the area in grey.
Using the γGL-value estimated from the analyses for Vt and Eb (∼0.11 N/m), the
Re and Eo numbers for F2 and H2 bubbles in KF · 2 HF were calculated. The Re and
Eo values from the data set were then plotted on a shape map [88] for bubbles and
droplets to determine if the bubbles follow the established bubble profile trends for
the Mo numbers of a given gas/liquid system (Figure 5.6). If one assumes that the
γGL for both F2 and H2/KF · 2 HF are 0.11 N/m, the logarithm of the Mo number for
both gas/fluid systems are ∼-5.9, and the data points for both gas systems should be
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positioned around the dashed line corresponding to log Mo = -6. This indicates that
the measured bubble characteristics are positioned in the correct region of the shape
map. The F2 and H2-bubbles are predicted to be ellipsoidal and spherical in shape,
respectively, and are consistent with observed bubble shapes (Figs. 4.1b and 4.15).
Figure 5.6: Shape map for bubbles overlaid with F2 and H2-data.
Shape map for bubbles as function of Re and Eo with F2 and H2-data overlaid. Bubble
shapes observed during experiments are consistent with predicted trends based on Mo
numbers. Adapted from Clift et al. [88].
The smallest F2-bubbles fall into the ‘spherical’ region (Fig. 5.6) and have aspect
ratios that are ∼0.8 (Fig. 4.22). As F2-bubble size increases, the Re and Eo values
cross the threshold to be considered ellipsoidal bubbles at Eo,Re = (0.9,20) (Fig.
5.6). Bubbles in the ellipsoidal range have Eb < 0.7, and are well-fitted to the curve
representing log Mo ≈ -6 in this range of Re and Eo values. Bubbles in this range
are situated in the region between ellipsoidal and ‘wobbling’ bubbles (for greater Re
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values). Finally, the largest F2-bubbles (deq > 6 mm) undergo sufficient deformation
(Eb ≈ 0.25, Fig. 4.22) and approach the ‘spherical cap’ range in the shape map. The
H2-bubbles have low-Re and Eo values (Fig. 5.6) and the data points are positioned
predominantly in the ‘spherical’ bubble region. Although the Eb for the smallest H2-
bubbles were ∼0.85 (Fig. 4.24), the deformation is considered to be small and the
bubbles can be treated as spherical. The data points consistently follow the shape
map along the log Mo = -6 line up to the boundary region between the spherical and
ellipsoidal bubble shapes (Fig. 5.6). At this boundary region, the H2-bubbles had
an Eb < 0.6 (Fig. 4.24) and are considered to be ellipsoidal. Thus, the deformation
trends of both F2 and H2-bubbles rising in KF · 2 HF are consistent with predicted
behaviour established in the wider body of conventional (aqueous and organic) fluid
systems [88].
The correlations for Eb (Eqs. 2.15 to 2.17) were then plotted over the range of
We numbers for to evaluate the ability to estimate the Eb of F2 (Figure 5.7a) and the
entire range of F2 and H2-bubbles (Fig. 5.7b). The goodness-of-fit for the selected
correlations over the entire range of We numbers is presented in Table 5.3. The Moore
[99] and Kelbaliyev and Ceylan [104] correlations underestimated the Eb by ∼0.15
for H2-bubbles with We < 0.2, while the Dong et al. correlation [17] underestimated
Eb by only 0.05 (absolute). The spherical H2-bubbles followed existing trends for
bubble deformation, as shown by the curve for predicted Eb being mostly flat up to
We ≈ 0.8. The Moore [99] and Kelbaliyev and Ceylan [104] correlations consistently
underestimated the Eb by ∼0.15 (absolute) for H2-bubbles with We < 0.2. The
underestimation of Eb for the entire data set of H2 indicates that these correlations,
which only used the We number, could not account for the effect of fluid properties
on bubble deformation in this fluid system. The correlation by Dong et al. [17], in
comparison, used the product of Re and Eo to describe the dynamics of bubbles in
an IL, which produced a better representation of the system (Fig. 5.6) and the lowest
amount of error in either range of We (Table 5.3). The Dong et al. correlation [17]
estimated Eb ≈ 0.9 for bubbles with We < 0.5, which was larger than the measured
Eb by only 0.05 (absolute). These estimates (Eb ≈ 0.9) were just within the upper
bounds of error for the H2-data set (±0.06 for the smallest bubbles), indicating that
the Dong et al. correlation [17] yielded the best estimates over the entire data set.
Both gas systems undergo a sharp decrease in Eb at We ≈ 1 (and, bubble size), with
F2-bubbles positioned at slightly higher We numbers (Fig. 5.7). This appears to
show that the rates of bubble deformation for both gas systems are roughly the same.
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This is expected because deformation is related to differences in the physico-chemical
properties (i.e., ρ, γGL, and µ) of the gas/fluid system for F2 and H2 in KF · 2 HF.
(a)
(b)
Figure 5.7: Comparison of correlations for Eb compared to F2 and H2/
KF · 2 HF data set as a function of We number.
Estimation of Eb values for bubbles KF · 2 HF using correlations developed in ‘classical’
gas/fluid systems compared to a) F2-bubbles, and b) F2 and H2-bubbles generated slowly
in KF · 2 HF. The Dong et al. correlation (2010) [17] uses Re ·Eo to estimate deformation,
while the Moore (1959) [99] and Kelbaliyev and Ceylan (2007) [104] correlations only
use We. The We numbers and correlations were calculated using a γGL = 0.11 N/m.
Experimental error was estimated to be ±4.1%, as shown by error bars on select data
points.
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Table 5.3: Goodness-of-fit for correlations for Eb over a wide range of We
numbers for a γGL = 0.11 N/m.
Correlation σfit for Eb (We < 1) σfit for Eb (We ≥ 1)
Moore [99] 0.20 0.24
Kelbaliyev and Ceylan [104] 0.21 0.14
Dong et al. [17] 0.13 0.11
5.4 Drag Coefficient
The drag coefficients for F2 and H2-bubbles in KF · 2 HF MS were evaluated (Figure
5.8) to obtain an estimate of the γGL if the gas/fluid systems are assumed to follow
‘classical’ bubble dynamics. The range of Cd values for the F2-bubble data set is
relatively small for the range of bubble sizes measured. The Cd for small, spherical
F2-bubbles in the low-Re range (Fig. 5.8b) decreases from 2 to 1, reaching a local
minimum at Re ≈ 40. This local minimum is known as the “transition point” in a Cd
vs. Re curve. The increase in Cd with Re (following the minimum) is attributed to
a shift in the forces during bubble rise, where Vt does not increase consistently with
bubble diameter (due to deformation, Fig. 4.22). In addition, there is a relatively
small decrease in Eb over this range of bubble sizes (Fig. 4.24). Above Re ≈ 4, the
decrease in Cd slows and the change becomes almost flat with increasing Re (Fig.
5.8). For H2-bubbles in KF · 2 HF, there is a sharp decrease in the Cd value in the
low Re-number range (Re ≈ 0.05 – 2), which is attributed to the sharp increase in
Vt relative to the bubble volume (Fig. 4.25). Taken together, the Cd vs. Re plots
for F2 and H2-bubbles reflect the well-known theories for drag that have been part of
classical literature (Fig. 2.10) [88, 106].
To obtain an image of the bubble/fluid system as a whole, a log-log plot of
the Cd vs. Re values of the F2 and H2-bubbles data sets were plotted together
(Figure 5.9). The estimated errors in the calculations of Cd were smaller than the
data points (particularly in the log-log plots) and are not shown. Starting from the
low-Re region (Re ≈ 0.08), the H2-data set yields a straight, diagonal line that leads




Figure 5.8: Drag behaviour of F2 and H2-bubbles vs. Re in KF · 2 HF.
Drag curves are shown for: a) both F2 and H2 over the entire range of Re numbers, and
b) F2 only. Calculated Cd values for F2 and H2-bubbles generated electrochemically in
stagnant KF · 2 HF (∼85 ◦C) over a range of Re numbers. The estimated errors in the
calculation of Cd for both F2 and H2 are ±5%.
follows the well-known drag curves for solid spheres and inviscid spherical bubbles
(Eqs. 2.18 and 2.19, respectively) [88, 106]. At the mid-Re region (Re ≈ 30), both
gas systems deviate from the ‘classical’ models for slow flow around solid spheres [88].
The Cd vs. Re curves for both gases enter the transition region at roughly the same
Re (≈ 30), but the Cd for H2-bubbles is slightly larger than that for F2 (Cd ≈ 2
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Figure 5.9: Prediction of Cd for bubbles in KF · 2 HF with simple drag curves.
Comparison of simple, Stokes’ relationship drag curves for solid spheres (—) and inviscid
spherical bubbles (- -) with calculated values for F2 and H2 in KF · 2 HF (∼85 ◦C). The σfit
of the drag correlations (Cd = 24/Re and 16/Re) for Re < 20 are 21 and 27, respectively.
The estimated error in the calculation of Cd is ±5%. Error bars are not shown because
the error is smaller than the data points.
and 1 for H2 and F2, respectively). Finally, in the high-Re range, large ellipsoidal
bubbles are dominant and the Cd of these F2-bubbles increase with Re. H2-bubbles in
KF · 2 HF follow ‘classical’ behaviour over much of the range of Re-values; however,
deformation of the largest F2-bubbles cause significant deviation from this behaviour.
Thus, correlations must be able to effectively predict the Cd for bubbles in: 1) the
spherical, low-Re range; 2) the transition region; and, 3) the ellipsoidal, high-Re
range for this particular gas/liquid system.
Since F2 and H2-bubbles in KF · 2 HF MS follow ‘classical’ bubble dynamics (Fig.
5.9), the correlations for Cd that were developed using conventional fluids were plotted
with the Cd-values for F2 and H2-bubbles (Figure 5.10). Again, an initial estimate of
γGL = 0.10 N/m was used to calculate the values for Cd in the correlations (provided
in Section 2.8). The Clift et al. correlation [88] yields a moderately good fit to
experimental Cd values up to Re = 40, effectively predicting Cd for spherical bubbles.
The overall fit is comparable to ‘ideal’ slow flow around solid sphere (Cd = 24/Re,
Fig. 5.9). The model does not predict the transition region or ellipsoidal bubbles
that are highly deformed with Re > 40 (Fig. 5.10). The Rodrigue correlation [87]
yielded an excellent fit over the entire range of Re numbers: 1) the low-Re range
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was comparable to slow flow around inviscid (or, gas) spheres (Cd = 16/Re); 2) the
estimated transition region was positioned in the range of experimental Re numbers
(Re ≈ 40 – 50); and, 3) the high-Re range was accounted for, although the Cd was
slightly underestimated for the largest F2-bubbles.
Figure 5.10: Prediction of Cd for bubbles in KF · 2 HF with selected
correlations with a γGL = 0.10 N/m.
Comparison of correlations for Cd vs. Re for F2 and H2-bubbles in KF · 2 HF MS. Cor-
relations were developed using ‘classical’ gas/fluid systems, except for the Dong et al.
[17] correlation (IL). The correlations compared were reported by Clift et al. (1978) [88],
Rodrigue (2001) [87], Tomiyama (2004) [98], and Dong et al. (2010) [17]. The estimated
error in the calculation of Cd is ±5%. Error bars are not shown because the error is smaller
than the data points.
The Dong et al. correlation [17] underestimated the Cd values in the low-Re
range, only providing a good estimate for Cd in the middle of the range of Re
numbers near the transition region (Re ≈ 40). Like the Clift et al. correlation [88],
the model failed to predict the behaviour of the ellipsoidal F2-bubbles. Finally, the
Tomiyama correlation [98] significantly underestimated the Cd in the low-to-moderate
Re range (Re < 10, Fig. 5.10) by several orders of magnitude. This could not be
attributed to experimental error (which was estimated to be only ±5%) and was likely
a consequence of the correlation itself. The model roughly predicted the transition
region for F2-bubbles and accurately predicted the Cd-values for the highly distorted
bubbles with high-Re numbers. The minimum in the Cd at Re ≈ 4.5 is an artefact
of the fitting process of Eo in the correlation. Like the Tomiyama correlation for Vt
(Eq. 2.14), the correlation for drag (Eq. 2.23) was not suited for spherical bubbles
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(or, small-Re range) in either the F2 or H2/KF · 2 HF gas/liquid systems, but was
effective for deformed bubbles with small Eb.
The correlations for Cd were evaluated for their fit and sensitivity to changes
in γGL, which would determine their ability to estimate the γGL of F2/KF · 2 HF.
First, the correlation by Clift et al. [88] showed no dependence on the γGL, and only
used the Re number to calculate the Cd (Eq. 2.20). Thus, any further analysis of
the correlation (with respect to the γGL) would not be productive. The Rodrigue
correlation [87] was largely insensitive to changes in γGL in the Re < 10 range (small
bubbles with Eb > ∼0.72); however, the correlation was sensitive to γGL for Re
numbers past the transition region (Re > 40). Bubbles in this region are characterized
as being highly deformed and ellipsoidal. Only the Rodrigue correlation [87] displayed
behaviour that resembled the standard drag curve (Fig. 2.10) past the Stokes-flow
region. Next, the Dong et al. correlation [17] was not particularly sensitive to the γGL
and a ∼25% decrease in the γGL (from 0.15 N/m to 0.11 N/m) caused the estimated
Cd to increase by 4.7%. This change in γGL was sufficient to bring the fit within the
range of experimental error; however, the accuracy of the fit improved only in a small
range of Re (≈ 10 – 60). This change in γGL only caused a vertical shift in the position
of the curve and did not provide any appreciable improvement in the overall fit from
Re ≈ 0.1 to 200. With a γGL = 0.10 N/m, the relationship underestimated the Cd in
both the low-Re range (Re < 4) and the region past the transition (Re > 50) and were
outside of the margins of experimental error. Finally, the Tomiyama correlation [98]
was also sensitive to the γGL, but the correlation could only be fitted to Re values
at (and greater than) the transition region (Re > 40). In the analysis conducted,
the correlation was not applicable to spherical and slightly deformed bubbles. With
considerations of the overall fit and large errors of the Dong et al. [17] and Tomiyama
[98] correlations (>10% error in Cd for Re < 5) the relationships were not evaluated
any further. Of the four correlations evaluated, only the Rodrigue correlation [87]
displayed sensitivity to the γGL, and could be fitted to the experimental values for Cd
in all three regions (Fig. 5.10): 1) small, spherical bubbles (Re < 20); 2) transition
region (Re ≈ 20 – 80); and, 3) highly deformed, spherical bubbles (Re > 80).
A sensitivity analysis was conducted on the Rodrigue correlation [87] for the effect
of γGL on the predicted Cd (Figure 5.11). The correlation was tested using the initial
estimated γGL (0.10 N/m) as well as values that are ±20% of this value (0.080 N/m
and 0.12 N/m). All three γGL-values produced identical results for Cd in the low-Re
range and were consistently lower than those measured experimentally for Re < 10.
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The three estimates began to deviate at Re ≈ 20 as bubble deformation increased
just before the start of the transition region. The 20% reduction in the γGL yielded
a slightly better fit to the experimental Cd-values. The σfit values for the Rodrigue
correlation [87] with a γGL ≈ 0.080 N/m, 0.10 N/m, and 0.12 N/m were between 13
and 14, indicating that the correlation could not be fitted effectively using the γGL
alone. The best estimate of Cd in the transition region and at higher Re-values was
achieved by fitting the curve with a γGL = 0.075 N/m (Fig. 5.11). This value is
comparable to the γGL of pure-H2O (0.072 N/m [12]).
Figure 5.11: Sensitivity analysis of γGL in Rodrigue correlation for Cd.
Sensitivity analysis of γGL for the drag correlation by Rodrigue (2001) [87] for the
prediction of the Cd of F2 and H2-bubbles rising through stagnant KF · 2 HF (∼85 ◦C).
The estimated error in the calculation of Cd is ±5%. Error bars are not shown because
the error is smaller than the data points.
Since the Rodrigue correlation [87] produced the best estimate of Cd over the entire
range of Re numbers, and a small offset in the estimated Cd from the H2-data in the
Re < 20 range (Fig. 5.11), a simple modification based on the Stokes’ relationship







































































As previously mentioned, the Rodrigue correlation for Cd (Eq. 2.21) [87] is
applicable to inviscid spheres and moderately deformed bubbles, but less accurate
for highly deformed bubbles. As a result, the base correlation (Eq. 5.1)
incorporated Stokes’ relationship for inviscid spheres (Cd = 16/Re, Eq. 2.19). Based
on the excellent fit of the Stokes’ equations in the Re < 10 range (Fig. 5.9), the
simplified equation (Eq. 5.1) was modified using Stokes’ relationships for semi-inviscid











The results of the analysis of the modified-Rodrigue correlations with a γGL =
0.10 N/m are shown in Figure 5.12, and the goodness-of-fit over different ranges of
Re numbers for the original and modified correlations are presented in Table 5.4. The
modified correlations for solid and semi-inviscid spheres (Eqs. 5.3 and 5.4) gave more
accurate fits than the base correlation (Eq. 2.21) over the entire range of Re numbers
(Table 5.4). The modified correlations yielded excellent fits in the Re < 90 range;
however, the estimated values were just outside of the range of expected errors for
Cd in the Re > 90 range (Fig. 5.12). Thus, while the performance of the correlation
in each range of Re was excellent (Table 5.4), the correlations were still not well
adapted for highly-deformed bubbles. Fitting the new equations (Eqs. 5.3 and 5.4)
to the experimental bubble data set yielded estimates for the γGL of F2/KF · 2 HF, of
0.090 N/m and 0.10 N/m, respectively.
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Figure 5.12: Analysis of Stokes-modified Rodrigue correlations for Cd with
experimental F2 and H2 results with γGL = 0.10 N/m.
Analysis of modifications to Rodrigue (2001) correlation [87] for Cd of gas/fluid systems.
Modifications involved well-known relationships for solid to inviscid spheres (Eqs. 2.18 and
2.19) for the prediction of the Cd of F2 and H2-bubbles rising through stagnant KF · 2 HF
(∼85 ◦C). The estimated error in the calculation of Cd is ±5%. Error bars are not shown
because the error is smaller than the data points.
Table 5.4: Goodness-of-fit for Rodrigue correlations for Cd modified for semi-
inviscid and inviscid spheres over ranges of Re numbers for a γGL
= 0.10 N/m.
Correlation Eq.
σfit for Cd σfit for Cd σfit for Cd σfit for Cd
(Re≤20) (20<Re<100) (Re≥100) (Overall)
Cd=16/Re[RCd]
9/4 5.1 26.53 0.50 2.03 14
Cd=20/Re[RCd]
9/4 5.3 17.15 0.31 1.62 8.8
Cd=24/Re[RCd]
9/4 5.4 21.12 0.26 1.22 11
5.5 Influence of Density and Viscosity on
Correlations
The density and viscosity of the fluid has different effects on the performance of
the correlations for Vt, Eb, and Cd. For Vt, a decrease in ρl generally caused the
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estimated velocity to increase because there was a reduction in fluid resistance,
allowing the bubbles to flow more freely through the solution. For Eb, a reduction
in ρl to 1000 kg/m
3 caused all of the correlations to underestimate the amount of
deformation experienced by the bubbles because of the decrease in solution
resistance. The Dong et al. correlation [17] could be fitted to the data set for Eb
with a γGL = 0.050 N/m, which is much smaller than that of air/H2O [12] and
uncharacteristically small for a MS. Finally, a decrease in ρl had a negligible effect
on the calculation of Cd because ρl is effectively negated (in the equation for Cd, Eq.
2.9). Since Cd is typically plotted with Re, a reduction in ρl caused the data sets and
correlations to condense along the x-axis because the Re-values for the corresponding
bubbles would decrease (Eq. 2.4).
The viscosity of the fluid is considered to have a smaller effect than γGL on the
hydrodynamic properties of large bubbles rising through a fluid [89]. For Vt, only the
Clift et al. [88] and Rodrigue [93] correlations use µl in the respective relationships
(Eqs. 2.12 and 2.13) and a large increase in µl is required to create an appreciable
change in the shape of the curves (Fig. 5.1). For instance, an increase in µl caused
a downward shift in the estimates for Vt by both relationships, and in the Clift et
al. correlation [88], a widening of the region associated with non-oscillating bubbles
(i.e., before the kink) to larger Vb. In the correlations for Eb, µl is used only in the
relationship by Dong et al. [17]. An increase in µl caused an upward shift in the
curve for Eb between We ≈ 1.5 to 6.5 (Fig. 5.7a), causing a slight distortion in the
shape of the curve. Finally, larger µl-values caused a shift in the horizontal position
of the F2 and H2-data in the Cd vs. Re-plots, but there was a small effect on the
estimates by the correlations.
For the reasons described above, the analysis and discussion in this body of work
has focused exclusively on interfacial tension.
5.6 Estimation of the Gas-Liquid Interfacial
Tension of KF ·2 HF from Correlations
Fitting the correlations to the experimental data sets were moderately successful
and yielded a few estimations of the γGL of F2/KF · 2 HF. The initial estimate of
the γGL (0.10 N/m) was applied to determine the likelihood of fitting a correlation
over a particular range of bubble sizes and/or dimensionless numbers (as shown in
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Fig. 5.1). A summary of the estimated γGL values from the correlations for Vt, Eb,
and Cd are presented in Table 5.5, and briefly described below.
Table 5.5: Best estimates of γGL-values from fitting correlations for Vt, Eb,
and Cd.
Trend Correlations




Vb > 0.01 cm
3 Table 5.1 5.2
(±0.005 N/m)
Eb Dong et al. [17]
0.110 db = 4 mm - Table 5.3 5.4
(±0.005 N/m) 8 mm
Cd Rodrigue [87]
0.075
Re < 100 - 5.11
(±0.005 N/m)
Cd (New) Eq. 5.3
0.090
Re < 150 Table 5.4 5.12
(±0.005 N/m)
Cd (New) Eq. 5.4
0.100
Re < 200 Table 5.4 5.12
(±0.005 N/m)
1. For correlations of Vt, two relationships were fitted to the experimental results
for F2 with small errors (0.5 cm/s and 1 cm/s, Table 5.1) over a large range of
Vb. The Rodrigue [93] model was fitted with the least amount of error over the
entire range of bubble sizes; however, the estimated γGL was too small to fit the
trend for MSs (Table 2.4). The Tomiyama [98] relationship was not applicable
to the smallest, spherical bubbles, as shown by the differences in the shape of
the two curves (Fig. 5.2). The correlation, however, yielded the best fit for
deformed bubbles (Eb < 0.6) with Vb > 10
−2 cm3. Thus, based on the analysis
of this correlation, the γGL was estimated to be ∼0.11 N/m.
2. For the correlations for Eb, all of the correlations underestimated the
deformation of the small bubbles (db < 4.0 mm). Only the Dong et al. [17]
correlation could be fitted to either the medium or large bubble range, and
the γGL used for each fit was 0.11 N/m and 0.18 N/m, respectively (Table
5.2). A γGL = 0.18 N/m is unreasonably high with respect to the composition
of the KF · 2 HF MS, so only the estimate of γGL = (0.11 ± 0.005) N/m was
considered to be suitable. In addition, only the Dong et al. relationship [17]
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had an Eb-decay curve that most closely resembled the experimental results for
We > 2 (Fig. 5.7a) with an average error of 0.045 (Table 5.2).
3. Finally, it was found that F2 and H2 bubbles rising in KF · 2 HF follow
‘classical’ bubble dynamics as estimated by the Stokes’ relationships for flow
around spheres (Fig. 5.9). Fitting the Rodrigue correlation [87] for Cd was
successful for moderate-to-large sized bubbles, yielding an estimate of (0.075
± 0.005) N/m for the γGL (F2/KF · 2 HF). The Stokes-modified correlations
(Eqs. 5.3 and 5.4) improved the fit over the entire range of Re numbers (Fig.
5.12) with estimates of the γGL ≈ (0.090 ± 0.005) N/m and (0.10 ± 0.005) N/m,
respectively. The modified correlations continued to underestimate the Cd
of highly distorted bubbles, but reduced the error from ∼50% (in the base
Rodrigue correlation) to 25% (in the Stokes’ modified relationships).
Finally, a numerical calculation for the γGL of KF · 2 HF was carried out using an
equation by Aqra [13] for simple 1:1 (cation:anion) MSs. The equation was formulated
using the ionic radii of the constituent cations and anions, as well as the internuclear
distance (Appendix A). The assumptions used in the calculation were: a) the ions
in the KF · 2 HF MS could be simplified as KFH+ and HF2 – (disregarding HnFn+1 –
(n ≤ 3) clusters), b) the ions behave as hard spheres, and, c) the bond lengths and
distances for the two ions from Simon et al. are accurate [23]. Thus, based on the
equation by Aqra [13] a γGL of 0.025 N/m for KF · 2 HF was calculated. Again, this
value appears to be inaccurate for KF · 2 HF because it is significantly lower than the
γGL of air/H2O (0.072 N/m, [12]). The accuracy of Aqra’s model will be evaluated
with respect to the other methods employed, such as the force balance model or
through correlations.
Based on the fitting of the correlations for Vt, Eb, and Cd to the experimental data
for F2 and H2-bubbles in KF · 2 HF, the estimate of the γGL for the gas/liquid system
ranges from γGL = 0.10 N/m to 0.10 N/m.
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Chapter 6
Numerical Model for Molten Salt
Systems
This chapter develops the force balance model for bubble adhesion. It contains an
introduction on bubbling systems and electrostatics, the theory for the model, as well
as the methodology for evaluating the model.
6.1 Force Balance Model for the Calculation of
Interfacial Tension
6.1.1 Background
Bubble detachment from a solid surface is a well-studied topic and has been published
many times [27, 74, 88, 89, 106, 109]. In particular, the literature covers bubble
detachment from smooth and rough surfaces [74, 106], bubble formation in cavities
and outlets [74, 89], and bubble properties that differentiate between injection [89,
109] and boiling systems [27]. A detail that links these bubble-formation systems
together is that they represent the ‘classical’ bubble system in which round, spherical
bubbles easily detach from a surface or outlet. One bubble characteristic is the bubble
departure radius, which is highly dependent on fluid properties such as density, surface
tension, and viscosity. Force balance calculations have been used to estimate the forces
acting on a bubble as it detaches from a surface [74, 89, 109]. This method has been
proven to be effective when the detachment process is consistent and repeatable.
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Studies surrounding electrochemical gas-generation of the ‘classical’ H2, O2, and
Cl2 chemical systems have been widely published [10, 59, 62, 71, 110], but have
focused more on the system (as a whole) rather than on individual bubbles [28].
Like injection or boiling systems, these chemical systems are characterized by small,
spherical bubbles with small contact angles. Electrochemical systems can be
differentiated from injection or boiling systems by the effect of surface coverage (by
bubbles) on current distributions, which affects the rate of bubble formation [27]. In
‘classical’ systems, fractional coverage of the surface of bubbles tends to be small even
if the surface of the electrode is covered with bubbles. This is because the anchor area
of the bubble is typically small relative to the surface area of the bubble itself due to
the small contact angles with the surface of the electrode. Although these features
favour bubble detachment, Vogt and Balzer [10] found that electrode shielding by
bubbles at the surface of the electrode modified the current distribution and affected
the current efficiency. These negative effects, however, are small compared to the
impact of lenticular bubbles on the surface (such as F2 on carbon in KF · 2 HF), which
form a blocking layer that flattens out towards the edges of the electrode (Figure 6.1).
Figure 6.1: Lenticular bubble shape of F2-bubble on carbon electrode.
Image of lenticular bubble shape of F2-bubble electrochemically generated on a TT carbon
electrode in KF · 2 HF shortly before detachment.
It is widely agreed upon in the field of fluorine generation that the gas-liquid
interfacial tension is the driving force for the large contact angles (120° – 150°)
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[4, 34, 63] in an F2/C/KF · 2 HF chemical system. Also, the increase in the
interfacial tension due to passivation inhibits bubble detachment and leads to gas film
formation, ultimately resulting in electrode deactivation [63]. Research into the
surface chemistry of carbon electrodes in KF · 2 HF or other salts is limited because
some of the fluid properties are not known. For instance, the γGL of KF · 2 HF has
not been reported. It is also unclear if existing models and equations
developed in aqueous or organic systems are applicable for use in MSs because of the
differences in the physico-chemical properties of the systems. MSs have combinations
of densities, surface tensions, and viscosities that are higher than the conventional
fluid systems (Table 2.1). The ‘classical’ bubble systems, whether they are formed
by injection, boiling, or even reaction (H2 and O2), are spherical and have reasonably
small contact angles (<60°) [10, 59, 111]. Their profiles are considerably different
from lenticular bubbles where the flattened edges of the lenticular bubble profile
preclude the use of equations for spherical-shaped bubbles in previously reported
force balance models [74, 89, 109]. This presents an opportunity to estimate the
interfacial tension values of the F2/C(Fx )/KF · 2 HF system through the development
of a force balance calculation tailored to lenticular bubbles.
6.1.2 Electrostatics and the F2-Generation System
A numerical force balance calculation was developed to estimate the γGS of F2-
bubbles during electrochemical generation at steady state, i.e., when the bubble has
attained an electrode-covering lenticular shape. Unlike boiling or gas injection
systems, electrochemical systems are affected by electrostatic forces. In an
electrolytic system, the electrode surface is charged and the bubbles generated will
carry a charge [74] (Figure 6.2). The sign and magnitude of this charge will change
with the electrochemical conditions, such as the concentration of various species.
This specific interaction will alter the thermodynamics of the reaction through changes
in the electrochemical potentials of the various species and phases, as well as the
kinetics of the reaction by altering mass transport rates. An electrostatic
interaction between the surface and the growing bubble is not present in bubble
formation by injection or boiling, and the size of bubbles at detachment is strongly
influenced by subtle changes in the composition of the electrode surface (Fig. 4.6)
and the electrostatic interaction [74].
In an electrolytic system, a polarized electrode involves the build-up of charge
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Figure 6.2: Representation of electrostatic interaction at triple-point interface
of an attached bubble.
The electrostatic interaction at the triple-point interface for an attached, spherical bubble
on a flat surface, where γGL, γLS , and γGS are the surface tensions at the gas-liquid,
liquid-solid, and gas-solid interfaces, respectively, and θ is the contact angle. This shows
a positively charged surface with a negatively charged gas bubble. Adapted from [112].
at the electrode interface, which generates an electrostatic force. Depending on the
system, this force may be attractive or repulsive to charged or polarized species in the
electrolyte [74]. In an electrochemical gas-generating system, a polarized electrode
will attract electroactive ions in solution that are opposite in charge. Electrostatic
forces in industrial systems can be created by externally applied electrical potentials
in a dielectric solution [113]. A large electrostatic force may induce an electrostriction
of the dielectric liquid near the surface of the electrode, which is the principle force
behind electrowetting. Electrowetting is the change in contact angle of a bubble or
droplet arising from the effect of an induced electrical charge at the liquid-dielectric
interface [114]. Studies surrounding electrowetting are typically carried out in the
kilovolt range and in strongly dielectric media [113, 114]. A change in the contact
angle of a bubble or droplet on a charged surface is believed to be caused by a
change in the interfacial tension created by a localization of excess electrostatic force
along the three-phase (gas/liquid/solid) contact line [113] (Fig. 6.2). In the F2-
generation system, the three-phase contact line is made-up of F2, the negatively
charged bifluoride ion (HF2
– ), and the positively charged anode. It is reasonable to
expect that an electrostatic environment is present in the F2/KF · 2 HF system due
to the (relatively) high polarization potential (>5 V) and a dielectric CFx -surface.
The F2/HF2
– electrolyte interphase would be physically attracted to the positively
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charged carbon anode (Fig. 6.2) similar to the phenomenon observed for O2 and
other gases on carbon anodes during the electrowinning of aluminum from cryolite
mixtures [45].
Electrostatic force, Fe, is not typically considered in a force balance calculation.
Existing bubble models were developed for bubbling or boiling systems in the absence
of an electric field [74, 87, 98, 105, 115]. In addition, typical electrochemical systems
are made of conducting solutions and conductive electrodes that result in thin double-
layer regions that are not treated as dielectric interfaces. This is not the case in
the F2-generation system where a build-up of charge introduces an attractive force
between the F2/HF2
– interface and the electrode surface. Thus, it is proposed that
during fluorine generation, electrostatic forces are present that provide an additional
attractive force that holds the F2-bubble on the surface of the electrode, especially a
passivated one. The impact of electrostatic force on the discharge of bubbles in an
active electrochemical system has not been considered previously in a force balance
calculation. Likewise, the approach of estimating surface tension in MSs based on a
force balance calculation has not been reported. Electrochemical gas production is
typically carried out at much lower cell potentials (with better electrolyte/electrode
wetting conditions) with bubbles that have much better detachment characteristics.
For the above reasons, this body of work will develop a force balance calculation for
a lenticular bubble under the effect of electrostatic forces.
6.1.3 Definition of Forces and Parameters
A numerical code was developed to calculate the surface tension at the gas/liquid
interface for F2/KF · 2 HF. The relationship between the interfacial tensions as
described by Young’s equation (Eq. 2.1):
γGS = γLS + γGL cos θ (2.1)
an represents the equilibrium at the three-phase contact line for a given θ (Fig. 6.2).
The directional forces that act on a stationary bubble are separated into upward
and downward forces. The upward forces initiate detachment of the bubble while
the downward forces maintain the attachment of the bubble to the surface. The force
balance represents the point of bubble growth at the instant before detachment (when
detachment forces are greater than the attachment forces). The forces in the x-/y-
direction were considered to be negligible for two reasons: 1) the bubbles did not slide
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on the surface prior to detachment because the WEs were oriented in a horizontal,
upward-facing direction, and 2) the bubbles did not wobble following detachment and
followed a rectilinear path to the surface of the electrolyte, indicating there were little-
to-no horizontal shear forces in the fluid. The upward forces are the buoyancy (FB)
and pressure (FP ); while the downward forces are surface tension (FS), hydrostatic
(FH), and electrostatic (Fe) (Equation 6.1). The force balance is given by:
FB + FP = FS + FH + Fe (6.1)
The individual forces needed for the force balance calculation (Eq. 6.1) are
described below.
1. The buoyancy force is simply the force generated by the displacement of the
denser liquid by the (less dense) gas bubble. It is the result of the vertical
(hydrostatic) pressure gradient caused by gravity on the bubble surface. The
buoyancy force depends on the bubble volume and the difference in density
between the gas and liquid phases. The buoyancy force is given by Equation
6.2a:








where ∆ρ (= ρl − ρg) represents the difference in density between the liquid
(ρl) and gas phases (ρg), g represents the acceleration due to gravity, and Vb
represents the volume of the bubble. If the density of the gas is negligible










2. The “pressure” force (Equation 6.3a) is the force exerted by an expanding
bubble on the fluid around it. This expansion introduces a variable pressure
which is related to the γGL through the Young-Laplace equation (Eq. 2.2). The
interaction between the gas and liquid interface is accounted for by the use of
γGL in the calculation of FP . The pressure variance at the interface is accounted
for by using the parameters R1 and R2, which describe the radius of the bubble
on the two axes (radius of curvature). The difference in pressure acts upon an




















where rb represents the radius of the bubble. For lenticular bubbles, rw (Section
3.8.3) is used instead of rb to account for the difference in the profile of the
attached bubble. In the case of a spherical bubble with small contact angle









= 2γGL (πrb) (6.3b)
where rb is simply the radius of the bubble.
3. The “surface tension” (or capillary) force is the attractive intermolecular force
that occurs between the gas and solid phase and is accounted for with the γGS.
The “surface tension” force is only active at the three-phase contact line, and
this is physically represented by the perimeter of the anchor area. The surface
tension force is given by Equation 6.4:
FS = γGS sin θ (2πra) (6.4)
where ra represents the radius of the anchor area (Fig. 3.11).
4. The “hydrostatic” force is another pressure force imparted by a fluid on a
submerged bubble [74]. It is a force that resists the rise of the bubble to the
surface of the fluid, and is sometimes referred to as a gravitational force. The
“hydrostatic” force is exerted on a bubble over an area equivalent to the top-
down view of the bubble, which is simplified as a circle. The area is calculated
using the rb or rw for the stationary spherical (Fig. 3.10) and lenticular (Fig.












where hb represents the height of the bubble. The “hydrostatic” force is
commonly associated with the “pressure” force (Eq. 6.3a) and is used to
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describe the pressure drop across the interface. If the density of the gas is







5. Finally, the “electrostatic” force is an attractive force generated by the excess
charge that builds-up at the interface during electrochemical gas generation.
Like the “surface tension” force, the electrostatic force is directional, and is
given by Equation 6.6:
Fe = γe sin θ (2πra) (6.6)
where the electrostatic tension, γe, as stated by Mugele and Baret [113] and







where ε0 represents the electric constant of a vacuum, εr represents the
permittivity constant of the dielectric layer, hDL represents the thickness of
the dielectric layer, and E represents the applied potential.





















+ γe sin θ (2πra) (6.8)
Variations to Model for Bubble Shape
Variations in the numerical model are required to account for the difference in
bubble profiles: (1) small spherical bubbles, and (2) large lenticular bubbles.
Spherical Bubbles
For small bubbles, the dimensions of the bubble can be approximated as spherical
bubbles (or sections thereof), and the equations are the same as those in the literature
for the ‘classical’ bubble shapes (Eqs. 3.11 to 3.13) [74]. The profile of spherical
bubbles can be summarized by Vb and θ, since the dimensions can be derived from
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these two variables. The critical dimensions of a spherical bubble were illustrated
previously in Fig. 3.10, and the bubble height, anchor radius, and bubble radius were
given as:
hb = rb (1 + cos θ) (3.11)













Since lenticular bubble profiles cannot be simply defined by the volume and
contact angle, an additional set of equations is required to account for the
complex shape. Lenticular bubbles on flat, upward-facing surfaces are assumed to
have circular symmetry in the x- and y-planes (Fig. 3.11). Also, if one assumes that
the detached volume is equal to the attached volume, the volume of the attached







where rh represents the radius of the bubble in the upward direction (z-axis) and rw
represents the radius of the bubble in the horizontal direction (x- and y-axis). Based
on a series of bubble profile measurements (Fig. 4.20), the width of the stationary
bubble is proportional to the height by:
rw = rh0.94 (sin θ)
2/5 (6.10)
This correlation for rw (Eq. 6.10) is useful because the profile of the lenticular
bubble can be readily adapted to different surface conditions (represented by θ), and
scaled appropriately with Vb. Thus, applying Eq. 6.10 to 3.9a, the volume of the











This gives the radius of the attached bubble in the upward direction (z-axis) with









and the height of the attached lenticular bubble is given as:
hb = 2× rh (6.13)
The anchor radius of an attached lenticular bubble on a sufficiently large surface
is proportional to the height of the bubble and the contact angle (Fig. 3.11). The
ratio of the bubble dimensions can be approximated by the empirical relationship
developed from the bubble generation studies (Fig. 4.20):
rh
ra
= 0.75 (sin θ)2/5 (4.2)
The surface area being acted upon by the pressure force was assumed to be a




The measured bubble diameter (db) for a detached bubble can be calculated from
Vb with the use of Eb through the equation:











The numerical code developed in MATLAB® (R2010a) uses an iterative process to
find the best combination of interfacial tension values from Young’s equation (Eq.
2.1) that returns value closest to 1.0 from the force balance ratio calculation. The






where Fup is the sum of the upward forces (buoyancy and pressure), and Fdown is the
sum of the downward forces (surface, drag, and electrostatic).
First, a liquid/solid interfacial tension value of 0.095 N/m [85] was selected to
represent the baseline γLS value for the KF · 2 HF/carbon interface at steady-state F2
generation. A starting contact angle value of 120° was selected based on experimental
results (Fig. 4.18) and validated by comparison with the literature [32, 63]. These two
values represent the electrode at steady state and will change as electrode passivation
alters the wetting and detachment characteristics of F2. A flow chart of the iterative
calculation used in the numerical model is shown in Figure 6.3. Using a starting
γGL-value of 0.001 N/m in the first iteration, the γGS was calculated using Young’s
equation (Eq. 2.1). The γGS, γGL, and contact angle were then applied to the force
equations (buoyancy, pressure, surface tension, drag, and electrostatic (Eqs. 6.2a
to 6.6) to calculate the forces for each component. The sums of the upward and
downward forces were calculated, and these totals were then used to calculate the
force balance ratio (Eq. 6.16).
The combination of γGS and γGL values from the each iteration along with the
corresponding FBR were then stored in a set of arrays. The γGL was then increased by
0.0001 N/m, the Young’s and force balance calculation were repeated, and the values
were subsequently stored in the next position in the array. This overall process was
repeated a total of 2000 times, until the γGL reached a maximum of 0.2001 N/m. Once
the iterations were complete, the program searched the array to find the FBR that
was closest to 1.0. A ratio of 1.0 indicates that the upward and downward forces were
equal and a force balance was achieved. Once the array coordinate was identified, the
combination of γGS and γGL values that produced the balanced forces were retrieved
and output to the ‘Command Window’. The values used to establish the primary test
case for the interfacial tension calculation are provided in Section 6.2. The complete
numerical force balance code for lenticular F2- and spherical H2-bubbles is provided
in Appendix E.
Assumptions in Development of Code
Several assumptions were used to develop this model. The first set of assumptions
is derived from the experimental conditions that were used to obtain the necessary
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Figure 6.3: Flow chart for operation of numerical force balance model for
bubble detachment.
The iterative process used for force balance calculation of bubble detachment in KF · 2 HF
on a flat surface. Numerical inputs obtained from the results of bubble generation
experiments.
bubble measurements: the electrode was perfectly horizontal and upward-facing, and
its surface is smooth and chemically uniform (CFx -layer thickness and composition
are homogeneous). The electrode orientation ensured that: 1) the attached bubble
was perfectly symmetrical to simplify the measurement of the bubble shape and
contact angle; 2) bubble detachment occurred only through vertical internal forces
(buoyancy and pressure) and did not slide along the surface (i.e., no movement in
the x-/y-direction); and, 3) attractive forces were equally distributed around the
perimeter of the bubble at the interface. Also, it was assumed that there are no
horizontal shear forces acting on the bubble because the solution is stagnant. These
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assumptions reflect the experimental conditions: a horizontal electrode ensured clean
detachment of the bubble and helped avoid bubble wobbling following detachment;
and, the electrolyte (KF · 2 HF) was stagnant to maintain safe conditions within the
cell. It was also assumed that the concentration and composition of the electrolyte
remains constant, to disregard any changes to the interfacial chemistry arising from
the electrolyte.
Second, assumptions were made to simplify the force calculations in the system.
The rate of gas generation was considered to be sufficiently slow that it did not
produce microfluidic forces that could affect detachment of the bubble. Unlike
injection systems, bubble growth occurs around the perimeter of the bubble and
so inertial forces are considered to be negligible. Next, it was assumed that the
detached volume is equal to the attached volume for the calculation of the FB. Since
the bubble profiles were measured at 1/60th s before detachment, it was assumed
that the critical volume for detachment had been achieved and the shape would
represent the profile at maximum volume. The volume of residual gas on the
surface (Fig. 4.9) was estimated to be ∼2.5% of the detached volume, but this volume
was disregarded since detachment was initiated by the total volume and the gas that
remained is an artifact of the detachment process. The profiles for lenticular F2-
bubbles were calculated using relationships for bubble heights, widths, volumes, and
contact angles derived from generation studies (Section 4.3.1). The surface area that
the drag and pressure forces were acting on was simplified as a hemispherical cap with
the radius of rw (Fig. 3.11). Surface and electrostatic forces were still calculated using
the anchor radius. F2-bubbles with a Vb < 0.02 cm
3 and all H2-bubbles generated
were assumed to be spherical while attached and were assumed to adhere to ‘classical’
bubble profiles (θ < 90°). A schematic of the spherical bubble profile was provided
in Fig. 3.10, and all bubble dimensions (e.g., deq, ra, rb) can be calculated using the
measured Vb and θ.
Spherical bubbles were considered to be at (an idealized) uniform-pressure with
the fluid, and the profile was simplified by using the Vb and θ of the bubble. In
comparison, lenticular bubbles have a pressure gradient along the interface which
is characterized by the thin, flat layer of gas at the edges of the lenticular bubble.
This pressure gradient model was developed by Lantelme et al. [116] to explain the
adhesive forces present for F2 on carbon electrodes in KF · 2 HF.
Finally, the density of F2 and H2 gases were considered to be negligible compared
to the density of the KF · 2 HF electrolyte and were disregarded. The densities of
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gaseous F2 and H2 are only 0.085% and 0.0004%, respectively, of molten KF · 2 HF
and this difference in density had a negligible effect on the calculation. Based on
the interface at the electrode surface (polarisable fluid and capacitive surface), it
was assumed that the electrochemical system would have a charged interface that
affects the attractive forces of the bubble to the electrode surface [27]. This will be
accommodated through the electrostatic force calculation. In this calculation, the
dielectric constant used to characterize the electronic properties of the CFx -layer was
that of PTFE (εr = 2.1). Although PTFE may not be a perfect representation of CFx
because of the higher fluorine content (i.e., the stoichiometry of CFx ), the molecular
composition of the two materials are similar and it is the most suitable value currently
available.
6.1.5 Boundaries for Calculated γGL Values
For the calculated γGL (for F2 and H2/KF · 2 HF) to be considered valid, upper and
lower limits of the γGL were defined based on the composition of the fluid. KF · 2 HF
is made of a halide salt, KF, as well as the weak acid, HF. As a result, the bonding
structure is a mixture of ionic bonds (K+F– ), covalent bonds (H–F), and hydrogen
bonding (H-F· · ·H) [24]. This H-bonding (which is the same intermolecular bonding
observed in H2O) is a major component of the (relatively) high surface tensions (γGL
= 0.072 N/m [12]) and densities in these fluid systems [11]. Since KF · 2 HF is not
a pure halide salt, one would expect the γGL to be lower than that of pure, molten
KF (0.134 N/m at 1231 K) [20]. This is because the H–F bond is weak compared
to the ionic K–F bond. Similarly, since HF induces an H-bonding network similar
to that of H2O while having a more electronegative F-atom, one would expect the
γGL of KF · 2 HF to be higher than that of H2O. The γGL of a liquid mixture is
not a simple function of the γGL of the pure liquids [117]. The γGL of the mixture
is highly dependent on the component with the lower γGL because it minimizes the
Helmholtz free energy at the surface layer of the gas/liquid interface [117]. As the
molar concentration of the species with the lower γGL at the interface increases, it is
assumed that the interfacial tension will increase monotonically. Thus, a calculated
γGL-value between 0.072 N/m and 0.134 N/m should be a valid first estimate that is
consistent with the composition of KF · 2 HF MS. An example of this trend in γGL is
provided by LiCl-KCl, which has a γGL that is between the γGL of the two constituent
salts, LiCl and KCl (Table 2.1).
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6.2 Inputs for Lenticular and Spherical Bubbles in
KF ·2 HF
6.2.1 Parameter Selection - Fluorine Bubbles
The parameters used to develop the numerical model for lenticular and spherical F2-
bubbles are presented in Table 6.1. The inputs selected were a combination of both
experimentally-derived values and literature referenced values.
Table 6.1: Parameters used in the testing of numerical model for F2.
Variable Value Source/Ref.
Bubble Volume
0.005 cm3 (New Electrode)
This work0.165 cm3 (Baseline)
0.185 cm3 (Fluorinated Electrode)
Contact Angle
36.5° (New Electrode)
This work, [63]120° (Baseline)
140° (Fluorinated Electrode)
γLS 0.095 N/m (Baseline) [85]
Density of KF · 2 HF 1950 kg/m3 [22]
Density of F2 1.696 kg/m
3 [1]
Electrochemical Potential 5.2 V This work
Double-Layer Thickness
2.5 nm (New Electrode)
[32]
5.0 nm (Baseline and Fluorinated)
Dielectric Constant 2.1 (PTFE) [82]
The gas volume selected for the model to represent steady state conditions (Vb =
0.165 cm3) was an average value of all of the F2-bubbles measured (Table D.3) that
were initially lenticular in shape (when still attached to the surface). The baseline
contact angle was obtained from the still images from the video recordings of F2
generated on the TT carbon electrodes (Fig. 4.18). While the measured contact
angles only increased from∼120° to 130° over the course of the short-term experiments
(Fig. 4.19); angles as large as 150° have been reported in literature [4, 63]. A θ =
120° was selected to represent steady-state F2-generation and θ = 140° would be
used for lenticular bubbles on a fluorinated electrode. A θ = 36.5° would be used
for much smaller, spherical F2-bubbles on a new electrode (Fig. 4.6a). These inputs
will relate the bubble shape to the wetting conditions and a γGS value. A baseline
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γLS (KF · 2 HF/C) of 0.095 N/m was reported by Imoto et al. [85]. This served as a
starting point for calculations of γGS and γGL, and would also be applicable to the
H2/C/KF · 2 HF chemical system. The γLS increases to account for spherical bubbles
on a new carbon surface and decreases for lenticular bubbles on heavily-fluorinated
CFx surface.
The passivated CFx -layer (a crucial component of the electrostatic tension) is
mixed-valence in nature (because x varies between 0.5 – 3). The CFx -film was
assumed to be electrically similar to PTFE, and so the dielectric constant (εr) of
the CFx was assumed to be the same as PTFE, that is, 2.1 [38]. The F2-bubbles were
generated at potentials between 5.5 V and 6.5 V, which was sufficient to generate
bubbles consistently at the laboratory-scale. The average applied potential was
6.0 V and the resistance of the CFx -layer at steady state conditions was previously
determined to be ∼0.75 Ω [37]. As a result, an interfacial potential of 5.25 V was
selected for the calculation of the electrochemical potential. The CFx -film on a
carbon electrode was determined to be 1 nm – 3 nm thick based on ion sputtering
techniques [32], so a thickness of 5 nm was selected to account for both the thickness
of the capacitive CFx -layer as well as the electrochemical D-L region. These surface
thicknesses are consistent with the values calculated in previous impedance
experiments reported in the literature [63].
In light of the states of electrode passivation, the γGS-values were recalculated for
F2-bubble generation on a new carbon surface and a fluorinated surface. F2-generation
on a new carbon surface is shown to yield small F2-bubbles that are nearly-spherical,
but have difficulty detaching from the surface (Fig. 4.6a). Once a thin CFx -layer
has formed, the liquid-solid wetting conditions worsen and the profile of the bubbles
change. These changes are accounted for by a decrease in the γLS (from 0.095 N/m
[85]), as well as an increase in Vb and θ to reflect the ‘fluorinated’ surface conditions
(Table 6.1). Using the bubble profiles measured from the video recordings of the
electrochemical experiments, the preliminary calculations were carried out with the
goal of estimating the γGS value for different states of electrode passivation.
6.2.2 Parameter Selection - Hydrogen Bubbles
A force balance was also carried out using the H2/C/KF · 2 HF system to determine
the adaptability of the model to different bubble shapes, sizes, contact angles, and
gas/fluid systems. The difference between the F2 and H2 systems is the characteristic
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shape of the attached bubble on the CFx surface (Figs. 4.6c and 4.15, respectively).
The small, spherical shape of H2-bubbles in KF · 2 HF (Fig. 4.15c) is consistent with
the ‘classical’ bubble shapes observed in aqueous media. Numerical inputs for H2-
generation in KF · 2 HF (Section 4.3.2) were used in the model to calculate γGS and
γGL for a primarily spherical bubble system. The numerical inputs are provided in
Table 6.2.
Table 6.2: Parameters used in the testing of numerical model for H2.
Variable Value Source/Ref.
Bubble Volume
0.0005 cm3 (New Electrode)
This work




45° (Low-fluorination, thin-CFx )
γLS 0.095 N/m (Baseline) [85]
Density of KF · 2 HF 1980 kg/m3 [22]
Density of H2 0.0899 kg/m
3 [29]
Electrochemical Potential -1.0 V This work
Double-Layer Thickness




15 nm (Graphite, New Electrode)
[82]
2.1 (PTFE, low-fluorination)
The size of the H2-bubbles generated was significantly smaller than those measured
for F2 (Figs. 4.15 vs. 4.6). The Vb selected for the H2-system was an average
from bubble generation studies and the θ measured over the same experiments are
consistent with the spherical bubble shape observed on both new and fluorinated
surfaces (Fig. 4.23). The electrochemical potential of 1.0 V (cathodic) is the steady
state potential during constant current experiments at different densities on both
new and fluorinated surfaces (Fig. 4.14 and 4.16). Finally, two different dielectric
constants were selected to reflect the new electrode surface (graphite) as well as a
partially passivated CFx -surface (PTFE).
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Chapter 7
Results of Numerical Model for
Molten Salt Systems
This chapter presents the results of the numerical force balance model and provides
an error analysis of the results.
7.1 Lenticular F2-Bubble Results
The results of the numerical force balance model for a range of contact angles (110° –
140°) and bubble volumes (0.130 cm3 to 0.200 cm3) are presented in Figure 7.1. The
γGS and γGL-values reflect the results of the force balance when individual interfacial
tension values are are not constrained. The calculated interfacial tension values are
sensitive to increases in θ, but not Vb (Fig. 7.1). In the model, a change in θ affects
the profile and anchor area of the bubble, which affects the distribution of forces
on the surface of the electrode. For incremental changes in Vb (e.g., 0.160 cm
3 to
0.170 cm3), the changes in γGS and γGL values are small and within the margins of
error (±5%). This is because the profile of the bubble simply scales with Vb and
remains unchanged if the anchor area is not restricted by the size of the electrode.
Also, these results show that the estimated 2.5% of Vb that remains on the surface of
the electrode (following detachment) does not have a large effect on the calculation
of forces. The initial results show that the model yields combinations of γGS and γGL
values that satisfy Young’s equation (Eq. 2.1) and force balanced conditions (FBR =
1.0) for a bubble immediately prior to detachment. When the γ values are not fixed,
the model is able to achieve a FBR ≈ 1.0 for a range of Vb and θ since the bubble




Figure 7.1: Results from numerical model for interfacial tension values under
force balanced conditions for lenticular bubble shapes.
Combinations of interfacial tension values were calculated from Young’s equation for (a) a
fixed bubble volume (0.165 cm3) and (b) a fixed contact angle (120°). The FBR is shown
for each combination of interfacial tension values. The vertical dashed line highlights
‘baseline’ conditions (Table 6.1), while the horizontal dashed line denotes force balanced
conditions (≈ 1.0).
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Next, the model was used in a series of directed calculations to estimate of the
γGL at the F2/KF · 2 HF interface and evaluate how the γGS changes with the shape of
F2-bubbles as the carbon electrode becomes fluorinated. The results that satisfied the
force balance calculations (Eq. 6.1) for F2-bubbles for the three electrode conditions
are presented in Table 7.1. The ‘active’ (baseline) conditions were calculated first to
obtain an initial estimate of the γGL of F2/KF · 2 HF. Using this γGL, the initial γGS
for the ‘new’ and ‘fluorinated’ electrode conditions were calculated. If the forces were
not balanced, the γGL would then be manually adjusted in small increments until
a force balance was achieved (FBR = 1.0). The final interfacial tension values are
reported in Table 7.1.
Table 7.1: Interfacial tension values calculated for different states of
electrode fluorination with numerical inputs for F2 and H2-bubbles.
Electrode γGS γLS γGL Volume Contact hDL FBR
State (N/m) (N/m) (N/m) (cm3) Angle, θ (nm)
Fluorine
New electrode 0.19 0.10 0.11 5.00×10−3 36.5° 2.5 1.00
Active
0.041 0.095 0.11 0.165 120° 5.0 1.00
(Baseline)
Fluorinated




0.19 0.11 0.087 5.00×10−4 30.0° 1.0 1.33
(Initial)
New electrode
0.18 0.11 0.083 5.00×10−4 32.5° 0.80 1.00
(Balanced)
Low
0.17 0.10 0.087 5.00×10−3 45.0° 2.5 1.00
fluorination
Under steady state (‘active’) conditions, the γGL was found to be 0.11 N/m, while
the γGS for F2 and the thin CFx -layer was 0.041 N/m. The γLS value was 0.095 N/m
as reported by Imoto et al. [85] and a hDL = 5.0 nm was used in the calculation.
Since the γGL should be more-or-less constant in a given chemical system, the γGL-
value from the baseline conditions was used to recalculate the γGS-values for the ‘new’
and ‘fluorinated’ electrode conditions. For spherical F2-bubbles (Fig. 4.6a) on a new
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carbon electrode (‘New’, Table 7.1), the smaller gas volume and θ = 36.5° yielded
a γGS value of 0.19 N/m. The γLS was increased to 0.10 N/m to account for the
marginally-fluorinated surface from anodic polarization of a new carbon surface and
to achieve the force balance. The θ used for the ‘new electrode’ conditions was an
average of 5 measurements, and had an error of ±2°. Finally, the force balance was
repeated for a ‘fluorinated’ surface and the γLS was decreased slightly to 0.090 N/m to
account for the degraded wetting conditions. For a larger F2-bubble with a θ = 140°,
a γGS = 0.010 N/m and a γLS = 0.11 N/m was required to achieve a force balance.
The γGS-values corresponding to the three electrode states will be used to explain
the spherical-to-lenticular transition in F2-bubble shapes on a carbon electrode in
KF · 2 HF. The average γGL from the calculations for F2-bubbles was 0.11 N/m (Table
7.1).
The individual force contributions from the force balance calculation for the steady
state (‘active’) conditions are shown in Table 7.2. For the baseline conditions (Vb =
0.165 cm3, θ = 120°), the electrostatic force accounted for 20% of the total downward
(attraction) force. In comparison, the contribution of FS to the total downward forces
is only ∼16%, owing to the low γGS value. The Fe is attributed to the (relatively)
large applied potential (5.25 V) and the dielectric CFx -layer on the surface of the
electrode. This is a source of error since the dielectric constant of the CFx -surface
was assumed to be the same as PTFE, and the thickness of the dielectric layer was
estimated.
Table 7.2: Contributions from individual forces for lenticular F2-generation in
‘baseline’ electrode surface conditions.
Force Value (N) % Contribution
Upward Forces
Buoyancy Force 0.0032 43%
Pressure Force 0.0041 57%
Downward Forces
Surface Tension Force 0.0012 16%
Hydrostatic Force 0.0048 64%
Electrostatic Force 0.0015 20%
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7.2 Spherical H2-Bubble Results
Applying the inputs for H2 from Table 6.2 to the numerical model and making the
appropriate changes to the geometric calculations for a spherical bubble (Eqs. 3.11
to 3.13 and 6.9), the calculated values of γGS and γGL for H2-bubbles at the C/ and
CFx/KF · 2 HF interfaces are presented in Table 7.1.
H2-bubble adhesion to the electrode surface was first evaluated in the ‘low
fluorination’ electrode state. These bubbles have a Vb = 5.00×10−3 cm3 and a
θ = 45° (Fig. 4.23) on a thin CFx surface with an hDL = 2.5 nm. The force
balance was achieved for H2-bubbles on a slightly fluorinated surface with γGS and
γGL values of 0.17 N/m and 0.087 N/m, respectively (Table 7.1). The γLS was
increased to 0.10 N/m to reflect the thin CFx -layer that was formed during
anodization. The H2-bubbles generated on a new electrode was estimated to have
a smaller Vb (5.00×10−4 cm3) and θ (∼30°) than the ‘low fluorination’ state. For the
initial calculation, the γLS was 0.11 N/m and the hDL was 1 nm to reflect the new
electrode conditions in an electrochemically reducing environment (Table 6.2). The
combination of θ, Vb, and hDL-values used produced an increase in the calculated
γGS-value to 0.19 N/m (‘new electrode (initial)’, Table 7.1); however, the upward and
downward forces were not balanced (FBR≈ 1.33). To achieve a force balance for ‘new’
electrode conditions, the θ and γGL were adjusted to 32.5° and 0.083 N/m, respectively
(‘New (Balanced)’, Table 7.1), causing the γGS to decrease slightly to 0.18 N/m. The
increase in θ was just outside of the range of experimental error, but was
considered to be acceptable given the difficulty in the physical measurement of θ
at small bubble sizes. The reduction in the γGS-value (by 4.0×10−3 N/m) was
within the margin of experimental error, and the new γGS value was consistent with a
spherical bubble shape.
While the γGL used in the calculations are independent of the gas system, they
reflect the surface conditions that arise from the electrochemical reactions. Namely,
the electrochemically reducing conditions during H2-generation suggests that CFx
would not form and the γGL should remain >0.095 N/m. Using the γGL from the
F2 study for the calculations of H2 only minimized the γGS (H2/C) by <5%, which
is still within the range of experimental error. The larger γGL, however, provides a
more accurate representation of the system under H2-generating conditions. From
the calculations of the numerical model, the average value from the estimates of the
γGL for H2/KF · 2 HF was 0.085 N/m.
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7.3 Sensitivity Analysis
A sensitivity analysis was conducted on the numerical model to evaluate the effect of
contact angle, bubble volume, γGL on the force balance and interfacial forces. This
analysis will show the importance of measurement accuracy in the calculation of the
interfacial tension and the overall effect on the force balance calculation.
First, the sensitivity of the calculated γGS and γLS due to changes in θ was
analyzed (Figure 7.2). The Vb and γGL were fixed at 0.165 cm
3 and 0.11 N/m,
respectively, presented as ‘baseline’ conditions in Table 7.1. In the analysis, θ was
increased from 100° to 140° and the γLS was adjusted in order to maintain the force
balance (FBR ≈ 1.0). Based on the analysis, the γGS is very sensitive to small changes
in θ. The experimental error in θ (±2°) would account for an 8% change in the
calculated γGS, through the calculation (and balancing) of Young’s equation (Eq.
2.1). In comparison, γLS must change by only ∼1% to maintain the force balance.
The sensitivity in γGS is related to the dependency of θ on the profile of the bubble
and the anchor area (through Eqs. 4.1 and 4.2). Due to the close relationship between
Figure 7.2: Sensitivity analysis of contact angle on γGS and γLS under force
balanced conditions with fixed γGL.
Interfacial tension values were calculated using numerical force balance model with a Vb =
0.165 cm3 and a γGL = 0.11 N/m. θ was increased and the γLS was manually adjusted to
achieve a force balance. The decrease in γGS-values is related to the change in the profile
of the lenticular bubble since the adhesion forces are spread over a larger anchor area (for
larger θ).
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θ and the γGS, it is evident that θ has a significant effect on the calculated FS of the
attached bubble. This result highlights the importance of accurate measurements of
the contact angle of the attached bubble, which is dependent on the γGS.
Next, if the γLS is manually selected to account for different electrode conditions
(0.10 N/m and 0.090 N/m for ‘new’ and ‘fluorinated’ electrodes, respectively) γGL can
be varied to maintain the force balance (Table 7.3). The increase in θ from 100° to
140° requires the γGL to decrease from 0.11 N/m to 0.10 N/m to balance the change
in γLS for the different electrode conditions. These γGL values are well within the
bounds of experimental error given the range of θ evaluated (9.7% change in γGL over
a 40° change in θ). Like the results shown in Table 7.1, the γGL is largely insensitive to
changes in γLS or θ. Similar to the analysis shown in Fig. 7.2, the γGS must undergo
a large decrease from 0.080 N/m to 0.011 N/m for the change in θ to maintain the
force balance.
Table 7.3: Estimates of γGL for F2/KF · 2 HF from sensitivity analysis with
selected γLS-values and θ from 100° to 140° where FBR = 1.
Contact Angle, θ γGS (N/m) γLS (N/m) γGL (N/m)
100° 0.080 0.100 0.11
120° 0.041 0.095 0.11
140° 0.011 0.090 0.10
Finally, the numerical model was found to be very sensitive to the γGL used
to calculate the interfacial forces and the FBR (Figure 7.3a). In this analysis, the
Vb, θ, and γLS were fixed (Table 7.1), and any change to the γGL had an inverse
effect on the γGS (Eq. 2.1). That is, an increase in the γGL would indicate positive
interaction between the gas/electrolyte phases, resulting in a relative decrease in the
gas/electrode interaction. Thus, an increase in the γGL increased the FP (Eq. 6.3a)
because there is a greater difference in pressure across the gas-liquid interface. This
change in γGL, however, had a negative effect on the FS (Eq. 6.4) because the surface
tension decreases while the anchor radius of the bubble remained constant. The
relatively large increase in FP and smaller decrease in FS with larger γGL values had
an overall positive effect on the detachment forces, resulting in an FBR = 1.16 for a




Figure 7.3: Sensitivity analysis of gas-liquid interfacial tension and hDL on
FBR and interfacial forces.
In a) γGL is varied while Vb, θ, and γLS values are fixed. FBR increasing above 1.0 with
γGL indicates that detachment capabilities increase as FS decreases. γGS also decreases
as ra expands and forces are distributed over larger area. b) shows the change in hDL
required to maintain force balance from a). “0% change” in x-axis denotes the baseline
γGS = 0.11 N/m, γLS = 0.095 N/m, Vb = 0.165 cm
3, and θ = 120°.
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Given that Vb, θ, and γLS were fixed, the hDL was adjusted to determine the
thickness required for the bubble to achieve a force balance (Fig. 7.3b). As the γGL is
increased the FP must be counterbalanced by a decrease in the hDL, which increases
the electrostatic forces at the interface (Eq. 6.7). For FBR = 1.0 with smaller γGL,
the Fe would have a smaller contribution to the total interfacial forces, and the hDL
would have to increase in thickness to distribute the electrostatic forces over a greater
volume. Over the range of γGL evaluated (0.087 N/m to 0.13 N/m) there would need
to be a 10-fold increase in the Fe to maintain force balance conditions. Based on
the analysis, the numerical model is sensitive to the thickness of the dielectric layer
because of its strong influence on the electrostatic forces (Eq. 6.7).
The results of the sensitivity analysis have shown the importance of accurate
measurements of θ for the calculation of interfacial tension of attached bubbles. θ
is tied to the profile of the bubble, which determines the contact area between the
respective phases. As a result, even small changes in θ have a pronounced effect on
the γGS due to its impact on the anchor area of the bubble.
7.4 Summary of Numerical Model
A numerical model was developed to calculate the interfacial tension for F2 and H2
bubbles attached to a carbon electrode in KF · 2 HF using inputs from electrochemical
bubble generation experiments (Chapter 4). A model was designed to carry out
a force balance calculation for lenticular and spherical bubbles under the influence
of electrostatic forces. The large lenticular bubbles have a greater surface area in
contact with the electrode and require larger surface tension and electrostatic forces
to maintain attachment (compared to spherical bubbles). Under ‘baseline’ conditions,
the γGS for the F2/CFx interface was 0.041 N/m, while the γGL for the F2/KF · 2 HF
interface was 0.11 N/m. This value was consistent with the γGL-values obtained from
fitting the correlations for Vt, Eb, and Cd to the experimental results from F2-bubble




8.1 Impact of Bubble Shape on Electrochemical
Response
The polarization curve for F2-generation shown in Fig. 4.2 is characteristic for the
electrochemical system, and broadly adheres to the Cottrell relationship for current
decay during a potentiostatic experiment. A linear region in a Cottrell plot is
indicative of a diffusion-dominated process (see below) where i ∝ t−1/2 (Eq. 3.4b)
[18], and deviation from linearity indicates that a process other than mass transport
is affecting the current response (and kinetics) during anodic polarization [18]. This
secondary process may involve a surface-blocking phase or an intermediate reaction
(or both) that prevents diffusion from being the sole limiting process. While the most
obvious cause of the deviation in Cottrell behaviour is the formation of F2-bubbles
(Fig. 4.6), a more detailed investigation is required to evaluate if this is the only
factor.
The i vs. t−1/2 plot (Figure 8.1) can be broken down into three regions that
coincide with different states at the electrode interface. The slopes of the
limiting current (ilim) regions for each bubble generated are provided in Table D.5
(Appendix D). In the initial region (t−1/2 > 0.22 s−1/2, region A, Fig. 8.1), oxidation
of the bifluoride (HF2
– ) occurs rapidly because the surface is free of bubbles and the
concentration of the reactant at the surface of the electrode is equal to that of the
bulk electrolyte. The spherical bubbles that form minimize the electroactive area
(Fig. 4.6a) available for FD, but FD continues at an appreciable rate and at a
relatively high current (region b, Fig. 4.10). At the start of the polarization (t = 0 s),
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Figure 8.1: Cottrell plot of potentiostatic F2-generation results showing mass
transfer-limited regions.
I vs. t−1/2 plot of F2-generation results indicating three mass transfer-limited regions
during polarization on a fresh electrode surface: (A) initial, (B) transition, and (C) steady
state. F2-bubbles generated on TT carbon electrode at 6.5 V in KF · 2 HF (85 ◦C). The
zones for different electrode diffusion conditions are highlighted from “I” to “V”.
the conditions reflect diffusion of reactant to the entire surface of the
electrode because it is not covered by a gas phase. In the transition region (0.22 s−1/2
< t−1/2 < 0.08 s−1/2, region B, Fig. 8.1), the rate of FD decreases because the
electrode is partially blocked by gaseous-F2 causing charge transfer to be limited to the
remaining electroactive area (Fig. 4.6b). Finally, at steady state (t−1/2 < 0.08 s−1/2)
the electroactive surface is enveloped by a gaseous F2-bubble (Fig. 4.6c), which
restricts the available surface area for FD. This leads to the ilim conditions and a
significant decrease in the rate of bubble formation (Fig. 4.3).
The i vs. t−1/2 plot can be further broken down to examine the bubble growth
(BG) and ilim regions for individual bubbles (Fig. 8.1). The Do in each of these bubble
regions can serve as points for comparison to evaluate the state of the electrode. The
Do for ions in MSs are in the range of 10
−9 m2/s [20]; F– in molten Na3AlF6 cryolite,
for example, has a Do of 4.0×10−9 m2/s [118]. The calculations of Do from the i vs.
t−1/2 plots for small and large electrodes during anodic polarization (Figs. 4.4 and
4.11, respectively) are provided in Table 8.1. A sample calculation of Do from the
Cottrell relationship (Eq. 3.4a) is provided in Appendix A.
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Table 8.1: Calculated Do values for F2-bubbles generated in series: with and
without fractional coverage considered.
Bubble Figure and Current Slope Do (m
2/s) Do (m
2/s)
Number Region Region (A · s1/2) (Raw, φ = 0) (Fractional, φ 6= 0)





1.2×10−11 1.2×10−9 (φ = 0.9)
(I) (±0.01)
2
Fig. 8.1 Bubble 2.3


















7.2×10−11 7.2×10−9 (φ = 0.9)
(V) (±0.01)





1.1×10−12 1.1×10−10 (φ = 0.9)
(a) (±0.01)
1
Fig. 4.11 Bubble 3.4
1.3×10−10 3.1×10−9 (φ = 0.8)
(b) growth (±0.01)
The initial calculated value of Do for the first bubbles generated in the series
(which were small and spherical) was 1.2×10−11 m2/s (Table 8.1). Ideally, this value
would reflect diffusion of F– in KF · 2 HF if the electrode was clean and free of a gas
phase. The Do in the ilim region for the second bubble appears to decrease slightly to
9.8×10−12 m2/s, which is explained by the electrode being “blocked” by a lenticular
bubble. It is clear that these values for Do are significantly smaller than 10
−9 m2/s
as reported by Janz [20] or Mandin et al. [118] for ions in MSs. Three factors
that may cause deviations from diffusion-controlled behaviour (or, calculation of Do)
are: 1) bubble-induced electrolyte mixing; 2) a slow intermediate reaction step (e.g.,
recombination of two F• radicals), and 3) a change in the active surface area (i.e., due
to partial coverage). First, unlike gas-generating systems in aqueous fluids, bubble-
induced mixing is not a factor in F2-generation (in the current electrode configuration)
due to the slow rate of bubble detachment (Fig. 4.3). Electrolyte mixing should result
in an increase in Do, instead of a decrease as reported in the “raw calculations” in
Table 8.1. Rather, a slow intermediate reaction step may partially explain the small
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Do values in the “raw calculations”, particularly in the ilim regions during electrode
polarization (“I”, “III”, and “V” in Fig. 8.1). This might contribute to the small Do
values and can be explored in future work. An alternative explanation for the small
Do is the electrode-enveloping lenticular F2-bubble (as seen in Figs. 4.6b and 4.6c),
since fractional coverage is a critical factor affecting the calculation of Do (Eq. 3.4a).
As a result of bubble formation on the electrode surface, the Do values were
recalculated for different fractional coverage (φ) with respect to the phase of
bubble generation (growth or ilim) (Table 8.1). Comparing the Do values of the BG
and ilim regions of the second bubble, the calculated Do values are attributed to the
difference in surface coverage by the growing bubble. φ values of 0.60 and 0.90 were
estimated (visually) from Figs. 4.6b and 4.6c to represent the electrode coverage
for BG and ilim conditions, respectively. Using the φ, the Do were recalculated to
account for the surface “blocked” by the growing bubble. The revised Do values for
the BG and ilim regions of bubble 2 (“II” and “III” in Fig. 8.1) were 4.1×10−9 m2/s
and 9.8×10−10 m2/s, respectively (Table 8.1). These two revised Do values were now
within the range of Do for ions in MSs (i.e., 10
−9 m2/s) [20, 118]. The sample
calculation for the effect of fractional coverage on Do is shown in Appendix A.
The linearity of different segments in the i vs. t−1/2-plots (Fig. 8.1) is consistent
with a diffusion-limited system; however, fractional coverage and a slow intermediate
reaction step (to a lesser degree) caused the current response to deviate from linearity
over long periods of time (under potentiostatic conditions).
In the transition region (region B, Fig. 8.1) a thin CFx -layer has formed and
the lenticular bubble shape dominates, but bubble residence times are still relatively
short (Fig. 4.3). In this region, there is no clear separation between the BG and ilim
sections (Fig. 4.4b); the rapid growth and detachment of bubbles leads to a slope
of (2.90 ± 0.01) A · s1/2 in the i vs. t−1/2 plot over the entire region (“B”). The
bubble coverage in this region could be accounted for by using a φ = 0.60, to obtain
a Do = 6.8×10−9 m2/s (Table 8.1). This is because the electrode was only partially
covered by a lenticular bubble (Fig. 4.6b) and FD could be maintained at a relatively
high rate (as shown by short bubble residence times of bubble numbers 5 to 17 in
Fig. 4.3). At steady state (region C, Fig. 8.1), a significant portion of the residence
time is spent in the ilim conditions and the kinetics of F2-evolution are dominated
by surface coverage. The Do calculated from the ilim region (Eq. 3.5) of the last
F2-bubble generated in the series shown in Fig. 4.2 was 7.23×10−9 m2/s (with an
estimated φ = 0.90, Table 8.1).
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Based on the analysis conducted, the F2/KF · 2 HF system largely adheres to the
diffusion-limited, current-time response described by the Cottrell relationship (Eq.
3.4a). The initial stages may be complicated by a combination of both diffusion and
electrolyte mixing because of the (relatively) rapid detachment of bubbles on the
new surface. The calculation of Do in the later stages is complicated by the partial
electrode coverage by a gas phase, and the electroactive area available for FD during
anodic polarization is constantly changing. Once the calculated Do from the i vs.
t−1/2 plot (Fig. 8.1) is adjusted based on an estimated φ, one can see the effect
of fractional coverage and electrode “blocking” effects on the calculation of Do. In
addition, the impact of electrode “blocking” effects on the rate of F2-generation on a
small electrode is clear.
Anodic polarization at 5.5 V on the large electrode (Fig. 4.10) illustrates how
bubble shape influences charge transfer at the interface. The linear region in the
polarization curve for the large electrode (t < 10 s, region b, Fig. 4.10) is devoid of
the visible peaks in current that are characteristic of bubble formation and detachment
[37, 63]. The image of the surface, however, shows that there is a thin layer of small,
spherical F2-bubbles (Fig. 4.12a). The absence of prominent fluctuations in the
current response (points a – c, Fig. 4.10) indicates that the bubbles formed at this
stage are sufficiently small that they do not significantly impede charge transfer at
the surface of the anode (similar to the HER in KF · 2 HF, Fig. 4.14). The ‘peak-
and-decay’ current response (t > 15 s, Fig. 4.10) only appears when the spherical
bubbles coalesce and transition into lenticular bubbles (Fig. 4.10b – c). The slopes
of the two linear sections in the initial region (t−1/2 > 0.3 s−1/2) of the i vs. t−1/2
plot (“a” and “b”, Fig. 4.11) highlight these differences (Table 8.1). At the onset
of polarization, the thin layer of spherical F2-bubbles causes the slope in region “a”
(t−1/2 > 0.6 s−1/2) to be (0.31 ± 0.01) A · s1/2. These bubbles rapidly form and detach
from the surface (Fig. 4.12b), and may be responsible for a small degree of electrolyte
mixing. Once the spherical-to-lenticular transition occurs in region “b” (0.3 s−1/2 <
t−1/2 < 0.5 s−1/2), there is a sharp increase in the slope to (3.4 ± 0.01) A · s1/2 and the
rate of bubble detachment slows. The Do-values from regions “a” and “b” in Fig. 4.11
adjusted for bubble shielding are Do = 1.1×10−10 m2/s (φ = 0.9) and 3.1×10−9 m2/s
(φ = 0.8), respectively (Table 8.1). The recalculated Do for the ilim region is one order
of magnitude smaller than the expected range for MSs. The smaller Do calculated for
the ilim conditions is attributed to the larger electrode area (vs. the small electrode),
slow intermediate reaction step, and smaller initial current density (Fig. 4.10).
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The results from the small and large electrode experiments show that F2-generation
follows diffusion control at steady state bubble generation, and the Do for HF2
– in
KF · 2 HF is within the expected range for MSs (i.e., 10−9 m2/s) [20, 118]. It is
unclear what processes (other than mass transport of HF2
– ) are present at the early
stages of polarization, because the Do-values are much smaller than expected on the
new electrode, which discounts the effect of bubble-induced electrolyte mixing.
H2-generation in KF · 2 HF shows the typical connection between spherical
bubble shapes and stable mass transfer. The potential decay to steady state during
HER under amperometric conditions was smooth and featureless at the two applied
current densities (Fig. 4.14). Small bubble sizes, small contact angles, and rapid
detachment result in minimal shielding effects during HER in KF · 2 HF. Thus, the
detachment of individual H2-bubbles is not disruptive enough to cause the electrode
potential to fluctuate, as was observed in F2-generation on small electrodes (Fig. 4.2).
Following short-term anodic polarizations (5.5 V, 120 s), the galvanostatic E vs. t
plots (Fig. 4.16a) showed much different behaviour than the pre-anodization curves
(Fig. 4.14). A “bump” appeared in each decay curve (at t = 9 s and 6 s) and the time
to reach steady state increased from 10 s to 60 s (in both instances). These changes are
attributed to the electrochemical reduction of residual fluorinated products of the
FDR (e.g., CFx , F2). Devilliers et al. [52] had reported that the partial reduction
of CFx was possible with small cathodic currents. The F2-gas cap could be seen
flattening out and dissolving shortly after the −15 mA/cm2 cathodic current was
applied, and before H2-bubbles slowly formed on the surface. This reduction step
explains the delay and bump in the HER potential at the early stages of the cathodic
polarization (Fig. 4.16a). This response may also indicate current-dependent Sand
relationship (Eq. 3.6) which can be used to calculate the Do for HF in KF · 2 HF (for
HER).
The similar transition times (post-fluorination) suggests that the amount of
residual products of the FDR was roughly the same after each anodization. The
change in potential at t = 0 s (Fig. 4.16a) suggests that not all products of the
FDR could be reduced with cathodic currents. The subsequent polarization at
−20 mA/cm2 yielded potential decays that were virtually identical to the curve on
a fresh electrode surface (Fig. 4.16b). The primary effect of CFx -formation was the
inhibition of bubble detachment and the formation of larger H2-bubbles (Fig. 4.15d)
with greater contact angles (Fig. 4.23). There is a negligible change in the H2-
generation capabilities or the electroactive area due to coverage by larger H2-bubbles
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because the bubbles remain spherical in shape. These results show that the change
in γGS and bubble shape had a minimal effect on H2-generation if the increase in Vb
can compensate for the decrease in detachment properties. More information can be
obtained through the calculation of Do for the HER in KF · 2 HF.
Potentiostatic polarizations of the electrode at −0.9 V and −1.0 V yielded smooth
(cathodic) current decay curves (Fig. 4.17a), despite the presence of a well-developed
layer of H2-bubbles on the surface (Fig. 4.15c). The i vs. t
−1/2 plots of the
polarizations (Fig. 4.17b) yielded straight diagonal lines with nearly identical slopes
over a large range of t−1/2, which indicates that H2-generation follows a diffusion-
driven behaviour. The nearly identical slopes also confirm that the Do is independent
of the polarization potential (Eq. 3.5). The presence of small, spherical bubbles
did not hinder the transport of reactant to the electrode surface. The results of
different calculations for Do during the HER are provided in Table 8.2. Although
bubble formation prevents either system from being considered ideal, the values
provide insight into how the bubble profiles affect charge transfer under ilim
conditions. Based on the Cottrell relationship, the Do of HF for H2-generation in
the pure diffusion region is 1.53×10−15 m2/s, while electrolyte mixing during rapid
HER at steady state increases the calculated Do to 1.0×10−14 m2/s. The minimal
shielding from spherical bubbles allows the HER continue at steady state. Unlike
the FER, the unusually low Do value cannot be simply accounted for with a high
fractional coverage. Increasing the φ to 0.95 raised the Do closer to the 10
−9 m2/s
expected for MSs [20, 118], but the new Do-values were still 2 to 3 orders of magnitude
lower (6.2×10−12 m2/s and 4.3×10−11 m2/s, Table 8.2). It is likely that the fluoride
reactant was not depleted in the vicinity of the electrode surface during the HER
(due to factors such as electrolyte mixing), and so the system did not reflect proper
diffusion-limited conditions.
This non-depletion of reactant during HER is consistent with the findings (and
calculations) from the galvanostatic experiments (Fig. 4.16a). Realistic Do-values
could not be calculated using the Sand equation since the reactive fluoride species were
not depleted over the course of the experiment. If one assumes Do = 10
−9 m2/s and
a current density of 0.015 A/cm2, the expected transition time (τ) for the HER using
the Sand equation (Eq. 3.6) is 8.5×105 s (Appendix A). This value is significantly
larger than the experiment duration (Fig. 4.16a) and so the conditions were not
suitable for analysis using the Sand equation. Thus, further research is required to
evaluate the electrochemical aspects of the HER in KF · 2 HF to a greater degree.
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Table 8.2: Calculated Do values for H2-generation in KF · 2 HF using Cottrell-
relationship.
Figure
Slope Do Do (m
2/s)
Notes




−12 -0.9 V, new electrode




−11 -0.9 V, new electrode
(±0.001) (φ = 0.95) t−1/2 < 0.32 s−1/2
From the results shown for lenticular F2-bubbles and spherical H2-bubbles, it is
clear how the electrochemical behaviour of electrodes for F2 and H2-bubble generation
are linked to the state of electrode passivation and bubble shape.
8.2 Effect of Fluorination on Bubble Shape and
Formation
8.2.1 Electrode Fluorination and Bubble Shape
The primary effect of the FDR on the shape of evolved F2 and H2-bubbles is the
formation of a passivating CFx -layer. This CFx -layer is poorly wetted by the KF · 2 HF
electrolyte, but is a favorable surface for adhesion by the evolving gases. The clearest
evidence of the effect of the change in gas-solid surface tension (due to CFx -formation)
on F2-bubble shape is the transition from spherical bubbles to lenticular bubbles
within 10 s of polarization (at 6.0 V) on a new carbon surface (Fig. 4.12a to
4.12c). A new carbon surface behaves like a metallic electrode, where spherical F2-
bubbles with θ ≈ 36.5° readily form and detach from the surface (Fig. 4.12b) [4].
This is because there is poor adhesion between F2-bubbles and the carbon electrode
surface, and the attraction force between the two phases is small. Once a thin layer
of CFx has formed, the surface energy of the electrode changes and the adhesion
between the electrode and the F2-bubble increases significantly. This is shown by a
spherical-to-lenticular transition in bubble shape (Fig. 4.6) and subsequent expansion
of the anchor area with higher degrees of fluorination (of the electrode). The rapid
transition in bubble shape arising from CFx -formation during electrode anodization
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is not unusual in this chemical system. Crassous et al. [44] had reported that a thin
C-F layer was able to form (on a carbon surface) in KF · 2 HF in the absence of any
applied driving force.
The numerical model (described in Chapter 6) determined the γGS-values for
different bubble shapes and sizes, representing different electrode surface conditions
(Table 7.1). The combinations of interfacial tension values adhered to Young’s
equation (Eq. 2.1) and achieved force balanced conditions for a range of Vb and
θ (Fig. 7.1). The calculated γGS is sensitive to changes in θ, because θ affects ra and
FS, as well as the profile of the lenticular bubble through Eqs. 4.1 and 4.2. Physically,
an increase in θ indicates that adhesion forces (namely, FS and Fe) are spread over a
larger anchor area, along the three-phase contact line around the flattened edges of
the lenticular bubble.
The large interfacial tension values for the ‘active’ electrode state (Table 7.1) show
a qualitative agreement with the lenticular F2-bubble shape on a carbon
electrode (Fig. 6.1). The γGS value (0.041 N/m) is consistent with the wide, electrode-
covering anchor area of the bubble. The γGL of 0.11 N/m indicates a reasonably
favorable interfacial tension between the electrolyte and the bubble, and supports the
oblate ellipsoidal shape of the F2-bubble observed at steady state after it
detaches from the electrode. Following the calculation of the ‘baseline’ conditions, the
γGL (F2/KF · 2 HF) value was assumed to remain constant for any Vb, θ, or degree of
electrode passivation. This is because γGL is independent of electrode surface
conditions and the electrolyte concentration was assumed to remain constant (no
depletion) between experiments. Small adjustments to the γGL, however, were used to
achieve a force balance and to account for error in the averaging of the
measurements for Vb and/or θ.
For the ‘new’ electrode conditions (Vb = 5.00×10−3 cm3, θ = 36.5°), the force
balance was achieved and the result was a high γGS (≈0.19 N/m, Table 7.1). As
mentioned in Section 4.1, only a small fraction of spherical bubbles detach from the
surface, despite the high rate of bubble formation at the start of polarization. A
majority of the bubbles remain attached to the electrode surface while growing and
coalesce rather than detach like H2 or O2 in ‘classical’ systems [28, 62, 69]. The
large γGS is required to maintain adhesion of the spherical bubble to the surface
of the electrode because the anchor area is small. The γGS-values and θ for the
‘new’ and ‘fluorinated’ electrode states show a qualitative agreement with the bubble
shapes prior to detachment. The change in the γGS (from 0.19 N/m to 0.041 N/m)
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is consistent with the spherical-to-lenticular transition in bubble shape observed as
surface conditions change (Figs. 4.6 and 4.12).
The bubbles on the ‘fluorinated’ electrode conditions were comparable to those
used to calculate the ‘baseline’ conditions. The force balanced γ-values for
‘fluorinated’ electrode conditions (Table 7.1) showed that the γGS decreases from
0.041 N/m to 0.010 N/m. This is shown by the large anchor area between the
lenticular F2-bubble and the CFx -surface, where the attractive forces are distributed
over a larger area. Despite the small γGS-value, larger bubbles are required to form
in order to overcome the attractive force present on the ‘fluorinated’ CFx surface [36,
63]. As seen in Fig. 4.6, the increase in Vb and change in the bubble profile is visible
even for a small degree of fluorination.
It is important to point out that the change in γGS values (Table 7.1) does not
simply reflect the wetting characteristics of the fluorinated electrode surface. This is
because any work done by adhesion forces calculated from θ and Young’s equation
(Eq. 2.1) would only represent the work done on the contact line. Thus, the interfacial
tension is not a measure of the overall mean work of adhesion between the solid and
liquid (or, gas). The mean work of adhesion is determined by the thermodynamics
of the interaction (or, surface energy), which optimizes the free energy of the wetted
area beneath a bubble (or, drop) [119]. As the CFx -surface forms, the surface free
energy increases the attractive force between the gas and solid (i.e., F2 or H2-bubble
and CFx -layer). While this is most apparent in the spherical-to-lenticular transition
of F2-bubbles during fluorination, it is also visible (to a lesser degree) in the H2-
system. This is shown by the increase in contact angle and mean bubble volume of
H2-bubbles after CFx -formation (Fig. 4.23). In either system, the bubble residence
time must increase (Fig. 4.3) since a larger critical volume must be achieved before
detachment can occur (Fig. 4.19). This is in contrast to the ‘classical’ H2 and O2-
generation systems [28] and even F2-generation on Ni electrodes [4, 30], where the
surface energy remains high and a more consistent bubble size is maintained for a
given current density.
The results of the force balance (Table 7.1) are consistent with the bubble shapes
and sizes associated with the passivation conditions of the carbon surface. The
model accommodates a range of bubble shapes, contact angles (30° – 140°), bubble
volumes, and gas systems in a MS. The γGS-values are consistent with the measured
bubble shapes and corresponding anchor areas (Table 7.1). The calculated γGL for
F2/KF · 2 HF is presented with various halide salts and H2O in Table 8.3. The γGL-
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values for F2/ and H2/KF · 2 HF appear to satisfy the boundary conditions defined for
the model (Section 6.1.5). That is, the calculated γGL-values for F2/ and H2/KF · 2 HF
are between that of air/H2O (0.072 N/m [12]) and pure KF (γGL = 0.13 N/m [20]).
Validation of the interfacial tension values through experimentation is a matter of
future work.
Table 8.3: Surface tension and densities of select molten halide salts,
KF · 2 HF, and H2O.
Salt or Fluid Gas
γGL (N/m) at Density Melting Ref.
Temp (K) (kg/m3) Point (K)
LiF air 0.240 (1220 K) 1779 1120 [20]
NaF air 0.177 (1368 K) 1889 1268 [20]
KF air 0.134 (1231 K) 1844 1131 [20]
LiCl air 0.130 (983 K) 1459 983 [20]
LiCl ·KCl air 0.126 (773 K) 1621 628 [6]
KF · 2 HF F2 0.110 (358 K) 1980 345.5 [22]
KCl air 0.092 (1143 K) 1469 1043 [20]
H2O air 0.072 (298 K) 1000 273.2 [12]
The bonding structure of molten KF · 2 HF is made up of a mixture of ionic,
covalent, and hydrogen bonding. The H-bonding network in KF · 2 HF is similar to
that observed in H2O and is a major component of the unusually high surface tensions
and densities in these systems [11]. For this reason, H2O may be used as an analogue
of HF due to its simple structure and ability to form an H-bonding network. It should
be pointed out that H2O forms 3-dimensional H-bonded networks, HF molecules form
2-dimensional chains. The exact contribution of HF to the γGL of KF · 2 HF is unclear
due to the complex make-up of ions and interactions at the gas/liquid interface [117].
In KF · 2 HF, the KFH+-ion serves an anchor point for charge balancing and the
H-bonding network of HF molecules giving rise to HnFn+1- clusters (where 1 ≤ n ≤ 4)
at equilibrium [24]. A combination of the strong H–F···H hydrogen bond (162 kJ/mol
vs. 21.0 kJ/mol in H2O) [120], the small size of HF, and the coordination of HF2
–
clusters around K+ may help support the calculated surface tension of KF · 2 HF.
There exists a similar electrostatic interaction between the species: (F-H-F– · · ·H–H)
for H2, and (K-F-H
+· · ·F-F or H-F-K+· · ·F-F) for F2. The electronegativity of F2
and its interactions with the K-F-H+ ion may contribute to the higher γGL between
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F2 and KF · 2 HF compared to H2.
The relationship between salt composition, concentration, and γ in aqueous
solutions has been studied by several authors [121–124]. For aqueous solutions
containing HF, dos Santos and Levin [79] calculated that a 1 mol/L solution of HF
(in H2O) had a γGL that was higher than that of pure-H2O by ∼4.5×10−4 N/m.
In comparison, a 1 mol/L HCl solution saw a decrease in the γGL of pure-H2O by
3.0×10−4 N/m [121]. The increase in γGL from the addition of HF is due to the high
electrostatic potential difference of HF across an air-water interface.
Although the contribution of HF to the γGL of a 1 mol/L HF-solution is small, the
concentration of HF in KF · 2 HF (43.6 mol/L, 40.8 wt % HF [21]) is much higher and
would be expected to provide a larger contribution to the γGL-value of the mixed-
salt. Aqueous solutions containing KF also show a positive relationship between the
concentration of KF and the γGL (air/electrolyte) [122, 124]. D’Auria and Tobias
[124] reported that increasing the concentration of KF (in H2O) from 0.96 mol/L to
6.2 mol/L induced an increase in the γGL of 1.9×10−3 N/m and 0.012 N/m (relative
to H2O, 0.072 N/m [12]), respectively. This corresponds to a γGL of ∼0.084 N/m for
KF (6.2 mol/L)-H2O, which is in a positive direction towards the calculated γGL of
F2 and H2/KF · 2 HF from this work (Table 7.1). The contribution to γGL by salts in
H2O is likely to carry over to HF due to the similarities in the bonding structures of
the two molecules.
The γGL of F2/KF · 2 HF is just outside of the range for 1:1 and mixed halide
salts (Table 8.3), possibly because KF · 2 HF is not a pure salt. The trend in γGL
(versus composition) for the pure salts is related to the strength and number of the
interionic bonds between the anions and cations. The strength of the bonds in a pure
salt is derived from the charge densities of the constituent ions, which increases as the
Period number decreases within a Group in the periodic table (e.g., Table 8.4). Thus,
there is a gradual decrease in γGL for salts with combinations of larger cations and/or
anions [122]. Since the KF · 2 HF is a mixture of ionic KF and covalent HF bonds, HF
could be thought of as “diluting” the strong ionic interactions of KF and reducing the
γGL of the salt from 0.13 N/m to 0.11 N/m. The H-bonding (H-F· · ·H) interaction
supports a γGL-value for KF · 2 HF between KF and KCl (Table 8.3). These trends
in solution properties help validate the calculated values from this numerical model.
The impact of CFx -formation (i.e., passivation) on F2-bubble shape and
electrochemical performance can also be seen over a series of anodic polarizations
(Fig. 4.13). The degradation in bubble detachment characteristics were accompanied
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Ionic Radius Charge Density Electronegativity
Number (pm) [125] (C/mm3) [125]
Li+ 2 +1 76 87.1 0.98
Na+ 3 +1 102 36.0 0.93
K+ 4 +1 138 14.6 0.82
F– 2 -1 133 16.3 3.98
Cl– 3 -1 181 6.45 3.16
by the increase in the width of the anchor area and Vb (Fig. 4.19). As the electrode is
progressively fluorinated, bubble adhesion to the surface increases and a larger bubble
volume is required to generate sufficient buoyancy to overcome the adhesion forces
and initiate detachment. Diminished wetting conditions of the electrode with the
electrolyte and the presence of a surface-blocking bubble limits the current pathways
available for the FER. As a result, the bubble residence time must increase (Fig. 4.3)
to account for the larger Vb required to initiate detachment. While the cumulative
time for the series of polarizations was only ∼6000 s (Fig. 4.13), one can extend
the effects of passivation to a much longer time scale and to industrial cell potentials
(8.0 V – 10 V) [4, 31]. The inhibition of bubble detachment by CFx -formation leads
to the development of a persistent gas layer on the surface of the electrode. This
gas layer is insulating and limits charge transfer, causing bubble overvoltage. The
bubble overvoltage causes the electrode to become polarized decreasing the current
efficiency of F2-evolution [4, 34, 40]. In industrial systems, this increase in resistance
is accounted for by adjusting the applied current density. In severe cases, however, a
dense CFx -layer and an electrode-blocking film will lead to electrode deactivation [4].
While F2-evolution provides a dynamic view of the changing surface conditions, H2-
generation provides another perspective of bubble formation at lower electrochemical
potentials (∼1.0 V).
The adhesion of spherical H2-bubbles and calculation of γGS for different electrode
conditions were also evaluated using the numerical model. The first calculation was
for H2 on the ‘low fluorination’ carbon surface (Table 7.1). The θ and calculated γGS
value is consistent with the inhibited bubble detachment that was observed after the
electrode had been anodized (Fig. 4.15d). Based on the measured θ (Fig. 4.23b),
the anchor radius was small, but the surface and electrostatic tension forces were
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sufficient to maintain bubble attachment. This was shown by a large γGS for
spherical H2-bubble compared to the much smaller γGS of lenticular F2-bubbles
(Table 7.1). Calculating the γGS for ‘new electrode’ conditions (Vb = 5.00×10−4 cm3,
θ = 30°) resulted in an increase to the γGS-value, causing the force balance ratio to
rise above 1.0 (FBR = 1.33). A force balance was subsequently achieved with a small
adjustment to the γGL and a marginal increase in θ (≈32.5°). This small increase
(from ∼30°) is within the bounds of measurement error of θ from experiments.
The small adjustments in the variables used to achieve the force balance could be
accounted for by errors introduced from estimating Vb or γLS, a suitable εr for the
electrode, or simply attributed to errors in the measurement of small bubbles.
The effect of CFx -formation on the growth of H2-bubbles is very different from the
changes to the growth of F2-bubbles. Prior to any CFx -film formation, the HER in
KF · 2 HF follows a cycle commonly observed on metal electrodes in aqueous systems:
rapid nucleation, minimal growth and coalescence, followed by clean detachment [28].
The formation of a thin layer of CFx changes the γGS at the H2/C(Fx ) interface,
altering the detachment characteristics of H2-bubbles. The changes in detachment
characteristics include: 1) an increase in the contact angle (from ∼30° to ∼45°, Fig.
4.23); 2) a significant increase in coalescence and bubble residence time; and, 3)
a four-fold increase in average Vb at detachment. Following CFx -formation, there
was a greater range of H2-bubble sizes present on the surface (Fig. 4.15d) because
detachment had become sporadic. Most importantly, unlike F2, the H2-bubbles were
still spherical in shape. Thus, despite the increase in bubble size and adhesion to the
electrode surface (Fig. 4.23), the γGS remained high owing to the small anchor area
of the bubble (Table 7.1).
During F2-generation , the electric field is not believed to be a factor in the profile
of lenticular F2-bubbles on the WE. This is because the electrode potential applied
between the WE and RE was only ∼6.0 V. Conservative estimates of the electric
field around a F2-bubble in the current cell configuration is on the order of tens
of kilovolts per metre. During bubble shape studies in a dielectric liquid, Dong et
al. [126] found that an electric field of ∼1200 kV/m was required to decrease the
aspect ratio of a perfectly spherical bubble (Eb = 1.0) to 0.91. Since the electric
field strength surrounding a F2-bubble was less than 3% of the 1200 kV/m required
to induce deformation, it is unlikely that the electric field is sufficient to create a
measureable change in Eb. For these reasons, the bubble shape during F2-generation
is believed to be only dependent on the degree of fluorination of the electrode surface.
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The change in the bubble detachment characteristics of both F2 and H2 were
similar: 1) an increase in residence time for bubbles generated sequentially; 2) an
increase in the average bubble size at detachment (Figs. 4.15 and 4.19); and, 3) a
decrease in the gas-generation efficiency as bubble formation progresses (Fig. 4.5).
In the FER the negative effects of progressive CFx -film formation plateaus as the
density (or, stoichiometry) of the CFx -layer reaches a pseudo-limit. The anodic
polarization potential is also a factor in the rate of passivation that must be taken into
consideration during F2-generation. A higher potential increases the rate of FD and
bubble formation by minimizing the loss of F• by reaction with the surface, which
increases the rate of passivation and produces a dense CFx -layer [44]. This degrades
the electrochemical capabilities of the electrode in subsequent
polarizations (Fig. 4.13) and decreases the gas-evolution efficiency (Fig. 4.5). The
loss of electrochemical efficiency can be attributed to Faradaic and non-Faradaic
processes. The Faradaic contribution as a result of HF2
– depletion at the
electrode. Non-Faradaic contributions to the efficiency include ohmic resistance of the
electrolyte, gas-phase resistances, the rate of HF2
– transport to the electrode,
chemical side-reactions by F• (e.g., with H2O or functional groups on the surface),
diffusion of F2 away from the surface. The control over the formation of this gas film
has been an on-going issue that researchers have been trying to address [46–48].
8.2.2 Bubble Profiles of F2 and H2
The shape of a bubble on a flat surface is a critical indicator of the state of the
gas/solid interface in any system. Progressive electrochemical passivation of the
carbon electrode with a CFx -layer causes the γGS and γLS to constantly change
during FD. F2 and H2 bubbles generated on a new carbon electrode are small,
spherical bubbles with contact angles < 90° (Figs. 4.6a and 4.12b). Following CFx
formation, F2-bubbles are large and lenticular with θ that range from 120° – 130°
(Fig. 4.18), while H2-remain spherical in shape but increase in size (Fig. 4.23b).
The transition in F2-bubble shape is consistent and repeatable, and the process
readily occurs at potentials that are reasonably larger than the reversible F oxidation
potential (Figs. 4.6 and 4.12). The θ-values for lenticular F2-bubbles are consistent
with the values reported in various sources (θ = 120° – 150°) [4, 38, 63]. The profile
of a lenticular F2-bubble is useful for the study of: 1) forces that initiate detachment;
2) electrode coverage and blocking effects of the base of the bubble; and, 3) charge
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distribution and kinetics on a polarized electrode. Unlike ‘classical’ spherical bubbles,
the shape profile of a lenticular bubble cannot be summarized with equations using
Vb and θ at a solid, flat surface (i.e., Eqs. 3.11 to 3.13). The change in Vb and θ for a
number of F2-bubbles generated sequentially is shown in Fig. 4.19, illustrating how
the change in γGS affects bubble detachment.
The profile of F2-bubbles just before bubble detachment is an indication of the
static effect of CFx -formation on the gas/electrode interface (Fig. 4.18). Like
spherical bubbles, the contact angle of a lenticular bubble is indicative of the
interfacial tension at the gas/solid interface. Over a series of polarizations, the anchor
area of an attached bubble gradually expands toward the edges of the electrode and
the bubble itself appears to become marginally flatter (Fig. 4.18). Bubble dimension
ratios (rw:rh and rh:ra) plotted as a function of θ (Fig. 4.20a) provides a granular
view of the shape profile with respect to the change in the wetting conditions. Eqs.
4.1 and 4.2 indicate that there is a predictable change in the profile with the contact
angle. As θ increases, there is a corresponding decrease in the rw:rh and rh:ra ratios,
which means that: 1) there is a greater increase in height relative to the bubble width,
and 2) there is a relative increase in the anchor radius of the bubble relative to the
height. Thus for a given Vb, an increase in θ will indicate a widening of the anchor
(contact) area with a decrease in the height of the bubble.
The lenticular bubble shape (as opposed to a hemispherical cap) arises because
buoyancy draws the bubble toward the surface of the electrolyte while adhesion forces
maintain attachment to the surface. As a result, the bubble stretches in the direction
perpendicular to the electrode and body of the bubble becomes narrower (width
decreases relative to the height) (Fig. 4.8c and 4.8d). Meanwhile the anchor area
of the bubble maintains full contact with the electrode surface, rather than contract
with the body of the bubble. The opposing forces create a variable pressure gradient
across the gas-liquid interface [116, 127] and this leads to the bubble necking (pinch-
off) at detachment (Fig. 4.8). The changes in attractive force and bubble shape
are in agreement with the numerical force balance values calculated in Table 7.1,
particularly for F2-bubbles generated on ‘active’ and ‘fluorinated’ electrode states.
The relationships for the bubble profile with θ were summarized in Eqs. 4.1 and 4.2.
Initially, on a new electrode, generated F2-bubbles are small and spherical with
contact angles that are less than 90°, and the calculated γGS ≈ 0.19 N/m. At steady
state, the lenticular bubble shape is dominant (with θ ≈ 120°) and the calculated γGS
decreases to 0.041 N/m because the forces are distributed over a longer contact line.
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There is a clear transition from a large interfacial tension to maintain the adhesion of
spherical bubbles, into a low interfacial tension spread over a larger area for lenticular
bubbles (Fig. 4.12). There is also a small change in the γLS to account for the decrease
in electrode wetting conditions with the KF · 2 HF electrolyte [4]. The changes in the
profiles of lenticular bubbles that were generated sequentially are difficult to observe
because the increase in the surface energy on a passivated surface is balanced by
the larger Vb required to initiate detachment. On the highly passivated electrode, a
bubble with a θ = 140° would require a Vb > 0.185 cm3 to initiate detachment. The
numerical model results show that a γGS of at least 0.010 N/m is required to maintain
the attachment of bubbles that are smaller than 0.185 cm3 (Table 7.1).
The change in Vb with the number of bubbles generated (Fig. 4.19) follows
a semi-logarithmic relationship that indicates an asymptotic change in Vb towards
steady state. The relationship shows the initial rapid increase in Vb (prior to CFx -
formation), and Vb reaching a pseudo-limit as the surface conditions (both fluorine
content and CFx -layer thickness [32]) approach steady state. At this point, the change
in Vb from bubble-to-bubble decreases and Vb is almost constant. Thus, at the start of
polarization, the small bubbles can easily detach from the surface, but must rapidly
increase in size as the surface conditions change. At steady state, the size of a
lenticular bubble is determined by the size of the electroactive area and the
degree of passivation of the electrode. The surface conditions are reflected in the
change in γGS from 0.19 N/m (initially) to 0.041 N/m (at steady state), and finally,
0.010 N/m (Table 7.1). The dramatic change in F2-bubble shapes observed (Fig. 4.6)
support the calculated values.
H2 bubbles show a much less dramatic change in bubble profile from electrode
fluorination. The increase in θ and Vb following the short anodization (Fig. 4.23) is
accounted for by a small decrease in γGS (from 0.18 N/m to 0.17 N/m, Table 7.1) from
the formation of the thin CFx -layer. The γGS-values for H2 on the C(Fx ) surfaces
(0.17 N/m) are comparable to that of spherical F2 bubbles on new carbon surfaces
(Table 7.1), which could explain the similarities in bubble shape and θ. Despite these
changes in θ and Vb, the H2-bubbles are still considered to be poorly wetted on the
surface because θ ≈ 45° on the CFx -surface, which is still much lower than the limit
for a surface to be considered non-wetting (θ < 90°) [128]. Thus, based on the results
from the bubble profile studies, the shape ratios, γGS, Vb, and θ must be used together
to accurately describe the F2-bubble shape at detachment.
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While electrostatic effects may be a factor in the shape of the bubble at the
gas/electrode interface [113, 114], the electrostatic repulsion between two adjacent
bubbles is insufficient to prevent contact. The electrostatic force at the gas/solid
interface under ‘new’ electrode conditions (Vb = 5.00×10−3 cm3, Table 7.1) is
2.4×10−4 N, while the electrostatic forces under the same electrochemical conditions
at the interface between adjacent bubbles is only 1.3×10−6 N (with a contact area
of 0.013 cm2). It is clear that the forces maintaining adhesion of the bubble to the
surface is significantly larger than the repulsion force between adjacent bubbles. The
repulsion arising from the residual charge at the gas/gas interface is not sufficient to
prevent contact and, ultimately, breakdown of the interface [91]. The rapid growth
and strong adhesion of the generated F2 and H2 bubbles to the CFx layer results in
the generated bubbles undergoing multiple cycles of coalescence prior to detachment.
8.2.3 Film Formation and the ‘Fluidized Layer’ Model
Researchers have attempted to study how charge transfer continues in the F2
-generation system despite the electrode surface appearing to be covered by a gaseous
film (Fig. 4.12f) [36]. On small (∼1 cm2) electrodes, the anchor area of a
single lenticular bubble is able to envelop the entire electroactive surface (Fig. 4.6c).
In this situation, Groult et al. [36, 63] proposed the existence of a mixed-phase
‘fluidized layer’ (Fig. 2.7), comprised of molten KF · 2 HF and gaseous F2 between the
insulating bubble and the electrode. It was suggested that charge transfer would occur
in this layer along the edges of the electrode where the edge of the lenticular bubble is
the thinnest. While this model may apply to small electrodes it is unclear if it could
be extended to large or vertical electrodes, particularly for industrial electrochemical
cells [4, 30, 31]. A larger (∼4 cm2) electrode, however, makes it possible to observe
how multiple lenticular bubbles interact to form a gas film, as well as any variability
in the gas film that develops during anodic polarization. A large electrode is a more
effective analogue of an industrial electrode to study how lenticular bubbles lead to
the formation of gas films.
The stages of F2-gas film formation were illustrated in Fig. 2.6 and shown in
Fig. 4.12. At the start of polarization, FD is able to occur over the entire surface of
the electrode (Fig. 4.12a). Within seconds, the surface is covered by small, spherical
bubbles and FD is forced to occur in the gaps between adjacent F2-bubbles (Fig. 4.12b
and 4.12c). The detachment of spherical F2-bubbles occurs at a high rate and the
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FER can be maintained at the surface of the electrode. As FD continues, the surface
becomes more passivated and the increase in wetting between the surface and the gas
phase inhibits bubble detachment. When the rate of bubble detachment slows, the
coalescence of F2 leads to the surface being covered by wide lenticular bubbles (Fig.
4.12c to 4.12d), ultimately forming a gas film. This gas film appeared as a mirrored
(reflective) surface (Fig. 2.8) [4, 32] between large lenticular F2-bubbles (Fig. 4.12e
to 4.12f). This gas film could be seen rippling and flowing on the surface, and the
visible patchiness of the surface layer suggested that the gas film was not uniform in
thickness. The movement of the gas phase from “low-lying” regions (where the gas
film is the thinnest) to adjacent bubbles indicates that the FDR occurs in the regions
between bubble growth sites.
On a large electrode, an active (polarized) surface can be broken down into
several distinct regions: bubble sites (‘A’ sites), interspatial areas between
bubbles (‘B’ sites), and the triple-point interfaces (‘C’ sites) (Figure 8.2). The ‘A’
bubble sites are simply the collection points for the evolved gases and the
locations from which bubbles detach. The primary regions for FD to occur would be at
the triple-point (gas/liquid/solid) interfaces which are predominantly at the edges of
the electrode (‘C’ sites). The PTFE-wrapped sides of the electrode (Fig. 3.3) create a
discontinuity in the gas film, which allows HF2
– to reach the electrode surface and
initiate charge transfer (Figure 8.3). Secondary sites for FD likely occur in the
interspatial, low-lying areas between larger bubbles (‘B’ sites, Fig. 8.2). In this
region, the gas phase is dynamic, and evolved gases are constantly flowing and
shifting towards the adjacent bubbles (‘A’ sites). The movement of gas in the ‘B’
region is shown by artefacts such as ‘dimples’, bumps, and ripples localized in the
low-lying areas between major bubbles. The heterogeneous underlying surface and
the flow of gas to adjacent ‘A’ sites constantly open channels for charge transfer to
occur. Due to this flow, the gas film is the thinnest in this area. This thin-gas film
theory is supported by observation [4] and the fact that the underlying CFx -layer
is patchy because it is unevenly fluorinated [44]. Thus, the ‘B’ regions are able to
supply the ‘A’ bubble sites with F2, and the system as a whole does not rely on a
‘fluidized layer’ to maintain charge transfer to the electrode surface.
On a vertical electrode, lenticular F2-bubbles appear to slide up the surface of
the electrode rather than detach (in the traditional sense) [4, 30]. In this electrode
orientation, a patchy CFx -layer, surface roughness, and the wake of sliding bubbles
results in variations in film thicknesses that reveal gaps in the gas film that can
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(a) (b)
Figure 8.2: Growth regions on large carbon electrode during F2-bubble
generation.
Electrode surface showing regions of fluorine discharge and bubble growth at early stage (a)
and steady state (b). In both figures, regions A are the bubble sites, B are the interspatial
areas between bubbles, and C (dashed line) are the gas/liquid/solid triple point interfaces.
As a reminder, the vertical faces of the electrode were wrapped in insulating PTFE-tape
(Fig. 3.3d) and were not electrochemically active.
Figure 8.3: Schematic of mixed-phase region at edges F2-bubble and carbon
electrode.
Charge transfer (and FD) occurs at the flat edges of lenticular F2-bubble where the gas
layer is the thinnest and HF2
– can reach the electrode surface.
maintain charge transfer. This F2-evolution process can (seemingly) operate in the
absence of a contiguous ‘fluidized layer’ that extends underneath the gas phase of an
active vertical electrode [63]. There is no dispute that a mixed-phase (gas-electrolyte
layer) exists in close proximity to the electrode surface, though it may be more
reminiscent of the diffusion layer in a typical electrochemical system.
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The ‘fluidized layer’ model of Groult et al. [36, 63] also does not explain the
change in the contact angle of F2-bubbles on a passivated carbon surface (Fig. 4.18).
The composition of this mixed-phase does not change significantly over the course of
a polarization, unless depletion of the electrolyte occurs. If this were the case, the
KF · 2 HF electrolyte would solidify when the composition decreases to just KF · 1.8 HF
[21, 39]. Therefore, if a ‘fluidized layer’ were present it would behave like a buffer layer
between the F2-bubble and the electrode, and the gas would not be in
contact with the CFx -layer itself. Thus, the contact angle between the F2-bubble
and the electrode should remain relatively constant, and not change with passivation
as observed (Fig. 4.12). The CFx -layer has been reported to be 1 nm – 3 nm thick
[32] and densification of this layer would justify the change in wetting conditions of
the surface. Its impact, however, would seem to be negated by the mixed-phase layer
sandwiched between the gas phase and the electrode. In addition, the ‘fluidized layer’
model [36, 63] would not be able to explain the transition from spherical bubbles to
lenticular bubbles shortly after the onset of polarization (Fig. 4.12a to 4.12d).
On carbon electrodes that are polarized at F2-generating potentials (>4.0 VSHE),
it is possible that a mixed-phase layer exists where the gas film is the thinnest, namely
at the edges of the electrode (Fig. 8.3) and the interspatial areas between adjacent
bubbles, rather than under the bubbles themselves (i.e., Groult’s model [36, 63]). In
these ‘B’ and ‘C’ regions (Fig. 8.2), the evolved gases would be constantly drawn
towards, and ‘feed’ the adjacent bubble (or diffuse away from the bubble itself). Any
voids in the gas film such as from a detaching bubble or in the wake of a sliding
bubble (on a vertical electrode) would be simply replenished with electrolyte.
8.3 Trends for F2 and H2-Bubble Dynamics in
KF ·2 HF
Following detachment, F2 and H2-bubbles deform as they rise through the molten
KF · 2 HF. The interaction between the gas and liquid phases determine the fluid
dynamics of bubbles in the system. These details are critical in understanding the
differences in the fluid dynamics of bubbles between aqueous systems and MSs.
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8.3.1 Comparison of Velocity and Aspect Ratio of F2 and
H2-Bubbles in KF ·2 HF
The F2 and H2-bubble data sets for rise velocities and aspect ratios plotted together
show the dynamics for the range of bubble sizes in KF · 2 HF (Figures 8.4 and 8.5).
Comparing the Vt of the two gas systems (Fig. 8.4), one can see that the rise
velocities of H2-bubbles seemingly fill in the gap of information in the small-bubble
range (deq < 2 mm) for KF · 2 HF. There is an overlap in the data sets of both systems
occurring in the deq = 2.0 mm – 2.5 mm range, and both bubble systems appear to
approach a localized maximum at deq ≈ 3.5 mm. At this point, however, the Vt of H2-
bubbles appears to be ∼3 cm/s slower than those of F2 for bubbles of comparable size
(Fig. 8.5). The Eb for both bubble systems appears to have similarly-shaped curves
and are consistently offset from each other over the range of bubble sizes measured
(particularly for H2). For a bubble of each gas system to have the same Eb, an
F2-bubble would have an equivalent diameter that is 2 mm wider than that of H2.
Figure 8.4: Rise velocities of F2 and H2-bubbles in KF · 2 HF as a function of
bubble size.
F2 and H2 generated electrochemically on TT carbon electrodes (horizontal, ∼1.1 cm2 and
∼4.2 cm2) in stagnant KF · 2 HF (∼85 ◦C). The measurement error for Vt is 4.1%.
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Figure 8.5: Aspect ratios of F2 and H2-bubbles in KF · 2 HF as a function of
bubble size.
F2 and H2 generated electrochemically on TT carbon electrodes (horizontal, ∼1.1 cm2 and
∼4.2 cm2) in stagnant KF · 2 HF (∼85 ◦C). The measurement error for Eb is 4.1%.
8.3.2 F2 and H2-Bubble Trends in KF ·2 HF
Fluorine
Polynomial and exponential fits were applied to the data set for Vt and Eb
measurements of F2-bubbles (Figures 8.6 and 8.7, respectively) to show the trends in
these two parameters for the range of bubble sizes. The σfit for each of the fits for
Vt and Eb are shown by the dashed lines above and below the fitted curves in the
corresponding figures (Fig. 8.6 and 8.7). The corresponding equations for the fit of
Vt are given by:
Vt,F2(cm/s) = 3.219× 10−1deq3 − 4.877deq2 + 23.35deq − 15.41 (8.1)
where Vt has units of cm/s. Eq. 8.1 has a σfit = ±0.9 cm/s (160 data points). The
corresponding equations for the fit of Eb are given by:
Eb,F2 = 8.680× 10−2 + 1.146e−0.2767deq (8.2)
Eq. 8.2 has a σfit = ±0.03 for all of the data points (160 data points). deq in both
Eqs. 8.1 and 8.2 is given in mm. The methodology used to develop the correlations
for rise velocity and aspect ratio is detailed in Appendix B.
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Figure 8.6: Trend line for F2-bubble rise velocity in KF · 2 HF.
F2 generated electrochemically (at E = 5.5 V, 6.0 V, and 6.5 V) on TT carbon electrodes
(horizontal, ∼1.2 cm2 and 4.2 cm2) in stagnant KF · 2 HF (∼85 ◦C). The σfit for Vt is
±0.9 cm/s and is represented by the dashed lines. The measurement error for Vt is 4.1%.
Figure 8.7: Trend line for F2-bubble aspect ratio in KF · 2 HF.
F2 generated electrochemically (at E = 5.5 V, 6.0 V, and 6.5 V) on TT carbon electrodes
(horizontal, ∼1.2 cm2 and 4.2 cm2) in stagnant KF · 2 HF (∼85 ◦C). The σfit for Eb is
±0.03 and is represented by the dashed lines. The measurement error for Eb is 4.1%.
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A third order polynomial was used to fit the data for Vt (Fig. 8.6) because it could
depict the local maximum and minimum Vt at deq ≈ 3.5 mm and 6.5 mm, respectively.
The maximum occurs because there is a transition in the bubble shape (change in
slope at deq ≈ 3.5 mm, Fig. 8.7) and the front face of the bubble has a larger area on
which the fluid resistance can act upon (Table 3.1), preventing the further increase in
Vt. This leads to a slight decrease in Vt with increasing bubble sizes. The minimum
at deq ≈ 6.5 mm occurs because the increase in buoyancy becomes greater than the
impact of fluid resistance on Vt because the Eb reaches a limit with increasing bubble
size (Fig. 8.7). An exponential function was used to fit the data for Eb (Eq. 8.2)
because the asymptote would depict bubble deformation approaching a finite limit at
large bubble sizes (deq > 6 mm).
Hydrogen
The polynomial and linear fits for Vt and Eb for H2-bubbles over the full range of
bubble diameters are plotted in Figures 8.8 and 8.9, respectively. The σfit for each
of the fits for Vt and Eb are shown by the dashed lines above and below the fitted
curves in the corresponding figures (Figs. 8.8 and 8.9). The corresponding equations
for the fit of Vt are given by:
Vt,H2(cm/s) = −1.068deq3 + 4.408deq2 + 2.277deq − 0.5870 (8.3)
where Vt has units of cm/s. Eq. 8.3 has a σfit = ±0.4 cm/s (75 data points). The
corresponding equation for the fit of Eb is given by:
Eb,H2 = −1.199× 10−1deq + 8.595× 10−1 (8.4)
with a σfit = ±0.04 (75 data points). deq in both Eqs. 8.3 and 8.4 is given in mm.
A third order polynomial was used to fit the data for Vt of H2 (Fig. 8.3) over the
range of bubble sizes. The Vt approaches a minimum at the smallest bubble sizes (at
deq < 0.25 mm, Fig. 8.8). The Vt appears to reach a local maximum above deq ≈
3.0 mm, comparable to the that observed for the Vt of F2 at deq ≈ 3.5 mm (Fig. 8.6).
At this deq, the effect of fluid resistance on the bubble increases causing the Vt to slow
and reach a local maximum. A linear relationship was used to fit the Eb-data for H2
(Fig. 8.9) due to the similarities in the rate of deformation observed for F2 (in the
deq < 4.0 mm ramge). A 2
nd order polynomial provided a better fit, but there is no
basis for the broad bump in the data at deq ≈ 1.5 mm.
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Figure 8.8: Trend line for H2-bubble rise velocity in KF · 2 HF.
H2 generated electrochemically (at I = −0.015 A/cm2 and −0.020 A/cm2) on TT carbon
electrodes (horizontal, ∼1.1 cm2) in stagnant KF · 2 HF (∼85 ◦C). The σfit for Vt is
±0.4 cm/s and is represented by the dashed lines. The measurement error for Vt is 4.1%.
Figure 8.9: Trend line for H2-bubble aspect ratio in KF · 2 HF.
H2 generated electrochemically (at I = −0.015 A/cm2 and −0.020 A/cm2) on TT carbon
electrodes (horizontal, ∼1.1 cm2) in stagnant KF · 2 HF (∼85 ◦C). The σfit for Eb is ±0.04
and is represented by the dashed lines. The measurement error for Eb is 4.1%.
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8.3.3 Bubble Dynamics of F2 and H2 in KF ·2 HF
For small-to-moderate bubble sizes, there is a positive relationship between bubble
size and Vt: larger bubbles exert a greater buoyancy force resulting in larger Vt. When
a bubble is small, it behaves like a solid sphere and is able to slip through eddies in
the electrolyte, maintaining a near-spherical shape (large Eb) [88]. As the volume of
an axi-symmetric bubble increases, the frontal area of the rising bubble will increase
via an rb
2-relationship (Table 3.1). When this occurs, the fluid will exert a greater
resistive force against the rising bubble, causing the bubble to deform (i.e., flatten)
and the Eb to decrease with increasing Vb (Fig. 8.2).
When the equations for Vt and Eb are used together, they illustrate how the
transitions (local maximums and minimums) in Vt are related to the degree of bubble
deformation at a particular bubble size. For instance, the local maximum in Vt for
F2-bubbles at deq ≈ 3.5 mm (Fig. 4.22) marks the transition point from bubbles
that are (mostly) spherical in shape to lenticular ones. This maximum in Vt occurs
because the buoyant forces are counter-balanced by solution resistance effects that
limit the movement of the gaseous body as bubble size increases. This transition
in Vt coincides with the change in slope of the Eb of F2-bubbles (at deq ≈ 4.0 mm,
Fig. 4.22).
By examining how bubbles deform as they rise in solution, one can develop a
better understanding of the fluid dynamics of bubbles in molten fluoride salts (Figs.
4.22 and 4.24). The physical properties of the fluid system highlight the influence of
ρl and γl on the amount of bubble deformation in both of the F2/ and H2/KF · 2 HF
systems. F2 and H2 bubbles experience a moderate decrease in Eb (from ∼0.8 to
∼0.5) at the same rate; however, the deformation of F2 occurs at slightly larger deq
(Fig. 4.22). The Eb of F2 and H2-bubbles in the small bubble range (deq < 4.0 mm,
Figure 8.10) could be fitted to linear, parallel trend lines with identical slopes (−1.14
± 0.01 mm−1). This indicates that bubbles of both gas systems behave similarly and
deform at the same rate in KF · 2 HF. The trend line for F2 is just outside the bounds
of experimental error for H2 (and vice versa) indicating that each gas system should
be evaluated individually (in KF · 2 HF). The offset in the data sets for Eb and Vt for
both gas systems may be attributed to the difference in the density and/or surface
tension of the two gases.
Upon closer inspection, the density of the gases alone cannot explain the difference
in dynamics for F2 and H2 bubbles in KF · 2 HF. This is because the density of molten
KF · 2 HF (1980 kg/m3) is significantly larger than either of the two gases (1.70 kg/m3
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Figure 8.10: Parallel trend lines for aspect ratios of small F2 and H2 bubbles
in KF · 2 HF.
Figure shows that decrease in Eb of F2 and H2 bubbles in KF · 2 HF occurs at the same
rate with increasing bubble size (for deq < 4.0 mm). The offset in the trend lines of the
two gases (by deq ≈ 1.0 mm) is attributed to the difference in density and surface tension
of gases. F2-bubbles deviate from linearity below Eb < 0.5. The error bars range from
8.2% for bubbles with deq < 0.5 mm to 4.1% for bubbles with deq ≥ 2.0 mm.
vs. 0.0688 kg/m3 for F2 and H2, respectively), and the difference in buoyancy for two
bubbles that are equal in size is only 0.08%. This difference is too small to account for
the offset in Vt and Eb alone. The offset is also partially attributed to the difference in
γGL of F2 and H2 in KF · 2 HF (Table 7.1), allowing the F2-bubble to remain compact
until Vb > 2.00×10−2 cm3. Together, the buoyancy and γGL allow the F2-bubble to
rise faster (Fig. 8.4) while avoiding the same amount of deformation experienced by
H2-bubbles at the same bubble size (deq ≈ 2.5 mm, Fig. 8.10). The overlap in the
datasets of Vt at deq = 2.0 mm – 2.5 mm (Fig. 8.4) may show that H2-bubble data can
be used to extrapolate F2-bubble behaviour at even smaller bubble sizes. This may
be particularly true if γGL has a smaller role in bubble dynamics than density at the
smallest bubble sizes. More data will be required to answer this question definitively.
Since density has been evaluated, the next fluid property to evaluate is surface
tension. As previously mentioned, MSs have surface tensions that are significantly
higher than those of aqueous solutions due to the inter-ionic bonding between cations
and anions [11]. The γGL is a contributing factor to the small Eb (≈ 0.25, Fig. 4.22)
achieved by the largest F2-bubbles. The surface tension stabilizes the gas/liquid
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interface and allows bubbles to undergo a greater amount of distortion by preventing
bubble break-up. Prince and Blanch [91] found that salts (in aqueous solutions)
inhibit bubble coalescence and break-up by retarding the thinning of the intervening
liquid film between bubbles. If the concentration of salt is sufficiently high (i.e., in
a MS), the liquid interphase between adjacent bubbles becomes immobilized by the
surface tension gradient that develops during the thinning process [6, 91]. This is one
possible explanation as to why the ellipsoidal F2-bubbles with Eb ≈ 0.25 were able
to remain intact when travelling through the electrolyte. Distortion (i.e., wobbling)
and bubble breakup were also kept at a minimum because the electrolyte within the
electrochemical cell was stagnant (Section 3.5) (to avoid the recombination of F2 and
H2 [4, 26, 30]).
Comparisons can be made between the F2/ and H2/KF · 2 HF bubble systems
and air bubbles in pure and contaminated water (Figure 8.11). First, F2-bubbles in
KF · 2 HF fall within the same size and velocity ranges as air bubbles in pure and
contaminated H2O; however, the Vt of H2-bubbles in the salt are significantly slower
(than air in H2O). Notably, air bubbles in aqueous systems have near-spherical bubble
shapes and follow ‘classical’ dynamics [59, 88, 90, 129]. Second, a transition region
is observed in both F2 and the air/H2O system [88, 105], although the transition for
F2-bubbles occur at larger diameters (deq ≈ 3.5 mm vs. 1.0 mm, respectively). These
initial results indicate that the bubble dynamics in KF · 2 HF MS are comparable to
those in conventional fluids. The accuracy of a given model or correlation developed in
conventional fluids, however, will likely depend on the physico-chemical gas/liquid MS
system in question. For instance, it may be difficult to apply correlations (developed
in conventional fluids) that utilize Vt for the study of the H2/KF · 2 HF bubble system,
particularly in the range of bubble sizes with deq ≈ 0.2 mm – 1 mm.
The differences between bubbles in KF · 2 HF and aqueous systems provides an
indication of the wider applicability of existing numerical correlations to estimate the
behaviour of F2 and H2 bubbles in an MS. One can evaluate a set of
correlations to determine if they can be applied to fluid systems that have physico-
chemical properties (i.e., density and surface tension) that are out of the ‘defined
limits’ of said correlations. Alternatively, new correlations for Vt or Eb can be
developed for MSs if existing correlations are determined to be unsuitable.
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Figure 8.11: Rise velocity of F2 and H2 bubbles in KF · 2 HF plotted with
air/H2O as a function of bubble size.
Overlay of rise velocity of F2 and H2 bubbles in stagnant KF · 2 HF on the boundaries
in the air/water (pure and contaminated) bubble system as a function of bubble size, as
reported by Clift et al. [88].
8.4 Correlations
Correlations for Vt, Eb, and Cd that were developed using data from conventional
fluids are generally applicable to gas-liquid systems with similar physico-chemical
properties. While they are supposed to be applicable to ‘classical’ systems as a whole,
the correlations were evaluated for their ability to be fitted to the data sets for H2
and F2 bubbles in KF · 2 HF (Chapter 5), in order to obtain a reasonable estimate for
the γGL of the gas/fluid system.
It should be pointed out that according to the F2 and H2 data plotted on the
shape map shown in Fig. 5.6, the bubbles follow expected deformation trends and are
positioned in the regions defined for spherical and ellipsoidal bubbles. The transition
between these two shape regions coincide with Eb ≈ 0.7 for both gases (Fig. 8.5).
The offset between the two gas systems is attributed to the differences in both the
density of the gases, as well as the interfacial tension. The γGL for F2 and H2/KF · 2 HF
systems (0.11 N/m and 0.086 N/m for F2 and H2, respectively) and high
ρl of KF · 2 HF, result in the Re versus Eo plots for the two data sets
nearly overlapping at Eo ≈ 1. This is primarily because of the influence of γGL
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on the Eo number. Normalizing the density of the gases had a negligible effect on
the Eo or Mo numbers since ρg has a small contribution to the calculation of Eo and
Mo compared to db, ρl, γGL, or µl. While the importance of both ρg and γGL on the
deformation of bubbles have been shown in the parallel trend lines for Eb (Fig. 8.10),
inputs such as db and Vt are equally critical in predicting the dynamics of a gas/fluid
system. As a result, the shape map is able to broadly characterize F2 and H2-bubble
shapes based on dimensionless numbers more effectively than using ρl, γGL, or µl
alone. Thus, as shown in Fig. 5.6, the deformation of the bubbles in molten KF · 2 HF
follows expected fluid dynamic trends.
8.4.1 Rise Velocity
The examination of correlations for rise velocity (Fig. 5.1) revealed a range of
predictions of bubble behaviour in KF · 2 HF. Kulkarni and Joshi [89] have
demonstrated this variability in bubble behaviour for air or N2 in conventional
fluids such as cold or hot water, mineral oil, and glycerin- or ethanol-water mixes.
The accuracy of the selected correlation appeared to be dependent on the gas/fluid
system in question. The results showed that it was difficult for many simple
correlations to predict experimental bubble behaviour over a large range of
bubble sizes, even in conventional fluids. Some correlations were accurate at small
bubble sizes, but not at moderate-to-large sizes (or vice versa). The versatility of
many correlations can be called into question when it is difficult to establish good
numerical fits with frequently cited relationships in conventional fluids [89].
The Lehrer correlation [101] failed to accurately predict F2-bubble behaviour over
the entire range of bubble sizes in KF · 2 HF (Fig. 5.1). The correlation uses of the
wave theory model, which is known to be ineffective for estimating the behaviour
of small, spherical bubbles (rb < 0.5 mm) [89]. The wave theory model is suited
to γGL-dominated systems [98]; however, behaviour of small bubbles is known to be
dominated by the density of the liquid [89]. For these reasons, the Lehrer correlation
[101] could not yield a good estimate of Vt for F2 in KF · 2 HF. In the correlation
by Clift et al. [88], the authors used Eo and Mo to model the bubble and system
properties; however, the model incorrectly estimated the transition point in bubble
oscillation due to deformation in KF · 2 HF. This resulted in the poor fit to the
experimental results for Vb < 4.00×10−2 cm3 and a significant underestimation of
γGL obtained through this fit. Although the Rodrigue correlation [93] could be fitted
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to the experimental results with low error (Table 5.1), it was determined that the γGL
had to be a value that was well below the γGL of air/H2O (0.072 N/m [12]) for the
correlation to fit the data.
The failure of the fitting process of these correlations can be attributed to the
ρl and γGL of KF · 2 HF, which are much higher than the chemical systems from
which the correlations were developed (i.e., H2O-mixtures and organic fluids). The
dependence of the fluid properties on the bubble dynamics and fitting process is
difficult to identify because the physico-chemical properties that dominate the bubble
dynamics change at different bubble sizes [89]. This is shown by the difference in Vt
between air/H2O and H2/KF · 2 HF at the smallest bubble sizes, and how the data
sets (including F2/KF · 2 HF) converge on the air/H2O system as bubble size increases
(Fig. 8.11). Viscosity was not considered to be a factor in the applicability of these
models for KF · 2 HF since it is within the boundaries defined for the correlations
(Table 2.6).
Of the four models examined, only the Tomiyama equation [98] yielded: 1) an
accurate fit to the Vt of F2 in KF · 2 HF over a large range of bubble sizes
(>1.20×10−2 cm3, Fig. 5.2), and 2) a reasonable estimate of γGL (≈0.11 N/m). The
success of this model is related to the prominent role of Eb in the calculation of Vt
(Eq. 2.14). This is because bubble distortion (i.e., flattening) becomes significant
and has a greater effect on Vt at larger bubble sizes. The influence of γGL on
bubble properties, however, should not be considered in isolation from density. Fluid
properties are dependent on the inter-ionic (or inter-molecular) bonding and the two
properties will change in a similar fashion depending on the ions present
(Table 8.3). Unfortunately, the correlation cannot account for the Vt of small
bubbles (which behave like hard spheres), yielding poor estimates at the
smallest bubble sizes. In addition, the Tomiyama correlation [98] cannot be applied to
systems with higher γGL and ρl without knowledge of Eb values for bubbles at
different volumes. This suggests that the correlation cannot be simply “scaled up” to
gas/fluid systems with much different physicochemical properties without additional
knowledge of the dynamics present. The weakness in the Tomiyama model is that it
does not place an emphasis on the density-related flow properties in the small-bubble
range.
For small bubbles, the fluid density plays an overwhelming role in the profile
and flow characteristics of the bubble [89] due to the small volume and interfacial
area. For large bubbles, the contribution of interfacial tension increases because
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there is a greater contact area between the two phases, and the effect of fluid density
on Vt is minimized by the larger drag forces arising from deformation. The high
density of a MS means that large bubbles undergo greater deformation than similarly
sized bubbles in H2O-based systems (Fig. 5.3). Thus, correlations developed in
conventional fluid systems can be applied to MSs if they can account for bubble
deformation. While there are many similarities in the dynamics, even small bubbles
in MSs cannot be readily assumed to behave like perfect spheres, because of the
deformation that occurs.
8.4.2 Aspect Ratio
The shape and velocity of a free bubble is dependent on the initial deformation at
the time of detachment from the surface (or, outlet) [98, 104]. Bubbles that are
generated rapidly tend to undergo a greater amount of initial deformation and have
unstable (non-linear) rising paths. This is in contrast to bubbles that are generated
slowly in quiescent fluids, which are considered to have low initial shape deformation
and lower Vt. The F2 and H2-bubbles in these experiments were generated on a flat,
horizontal, upward-facing electrode in a stagnant electrolyte. The F2 and H2-bubbles
were generated slowly and the detachment could not be associated with internal
kinetic forces associated with typical gas-injection systems [27]. Thus, deformation of
the bubbles at steady state was only attributed to the intrinsic properties of the fluid
(density, surface tension, and viscosity), and not external forces such as fluid flow.
The results in Fig. 5.3 show that correlations for Eb developed from bubble
systems in conventional fluids have mixed success at predicting F2-bubble
deformation in KF · 2 HF. The Moore [99] and Kelbaliyev and Ceylan [104]
correlations only use the We number to describe the system, and so they are
moderately influenced by the γGL. Using the estimated γGL-value of 0.10 N/m,
the underestimation of Eb by the Moore correlation [99] for medium and large-sized
bubbles made it is clear that it was not suited to estimate the γGL of F2/KF · 2 HF.
Despite the estimates being within the margins of error at the smallest bubble sizes,
fitting the correlation to the measured Eb (Fig. 5.4) resulted in a significant
underestimation of the γGL (Table 5.2). The effect of fluid density on the accuracy
of the fits was also evaluated: reducing ρl to 1000 kg/m
3 (from 1980 kg/m3) resulted
in higher estimated Eb, because the electrolyte would impart less fluid resistance to
bubble flows and cause less deformation. The influence of the density of KF · 2 HF on
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Eb could not be determined accurately for small bubbles (db < 1.2 mm), because the
correlations simply estimated that these bubbles should be perfectly spherical (i.e.,
Eb ≈ 1.0, Fig. 5.7). In reality, the high ρl and γGL of KF · 2 HF caused a greater
amount of deformation than could be predicted in the correlations. Based on the
analysis, the data for the small bubble range is largely unsuitable for the estimation
of γGL of KF · 2 HF because of the dominance of fluid density on bubble shapes [89].
The Dong et al. correlation [17] was the only relationship that yielded estimates of
Eb that were within the margins of error for small bubbles (Fig. 5.7), and accurately
estimated the deformation of medium-to-large sized F2-bubbles (Fig. 5.5). The curve
for Eb produced by the correlation best reflected how deformation (and Eb) reaches a
limit at the largest bubble sizes (Fig. 5.7a), where deformation reaches a limit prior to
bubble break-up. The authors pointed out that bubble shape is governed mainly by
inertia, viscosity, and surface tension, and so the correlation was developed to use the
Re and Eo numbers to characterize the system (Eq. 2.17). The combination of Re and
Eo has been shown to be an effective measure of the bubble shape and dynamics (Fig.
5.6), and should yield results that are more accurate than correlations that simply
use the We number (Eqs. 2.15 and 2.15a). Since the correlation could be fitted to
either medium or large-sized bubbles, estimates for the γGL of F2/KF · 2 HF from each
fit were 0.11 N/m and 0.18 N/m, respectively (Table 5.2). Fitting the correlation to
the middle of the range of We (medium-sized bubbles), however, yielded less error
(averaged) over the entire range of bubble sizes. The best results were achieved using
a γGL ≈ 0.110 N/m (Table 5.3).
Comparing the correlations using the data sets for F2 and H2 as a function of We
number, it is clear how well each model estimates Eb over several orders of magnitude
of We. The Dong et al. correlation [17] yielded the best results in the low-We
number range (Eb just within the margins of error for We < 1, Fig. 5.7), and fitted
the results well for We > 3. In comparison, the Moore [99] and Kelbaliyev and Ceylan
[104] correlations overestimated the Eb by ∼0.1 for We < 1, and overestimated Eb at
We > 1 to varying degrees. The error in the estimated Eb in the low-We range could
not be attributed only to fluid density, but also to errors in measurement: for small
bubbles, a difference of 1 pixel can lead to 20% error for a bubble that is only 5 pixels
wide. Once measurement errors of 8.2% in the low-We range were accounted for, the
Dong et al. correlation [17] was considered to have provided a good estimate over
the entire range of We (Fig. 5.7b). Likewise, the correlation accurately predicted the
trend in the decay of Eb-values for increasing We numbers (Fig. 5.7a). Thus, a new
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correlation using Re and Eo numbers and the framework described by Dong et al.
[17] was developed for use for F2/KF · 2 HF or other MSs.
Simple correlations for Eb that were developed using only the We number [99,
104] are not suitable for predicting bubble deformation in MSs. Bubble deformation
was underestimated using these correlations because the fluid properties (namely, ρl
and γGL) of KF · 2 HF have values significantly larger than those of conventional or
IL systems. As a result, the fluid properties of KF · 2 HF introduce higher solution
resistances that could not be accounted for by using only the We number. Dong et
al. [17] showed that using more than one dimensionless number (namely, Re and
Eo) produced a better representation of the gas/fluid interaction resulting in a more
accurate prediction of Eb (Fig. 5.7). This combination of dimensionless numbers used
accurately describes the dynamics in the system, as shown in the shape map (Fig.
5.6). This allows the correlation to produce an Eb-decay curve that is comparable
in shape to the measured Eb-curve for KF · 2 HF (Fig. 5.7) despite the MS having a
much higher ρl and γGL compared to H2O- or, IL-based systems.
Based on the analysis of the correlations for Eb, the best estimate for the γGL
of F2/KF · 2 HF was obtained using the Dong et al. correlation [17] with a γGL ≈
0.11 N/m. When the same correlation was fitted to the large-bubble region (which
had the most data points), the σfit for smaller bubbles (We < 4) increased. The
estimated γGL in this fit was ∼0.18 N/m, which is higher than pure molten KF by
∼0.040 N/m (Table 8.3). As previously mentioned, it is not realistic for KF · 2 HF
to have a γGL in this range. Finally, although the fitted correlation by Moore [99]
yielded lower error in all three ranges of bubble sizes (Table 5.2), the estimated γGL
= 0.040 N/m was much lower than the γGL of air/H2O, and uncharacteristically low
for a MS.
8.4.3 Drag Correlation
The trend in Cd for H2 and F2 bubbles are similar so the discussion will simply
differentiate between small and large bubble sizes rather than gas systems separately.
The transition region in a Cd versus Re curve is a critical indicator of the
limits of deformation of a bubble in relation to the interaction between the gas and
liquid phases. This is because bubbles do not usually follow the ideal boundary layer
conditions by being a solid sphere. Plotting the Cd-Re curve for F2 and H2-bubbles in
KF · 2 HF is a necessary step to understand the dynamics of the system, and Fig. 5.9
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shows the dynamics of a wide range of bubble sizes in the MS. In the low-Re range,
the Cd versus Re relationship for small bubbles adhere to Stokes’ law (Eq. 2.18),
which focuses on very small velocities of solid spheres in a viscous fluid (Re  1).
For small bubbles under these ideal conditions, the inertial force is considered to be
insignificant in comparison to the viscosity force, and the boundary layer conditions
are negligible [106]. These results are consistent with findings by Rodrigue [87], who
reported that bubbles in the low-Re number range (Re < 10) behave similarly despite
having very different Mo numbers. This is because the movement of small bubbles is
dominated by the drag force, and the buoyancy force becomes more influential only
as the bubble increases in size [55]. A dominant force which acts on the bubble arises
because the drag (Eq. 3.12) and buoyancy forces (Eq. 6.2b) of a spherical body are
proportional to the square and cube of the diameter, respectively. Thus, an increase
in bubble volume changes the influence of one force relative to the other which alters
the interfacial dynamics of the rising body.
Evaluating the Cd of bubbles in KF · 2 HF using selected correlations (Fig. 5.10)
shows how the gas/fluid interaction in a MS differs from the behaviour of bubbles in
conventional fluids. The Clift et al. [88] and Rodrigue [87] correlations are well-suited
to predicting the behaviour of bubbles with Re < 50. These bubbles are generally
small and spherical in shape (Fig. 5.6). Of the correlations evaluated, only the
Rodrigue correlation [87] predicted the position of the transition region in the Cd
versus Re-plot and accounted for the drag past this region. The predicted Cd after
the transition was 50% smaller than the experimental values, which was attributed
to the high deformation of F2-bubbles (Eb ≈ 0.25) with Re > 75 (Fig. 5.10). This is
not unusual since it is difficult to predict the location of the minimum-Cd (vs. Re) as
well as the bubble behaviour at higher Re numbers for systems with low-Mo numbers
(≤ 10−6) [87]. The Rodrigue correlation [87] was developed from large and diverse
data sets of conventional fluids and used more than one dimensionless number (Re
and Mo) to describe the gas/fluid system. Overall, the Rodrigue correlation [87]
is effective for predicting the dynamics for small bubbles, for providing an accurate
prediction of the minimum in the Cd versus Re curve, as well as for providing a
reasonable prediction for Cd at higher Re values.
The Tomiyama [98] correlation failed to predict the behaviour of bubbles with Re
< 30, but provided an excellent estimate of Cd for larger and more deformed bubbles
with Re ≥ 40 (Fig. 5.10). The Eb has a critical role in the Tomiyama correlation
(Eq. 2.20) [98], which was developed for bubbles with a high Re number in a surface
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tension-dominated system [130]. The correlation poorly estimated the Cd of bubbles
with low-Re, which confirms that it is not suitable for bubbles under these conditions.
This is consistent with the poor fit by the correlation for Vt for the smallest F2 bubbles
(Vb < 0.012 cm
3, Fig. 5.2) (the correlation for Cd (Eq. 2.23) was developed using
the same dependence on Eb). The correlation, however, is effective for predicting
the Cd of bubbles with Re ≥ 60 (with db ≥ 4 mm). A majority of the F2-bubbles
measured satisfied this requirement and would be within the limits of the Tomiyama
correlation [98], which was not the case for most of the H2-bubbles generated. Thus,
it was determined that this correlation was not suitable for the estimation of γGL due
to its limited applicability for smaller bubble sizes.
Finally, the Dong et al. correlation [17] performed very poorly over the range of
Re numbers evaluated. The correlation was developed to account for the interactions
between positive and negatively charged ions in solution, and should have provided
the most relevant correlation for predicting bubble behaviour in MSs (which are a
class of ILs). This did not prove to be the case because the model was only valid for
Re between 20 and 40 (Fig. 5.10) and did not account for the transition region or
subsequent behaviour. One explanation is that the correlation was developed using
a data set for bubbles with a limited range of Cd and Re values and did not extend
past the transition region. Based on the results for the Dong et al. [17] correlation
for both F2 and H2 data in KF · 2 HF, it can be concluded that this correlation is
unsuitable for predicting bubble behaviour in KF · 2 HF MS.
Only the Rodrigue correlation [87] yielded a good estimation of Cd over a wide
range of Re numbers. The other correlations were effective only over limited ranges
of Re values (Fig. 5.10): 1) the Clift et al. correlation[88] for small, spherical bubbles
in the low-Re range; 2) the Tomiyama correlation [98] for large, ellipsoidal bubbles in
the high-Re range; and, 3) the Dong et al. correlation [17] for medium-sized bubbles
in the transition region. Interfacial tension was found to have a larger role in the
shape and drag characteristics of bubbles with larger Re-numbers (and bubble sizes),
while the drag on smaller bubbles was more dependent on ρ and was insensitive to
changes in γGL (Fig. 5.11).
An analysis of γGL-values in the Rodrigue correlation [87] (Fig. 5.11) indicated
that γGL has a minor role in the drag of rising bubbles. The correlation provided
a good estimation of the Cd versus Re behaviour for the experimental values with
a γGL = 0.10 N/m. One would have to decrease the γGL to 0.050 N/m to yield
a better fit to the Cd-values for bubbles in KF · 2 HF at (and past) the transition
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region. A γGL = 0.050 N/m, however, is smaller than the γGL of air/H2O [12] or the
value calculated from the numerical model (Table 7.1). In addition, this γGL-value
and does not fit the trend for concentrated salt solutions or bulky halide salts (Table
8.3). As a result, fitting the original Rodrigue correlation for Cd (Eq. 2.21) [87] to
the F2 and H2-bubble data would cause the γGL to be underestimated (Fig. 5.11).
The Rodrigue correlation [87] modified with Stokes’ relationships for solid and semi-
inviscid spheres (Eqs. 5.3 and 5.4) yielded better fits for the F2 and H2 bubbles with
Re < 100 (Fig. 5.12). Fitting the modified-Rodrigue correlation (Eqs. 5.3 and 5.4)
to the experimental results yield γGL-values ranging from 0.090 N/m to 0.11 N/m,
as shown by the excellent overall fit achieved for the Cd-values (Fig. 5.12). This
suggests that the behaviour of F2 and H2 bubbles in KF · 2 HF are better represented
as solid or semi-inviscid spheres, rather than purely inviscid spheres. This analysis
of the Rodrigue correlation [87] shows bubbles in KF · 2 HF behave in a predictable
manner and that equations developed in conventional fluids for Cd may be suitable
for MSs with slight modifications.
While γGS and γGL largely determine the size and shape of an attached bubble,
the influence of γGL on the bubble dynamics decreases after it has detached from a
surface. Through the evaluation of the correlations for Vt, Eb, and Cd, a majority of
the correlations overestimated Vt and underestimated Eb. These correlations could
not be used to estimate the γGL of F2/KF · 2 HF accurately because unrealistically
large (or, small) γGL-values would be required to fit the correlations to the data. An
issue is that the ρl and γGL of MSs are sufficiently different from aqueous systems that
one cannot simply isolate the influence of each property in a correlation. Thus, more
data from different gas/MS bubble systems is required to produce suitable correlations
for this class of fluid.
8.5 Other Consideration of Accuracy
The increasing availability and decreasing cost of computational power allowed
correlations to have more variables and be more complex (Eqs. 2.23 and 2.21 by
Tomiyama [98] and Rodrigue [87], respectively) compared to earlier work. The year
a correlation was published generally had a positive effect on its accuracy predicting
bubble dynamics, particularly for correlations for Vt and Eb which showed a marked
improvement in performance over a greater range of bubble sizes compared to older
correlations. This is evident when comparing the accuracy of the Lehrer correlation
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[101] with the Tomiyama correlation [98] for Vt (Fig. 5.1), and the Moore correlation
[99] with the Dong et al. correlation [17] for Eb (Fig. 5.7).
The Rodrigue correlation [87] was the only relationship that effectively fit the
data for Cd (Fig. 5.10) despite its early year of publication. This can be explained by
the fact that the Dong et al. correlation [17] was developed using data from only 3
imidazolium ILs while the Rodrigue correlation [87] used over 20 data sets of different
gas/fluid systems that spanned a greater range of Cd and Re values. The use of more
data made it possible to develop the correlation for a wider range of fluid properties,
bubble dynamics, and bubble sizes.
8.6 Comparison of the Calculations for Interfacial
Tension
The curve fitting of correlations for Vt, Eb, and Cd (Table 5.5) served as an
independent means of verifying the γGL calculated from the numerical force balance
model. These estimates were also compared with estimated values from numerical
relationships developed by Aqra [13] and Marcus [80] for 1:1 molten halide salts.
The Tomiyama correlation for Vt [98] emphasized the effect of bubble deformation
on retarding bubble flows and achieves a reasonably good fit for γGL ≈ 0.11 N/m
(Fig. 5.2). The Dong correlation for Eb [17] provided an accurate estimate of bubble
deformation in the middle range of We numbers, with a γGL ≈ 0.11 N/m (Fig. 5.5).
The use of Re×Eo in the correlation provided a good representation of the interface
between the bubble and fluid (Fig. 5.6), which enabled the accurate modelling of
the trend for Eb with increasing We (Fig. 5.7a). A γGL ≈ 0.18 N/m was required
to obtain a good fit in the high-We range, which negatively impacted the fit in
the middle range. This larger value is uncharacteristically high and did not fit into
the trend for simple halide salts (Table 8.3). For this reason, the higher value was
discarded. Finally, the Rodrigue correlation for Cd [87] produced a straight line for
Re < 10 (Fig. 5.11) consistent with Stokes’ relationship for inviscid spheres (Eq.
2.19). For the correlation to achieve a good fit at (and past) the transition region
(i.e., moderate to large-sized F2-bubbles), a γGL ≈ 0.050 N/m was required. This
value is unrealistically low for the chemical composition of KF · 2 HF since the γGL for
air/H2O is 0.072 N/m [12]. As a result, because of the good fit achieved by the Stokes’
equations in the Re < 10 range (Fig. 5.9), the Rodrigue correlation [87] was modified
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using Stokes’ relationships for solid and semi-inviscid spheres. The new correlations
(Eqs. 5.3 and 5.4) yielded excellent fits for Re < 100, only underestimating Cd by a
small margin at the largest Re (and, bubble sizes). Fitting these two relationships
to the experimental data would yield estimates of γGL of (0.10 ± 0.005) N/m (Table
7.1). Based on the fits of the correlations for Vt, Eb, and Cd, a γGL-value ranging
from 0.10 N/m to 0.11 N/m yielded the most accurate results over the largest range
of system characteristics (We, Re, etc.).
The γGL-value calculated from the numerical force balance model for F2/KF · 2 HF
(0.11 N/m, Table 7.1) falls within the range of γGL-values obtained from the curve
fitting (0.10 N/m to 0.11 N/m). While the γGL-value is just outside of the range
of simple binary and eutectic molten halide salts (Table 8.3), this is not unexpected
given that KF · 2 HF is not a pure salt. The γGL-value calculated is consistent with
the trends for concentrated salt solutions [124] which are mixtures of ionic, covalent,
and H-bonding networks. Thus, the estimate from the curve fitting independently
verifies the γGL-value from the numerical model, adding support to the ability of the
model to estimate interfacial tension from bubble Vb and θ.
Numerical relationships were developed by Aqra [13] and Marcus [80] to estimate
the γGL of simple, 1:1 (cation:anion) MSs. These relationships are limited to simple
salts and the calculated values were validated using experimentally measured values
[13, 80, 81]. The ions in simple alkali salts are typically treated as hard spheres
with cations and anions in a 1:1 stoichiometry [13]. Eutectic (or, multi-component)
MSs are complicated by a mixture of cation and anion clusters that form once the salt
reaches the liquid state. Simon et al. [23] had reported that KF · 2 HF yields HnFn+1 –
(n ≤ 3) clusters (Fig. 2.2) which are mixed with KFH+ in solution. These structures
(both the anions and cations) are very different than the hard sphere model of ionic
bonding, and are better represented by diffuse spheres.
Using the relationship by Aqra [13] with inputs from Simon et al. [24], the
calculated surface tension for KF · 2 HF was only ∼0.025 N/m (Appendix A), which
is significantly lower than the γGL calculated by the force balance (0.11 N/m, Table
7.1) and those expected for molten halide salts (Table 8.3). A possible reason that
the Aqra relationship [13] underestimated the γGL is the larger inter-nuclear distance
and ratio of ionic radii of ions in KF · 2 HF compared to simple 1:1 salts. The radius
of the KFH+ ion is much larger than HF2
– (assuming a simple, non-cluster anion),
which is atypical for simple salts that generally have ratios of ionic radii that are
less than 1. In addition, the KFH+ ion is a bent, linear shape with a structure that
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resembles a diffuse cloud rather than a hard-sphere model. Both the larger inter-
nuclear distance and ionic radius lead to an estimated γGL of KF · 2 HF that is
significantly lower than the values estimated from correlations (Chapter 5),
calculated from the numerical model (Table 7.1), and even that of H2O [12]. In
addition, the numerical relationships by Aqra [13] and Marcus [80] do not adequately
consider the excess surface potentials [79] or extended hydrogen bonding network for
H-F molecules.
The γGL-values calculated from the numerical force balance model for F2 and
H2/KF · 2 HF are 0.11 N/m and 0.087 N/m (Table 7.1), respectively. These two
γGL-values yield the most accurate estimates of bubble dynamics using the selected
correlations for Vt, Eb, and Cd.
8.7 Development of Correlations for Molten Salts
8.7.1 Rise Velocity
Deficiencies in existing correlations for Vt and Eb developed from conventional fluid
systems for use in MSs were identified in Chapter 5. Using the bubble data for F2 and
H2 in KF · 2 HF (Table D.3 and D.4) a correlation for Vt as a function of rb (Equation
8.5) was developed, which took account for the ρl and γGL of the MS. The methodology
used to develop the correlation for rise velocity is detailed in Appendix B. Since the
correlation was developed using a single MS system (KF · 2 HF), a correction factor
was included to adapt the model to other solution densities. The correlation is divided
into two equations which are applicable to different bubble sizes (db < 2.0 mm and db
≥ 2.0 mm, Eq. 8.5) and connected through the variable k (Eq. 8.5c). The correlation
is applicable for fluids with properties of ρl = 1980 kg/m
3, γGL = 0.11 N/m, and µl =
0.024 N · s/m2. The F2 and H2-bubble data set with the correlation plotted is shown
in Figure 8.12.
The correlation for Vt of bubbles in KF · 2 HF is separated by the bubble size. For
db < 2.0 mm,




· 7.507× 10−4 · k−3.421 (8.5a)
with a σfit = ± 4.6 × 10−3 m/s; and, for db ≥ 2.0 mm,
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Figure 8.12: Correlation of Vt of bubbles in KF · 2 HF as a function of db.
Correlation for Vt of bubbles in KF · 2 HF plotted against experimental F2 and H2-data.
Bubbles were generated on horizontal TT carbon electrodes in KF · 2 HF (∼85 ◦C). The
σfit = ±0.01 m/s over the entire range of bubble sizes. The measurement error for bubble
rise velocity is 4.1%.
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(8.5b)






There is a σfit = ±0.01 cm/s over the entire range of bubble sizes examined (db
< 12.0 mm).
The correlation of Vt for each range of bubble sizes was necessary to account for
the change in dynamics for the deforming bubble. Eq. 8.5a is applicable for small,
spherical bubbles, while Eq. 8.5b is applicable to moderately deformed, ellipsoidal
bubbles. As previously mentioned, small bubbles (i.e., H2, Fig. 5.6) behave like hard
spheres and the change in Vt of H2 resembled a power law trend for db < 2.0 mm (Fig.
8.4). The buoyancy (Eq. 6.2b) of a spherical bubble increases with the cube of rb and
the sharp increase in Vt occurs because H2-bubbles undergo little-to-no deformation
in this range of bubble size. As a result, they are able to slip through the fluid as they
rise through the MS. As bubble size increases to ≥0.002 m, deformation occurs and
increases the frontal area causing sufficient drag to slow the bubble and Vt remains
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relatively constant up to db ≈ 0.012 m. The results of a sensitivity analysis to account
for the effect of density on the correlation are shown in Figure 8.13. The analysis
shows that an increase in ρl causes a corresponding decrease in bubble Vt due to a
larger fluid resistance. For ρl ≈ 1000 kg/m3 (Fig. 8.13), bubbles with a deq > 2.0 mm
have rise velocities that are within the range for aqueous fluid systems (Vt = 15 cm/s
– 35 cm/s, Fig. 2.9 [88]). The correlation yields good results in the simple test case
evaluated, but must be validated using alternative gas/MS fluid systems.
Figure 8.13: Sensitivity of fluid density in the Vt of bubbles in KF · 2 HF.
Results of sensitivity analysis of ρl in correlation for rise velocity of bubbles in KF · 2 HF
over the entire range of bubble sizes.
8.7.2 Aspect Ratio
A correlation for the Eb of bubbles rising in KF · 2 HF was also developed to account
for the density and surface tension of the gas/fluid system. This correlation applies
the combination of dimensionless numbers, Re · Eo, which provides a more accurate
description of the bubble shape and gas/fluid system properties, as shown by the
bubble shape map for F2 and H2-bubbles (Fig. 5.6). The methodology used to
develop the correlation for aspect ratio is detailed in Appendix B. The correlation for
Eb as a function of Re · Eo is given as:
Eb =
1.00 + 0.0016Re · Eo
1.27 + 0.0068Re · Eo
(8.6)
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with a σfit = ±0.04. The results of the correlation are presented in a semi-log plot
to highlight the low-Re · Eo (small bubble) region (Figure 8.14a). The correlation is
also plotted to show the change in Eb with increasing bubble size (Fig. 8.14b).
(a)
(b)
Figure 8.14: Correlation of aspect ratio of bubbles in KF · 2 HF as a function
of Re · Eo.
Correlation for Eb of bubbles in KF · 2 HF as a function of Re · Eo plotted against
experimental F2 and H2-data. Correlations are plotted against: a) semi-log Re · Eo (to
highlight small-Re · Eo region), and b) db. Bubbles were generated on horizontal TT
carbon electrodes in KF · 2 HF (∼85 ◦C). The σfit = 0.04 over the entire range of bubble
sizes. The measurement error for bubble aspect ratio is 4.1%.
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Due to the deformation at the smallest bubble sizes (Re ·Eo < 1), the correlation
is not able to estimate Eb-values > 0.8 (Fig. 5.7). This limitation is attributed to
the density of the MS, which causes significant deformation of the bubbles even at
the smallest bubble sizes (db ≈ 0.27 mm). A sensitivity analysis was conducted to
examine the influence of γGL on the estimated Eb (Figure 8.15). There was a negligible
change in the estimate of Eb in the low-Re · Eo region for different γGL (±20% from
value presented in Table 7.1); however, a small shift in the estimate (of Eb) occurs for
Re · Eo > 30. This shift arises because the γGL has a greater role in fluid dynamics
at larger bubble sizes compared to the forces present for small, spherical bubbles [89].
This correlation could be used to estimate the γGL of a MS, but would depend on
accurate measurements of db, Eb, and Vt in the new fluid systems. Additional data
sets from gas/MS fluid systems are required to both expand upon and improve the
accuracy of the model in the low-Re · Eo range, as well as validate the model itself.
Figure 8.15: Sensitivity analysis of γGL on correlation for aspect ratio of
bubbles in KF · 2 HF.
Results of sensitivity analysis of γGL on correlation for Eb presented in Eq. 8.6 plotted as
a function of Re · Eo. The measurement error for bubble aspect ratio is 4.1%.
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8.8 Gas-Solid Interfacial Tension and Bubble
Shape
The calculated γGS and γGL values for the F2 and H2/C(Fx )/KF · 2 HF systems
(Table 7.1) help explain the differences in the bubble shape and detachment
mechanism in industrial F2-generating systems. On vertical electrodes, F2-bubbles
characteristically slide up the face of the carbon anode while H2-bubbles readily
detach and drift away from the surface in industrial conditions [4]. The small γGS
of non-spherical F2-bubbles (0.041 N/m, Table 7.1) and large anchor (contact) area
indicate that strong, adhesive forces inhibit bubble detachment from the electrode
surface. These forces are the (gas-solid) surface tension and electrostatics, which
cause F2-bubbles to slide up the surface of the electrode during bubble rise rather
than away from the electrode itself (as in the case of H2) [4, 30]. The stabilizing effect
of the large anchor area makes the bubble less sensitive to changes in Vb, and makes it
possible for the bubble to grow as it slides up the side of the electrode. This is
consistent with the increase in Vb that can be supported on the electrode while
maintaining force balance conditions with minimal changes in the γGS (Fig. 7.1b).
This adhesive force is also shown by the formation of the gas film that envelops
the electrode surface shortly after the start of anodic polarization (Fig. 4.12f). In
contrast, H2-bubbles have much larger γGS-values (0.18 N/m, Table 7.1), but the
adhesive forces occur over a much smaller (anchor) area. This makes the bubble
more sensitive to an increase in Vb (via growth or coalescence) and will rapidly
detach from the surface once the critical volume is reached. In addition, minimal
(residual) gas remains on the surface following detachment of the H2 bubbles, which
is in stark contrast to F2 (Fig. 4.9). The difference in γGS (Table 7.1) and
bubble shape (Figs. 4.8 and 4.15) show the difference in detachment characteristics
for the two gas systems despite the FER and HER in KF · 2 HF being complementary
reactions.
The analysis of the correlations (Chapter 5) and the numerical force balance model
(Chapter 6) independently found that that the γGL for F2/KF · 2 HF is ∼0.11 N/m
(Table 7.1). This independent calculation is validation that the model yields suitable
estimates for the γGS and γGL, and that the calculated γGL-value follows the trends
present in other chemical systems. The γGL-value is in between the γGL of air/H2O
and air/KF owing to the mixed ionic-covalent nature of the bonding in KF · 2 HF. The
γGL is crucial in determining the bubble shape after detachment from the electrode.
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While the density of KF · 2 HF causes the bubbles to deform (down to Eb ≈ 0.25) and
gives rise to the ellipsoidal bubble shape, the surface tension (and the stabilizing effect
of concentrated salt solutions on the interfaces [91]) is the crucial factor in preventing
bubble break-up as the bubble rises through the fluid. H2/KF · 2 HF has a smaller
γGL (0.085 N/m, Table 7.1), which causes bubble detachment to occur at smaller
bubble sizes and minimizing the deformation that is experienced by the bubble as it
rises through solution (Fig. 8.5).
8.9 Summary of Discussion
F2-bubbles undergo a rapid spherical-to-lenticular transition in bubble shape as the
surface becomes fluorinated and the wetting conditions change. A sharp initial
increase in Vb and θ during this transition slows as the properties of the CFx -layer
reaches steady state conditions. Two equations (Eqs. 4.1 and 4.2) were developed
relating the contact angle to the profile of the lenticular bubble (height, width, and
anchor width), which itself is related to the wetting conditions between the bubble
and electrode surface. The gaseous F2-film that is characteristic of F2-generation
on C(Fx ) forms because the increase in wetting between the two phases causes the
edges of two (or more) large lenticular bubbles to merge and coalesce into a single
gas phase. The FER is maintained because the CFx -layer (and therefore, the γGS)
on the surface of the electrode is heterogeneous, which provides multiple pathways
for electron transfer. H2-bubble generation in KF · 2 HF is differentiated from F2 by
the formation and rapid detachment of small spherical bubbles from the electrode.
Detachment becomes inhibited when a thin CFx -layer alters the surface tension of
the electrode. This results in bubble detachment becoming sporadic, an increase in
coalescence, and a four-fold increase in bubble size (on average). Despite the change
in detachment characteristics, the wetting between H2 and the CFx -layer remained
poor. Likewise, a contiguous gas film never forms on the surface during H2-generation,
unlike the FER.
A numerical force balance model calculated the interfacial tension at the
gas/liquid/solid interfaces of lenticular and spherical F2 and H2 bubbles. This model
focused on lenticular and spherical for the F2/KF · 2 HF chemical system, and was
verified using parameters for spherical H2-bubbles in KF · 2 HF (Section 4.3.2). The
lenticular F2-bubble profiles were used along with the Vb and θ to calculate the
γGS for different surface conditions of the electrode. The calculated γGS-values of
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F2/KF · 2 HF are consistent with the range of bubble shapes, sizes, and electrode
conditions: γGS ≈ 0.19 N/m for small, spherical bubbles on a new electrode surface,
and γGS ≈ 0.010 N/m for large, lenticular bubbles on a fluorinated surface. Spherical
bubbles require large γGS-values to maintain contact with the surface because they
have small anchor areas. The transition from a surface well-wetted by electrolyte and
generating spherical bubbles to a poorly-wetted (passivated) electrode enveloped by
lenticular bubbles was quantified. The γGS-values for bubbles decreased during the
transition in bubble shape due to the expansion in the anchor area of the bubble.
The numerical model calculated the γGL for F2/KF · 2 HF (≈0.11 N/m), which was
consistent with the trend for simple molten halide salts (Table 8.3). The γGL-value
is indicative of an attractive interaction between the gas and liquid phases, which
stabilizes the interface and prevents bubble break-up upon detachment (despite small
Eb-values). The calculated γGS values for H2/C(Fx ) in KF · 2 HF are consistent with
the spherical bubble shape observed before and after CFx -formation on the electrode
(Fig. 4.15d). A force balance was achieved for both F2 and H2 bubbles on C(Fx )
surfaces in KF · 2 HF, and the γGS-values clearly show the differentiation between
lenticular and spherical bubbles on flat surfaces.
Correlations for Vt, Eb, and Cd developed in conventional fluids were fitted to the
data sets of F2 and H2 in KF · 2 HF to obtain an independent estimate of the γGL.
Unfortunately, no single correlation was accurate over the entire range of bubble sizes
for any of the comparisons for Vt, Eb, or Cd. The correlations for Vt (Eqs. 2.11
to 2.14) largely overestimated velocity over the range of bubble sizes because they
assumed that the bubbles were spherical in shape. Only the Tomiyama correlation [98]
produced an excellent fit for the Vt of F2-bubbles with a reasonable γGL (0.11 N/m)
because the correlation accounted for bubble deformation. This γGL-value is within
the range for molten halide salts. Due to the high degree of bubble deformation
in this system, the Eb cannot be disregarded in the calculation of Vt. The high
density of KF · 2 HF and other MSs (Table 2.2) creates larger solution resistances for
bubbles than aqueous systems, causing more deformation and lower Vt than predicted
by most of the correlations. It is also due to density that the correlations for Eb
underestimated the amount of deformation experienced by the bubbles, particularly
in the small bubble range. Bubble deformation was predicted accurately through
the novel use of the product of Re and Eo, because it provided a more accurate
representation of the gas-liquid dynamics (Fig. 5.6) compared to the use of We (by
itself). Fitting the correlations to medium-sized bubbles yielded estimates for the
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γGL between 0.090 N/m and 0.11 N/m.
The Cd for spherical F2 and H2-bubbles in KF · 2 HF were easily fitted by Stokes’
Laws, indicating that the drag behaviour of spherical bubbles in a MS is predictable
and consistent with known trends in conventional fluids (Fig. 5.9). Few correlations
for Cd were well-adapted for fluids with higher density, and produced accurate fits only
for limited ranges of bubble sizes. Only the Rodrigue correlation [87] accounted for
bubble deformation and drag behaviour in (and past) the transition region. Bubbles
in this region are well-defined ellipsoids and not spheres. Unfortunately, fitting the
correlation to the transition region of the Cd vs. Re curve required a γGL ≈ 0.050 N/m,
which is significantly lower than expected for a halide salt (Table 2.2). Thus, the
Rodrigue correlation [87] was modified with Stokes’ laws for solid and semi-inviscid
spheres and could almost be fitted over the entire range of Re-values (Fig. 5.12). The
modified correlations were fitted to the data sets of F2 and H2 in KF · 2 HF yielding
estimates that were in the range of the γGL-value calculated from the numerical model
(0.090 N/m – 0.11 N/m).
Estimated values of the γGL (F2/KF · 2 HF) from correlations (Table 5.5)
support the γGL calculated from the numerical model (0.11 N/m). Values that were
significantly larger (e.g., 0.18 N/m) were not valid because they were outside of the
range of γGL for pure MSs (Table 2.2). Estimates of γGL that were smaller than the
γGL of air/H2O (0.072 N/m [12]) were also considered to be unrealistic based on the
bonding and composition of KF · 2 HF.
Due to the multivariable nature of the correlations, the contribution of γl to the
dynamics of the gas-fluid system cannot be isolated from ρl. Simple correlations
developed in conventional fluids could not be fitted over the entire range of bubble
sizes that were measured in MSs because of bubble deformation. While the Re number
is a critical measure of the gas/fluid system, the influence of γGL cannot be accounted
for in correlations that depend on Re alone. Using more than one dimensionless
number improves the applicability of a correlation over a wider range of Re numbers
[87]. From these findings, new relationships were developed for the Vt and Eb of
bubbles in KF · 2 HF MS (Section 7.6). The effect of γGL on bubble dynamics was
considered because of its influence on the dynamics for large bubbles that experience
a high degree of deformation. The equations developed for bubbles in KF · 2 HF
should be applicable to other MSs with comparable ρl and γl. This is the first set of
correlations to estimate Vt and Eb of bubbles in a MS.
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It has been shown that the interfacial tension determines the morphology of
bubbles at detachment and rise through the fluid. When a bubble is attached to
the surface, a large γGS is required to maintain adhesion of spherical bubbles, while
a small γGS is able to hold a lenticular bubble on the surface. For both bubble
shapes, the increase in wetting by evolved gases due to CFx -formation is shown by the
increase in θ at the three-phase contact line, and a decrease in γGS as the
attractive force is spread over a larger anchor area. The γGL plays a role in the
critical Vb for detachment, and the density of molten KF · 2 HF determines the amount
of deformation that occurs to the bubble following detachment. The combination of
the γGS and γGL of F2/KF · 2 HF (0.041 N/m and 0.11 N/m, respectively) results
in a large bubble that deforms into an ellipsoid with a small-Eb as it rises through
solution. The γGL of H2/KF · 2 HF is lower (0.087 N/m) and bubble detachment is
initiated at much smaller Vb, resulting in bubbles that are more spherical in shape.
The driving force that determines bubble shape is the minimization of surface energy
for the given interfacial tension values. This is achieved through the maximization of
contact area if the γGS and γGL-values indicate an attractive interaction. The sharp
decrease in the γGS (from 0.19 N/m to 0.041 N/m) of F2-bubbles from a clean carbon
surface to a thin CFx -layer is consistent with the spherical-to-lenticular transition in
bubble shape during anodic polarization.
The relevance of this body of work in industrial applications is the development
of the fundamental knowledge surrounding bubble detachment and dynamics in a
quiescent MS system. The work can: 1) help explain the limits in bubble size that can
be supported on the surface of an electrode (given strong adhesion
characteristics), and 2) can be used for the development of electrode designs to
minimize bubble overvoltage in gas-generating systems. In addition, the work
involving bubble dynamics can be used to develop new correlations in MSs and




In this work, molecular F2 and H2 were generated electrochemically in a molten
fluoride salt, KF · 2 HF, to study the effect of surface tension on the profiles and
dynamics of stationary and rising bubbles. Fluorination of the electrode surface
increased the wetting between the gas and electrode surfaces and resulted in an
increase in the bubble anchor area, a slight decrease in the bubble height, and an
increase in the gas/liquid/solid contact angle. F2-generation studies on large (∼4 cm2)
electrodes showed that FD is not limited to the edges of an electrode, but is able to
occur through gaps in the thin gas-film adjacent to large bubbles. These gaps exist
because the CFx -layer that forms during FD is heterogeneous and cannot support a
gas layer of uniform thickness. For H2-evolution in KF · 2 HF, an increase in wetting
between H2 and the C(Fx ) inhibited bubble detachment, allowing the H2-bubbles to
grow larger even though the bubbles remained spherical. This work clearly shows the
effect of progressive carbon fluorination on the profile of F2 and H2 bubbles generated
on a carbon electrode in KF · 2 HF.
A numerical code developed to calculate interfacial tension based on a force
balance for lenticular and spherical F2-bubbles showed that the γGL of F2/KF · 2 HF
was 0.11 N/m (averaged value). This γGL-value satisfies different bubble sizes, shapes,
and states of surface fluorination. The calculated γGL (F2/KF · 2 HF) value is between
the γGL of simple molten halide salts and concentrated salt solutions. Also, the γGS-
values calculated for F2 are consistent with the spherical-to-lenticular transition in
bubble shape on new and passivated electrodes. Finally, the γGS-values for H2 in
KF · 2 HF do not change (∼0.17 N/m) despite electrode fluorination. The persistence
of spherical H2-bubbles is in contrast to F2-bubbles, which become lenticular when a
CFx -surface forms.
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The shape of the trends in Vt and Eb for bubbles in KF · 2 HF were comparable to
‘classic’ gas-liquid systems [88]; however, the predicted behaviour was slightly offset
from measured values. The difference in behaviour (Vt and Eb) of bubbles in KF · 2 HF
compared to H2O was attributed to the difference in ρl and γl of the two fluids. Thus,
it is clear that the behaviour of bubbles is related to the physico-chemical properties
of the fluid (ρ, γ, µ), rather than the class or structure of bonding in the fluid (i.e.,
aqueous, organic, IL, or MS). Surface tension has a negligible role in bubble behaviour
in the small bubble range (after detachment), and contributed to bubble shape only
at larger bubble sizes.
Some of the selected correlations were capable of providing a good estimate of the
interfacial tension of KF · 2 HF from the data of medium-to-large bubbles. Surface
tension is not a dominant factor in the dynamics of smaller bubbles, and so its
impact was largely concealed by the density-related dynamics. Estimates of
surface tension based on the ionic radii [13] or cohesive energy density [80] of 1:1 or 1:2
(cation:anion) MSs were not suitable for KF · 2 HF (which is made up of a mixture of
ionic, covalent, and H-bonding). The calculated γGL of KF · 2 HF was significantly
lower than expected by the trends for simple and eutectic halide salts, indicating that
these equations are not applicable for salts with mixed (ionic and covalent) bonding.
Thus, the calculated value of γKF2HF from the force balance (0.11 N/m) is the first
estimate available at this time.
Based on the body of work presented, the primary objectives of this thesis have
been achieved:
1. The contact angles and profiles of lenticular F2-bubbles on flat surfaces in
KF · 2 HF MS were measured. Equations for the bubble profile were developed
and the detachment forces were calculated, which helps quantify the change in
the bubble profile with the wetting conditions. The calculated γGS (F2/CFx ) is
consistent with the lenticular bubble shape on horizontal electrodes and bubble
sliding on vertical electrodes in industrial F2-generating systems.
2. The hydrodynamic properties of F2 and H2-bubbles rising in molten KF · 2 HF
were measured and the fluid dynamic trends for the F2 and H2-bubbles in a MS
(Vt, Eb, and Cd) were established. It was found that bubbles in KF · 2 HF MS
follow existing hydrodynamic trends developed for bubble systems in
conventional fluids. An evaluation of existing correlations showed that they
are capable of predicting bubble behaviour in a MS, and simple
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modifications to existing relationships (such as the Rodrigue [87] and
Tomiyama [98] correlations) could improve their applicability to bubbles in
the KF · 2 HF chemical system. The estimates of the γGL from the fitting of
correlations to the experimental data ranged from 0.090 N/m to 0.11 N/m.
3. The interfacial tension at the F2/KF · 2 HF (gas/liquid) interface was estimated
to be 0.11 N/m based on a calculation from the numerical force balance model
for F2 and H2 bubbles in KF · 2 HF. The value fit into existing trends for simple
molten alkali halide salts.
This work studied the influence of interfacial tension and wetting on the growth,
shape, and detachment of spherical and lenticular bubbles on a flat surface in a MS.
The γGS and γGL values for F2/C(Fx )/KF · 2 HF were calculated using the numerical
force balance model to explain the change in F2 and H2-bubble shape while attached
to the surface, as well as their deformation upon detachment and rise through the
MS. The calculations showed that the γGS and the size of the anchor area of the
bubble determined whether the bubble was lenticular or spherical in shape. Together,
the interfacial tension and bubble shape determine the critical volume of the bubble
required to initiate detachment from the electrode surface. The bubble size determines
the amount of hydrodynamic resistance experienced by the bubble from the working
fluid, which affects the velocity, deformation, and drag experienced by the bubble as
it rises through the fluid. Thus, the connection is established between the interfacial
tension and shape of the attached bubble to the hydrodynamic properties of the gas
phase as it rises through a MS.
This body of work offers the following contributions to knowledge:
1. This is the first study on the effect of surface wetting on the shape and
detachment characteristics of lenticular and spherical bubbles in a molten salt
system.
2. This is the first comprehensive study on bubble morphology and dynamics in a
molten salt.
3. This is the first in-depth analysis of the applicability of correlations developed
in conventional fluids to bubble systems in molten salts.
4. This is the first estimation of interfacial tension forces for the chemically reactive
molten fluoride salt, KF · 2 HF.
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5. New correlations were developed specifically for the Vt, Eb, and Cd of bubbles
in a molten salt system.
The body of work is a starting point for the development of relationships for other
MS or other high density fluid systems. This work will expand the knowledge and
the applicability of sparging systems to other MSs and other industrial systems. This
is particularly important for bubble column reactors used for oxidative precipitation
of rare earth chlorides from LiCl-KCl in the purification of reactor fuels, as well as





Questions that arise from this work include how bubble size and shape can be
controlled by the size of an electroactive surface that is well-wetted by the gas phase.
This knowledge could be used to design new electrodes in order to minimize the
bubble resistance and overvoltage in electrochemical systems. Another question from
this work that can be addressed is how bubbles of different gases deform in a given
MS system and if there are trends that can be established based on the density and
surface tension of the gas system in question. Thus, the following research topics
have been proposed as future work:
1. The measurement of bubble velocities, profiles, and dynamics should be carried
out in a variety of MSs that are frequently used in different industries. As
shown from the work in molten LiCl-KCl [6], the study of bubble dynamics (size,
velocity, hold-up, etc.) has been largely limited to variation in sparging rates.
Development of these relationships will help advance research and numerical
modelling of unconventional fluids, as well as be used to optimize bubble-column
reactors. As shown in this thesis, there are limitations in the applicability of
existing models, and a larger body of work will make it possible to develop new
models for high density fluids (i.e., MSs and liquid metals).
2. The surface tension of KF · 2 HF should be validated by conventional,
physical measurements. A ball-drop or maximum pressure method can be used
to conduct the measurement in a simple (but safe) setup. This is aided by the
low melting point of the salt and fluorination-resistant polymers that are readily
available (such as PTFE or Kel-F). Alternatively, electrochemical
techniques can be used to construct an electrocapillary curve to measure the
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surface tension at the point-of-zero charge. This method was first used to
measure the surface tension of liquid mercury in a dropping mercury
electrode. Initial tests in KF · 2 HF were not successful, and this was attributed
to the formation of a pseudo-capacitance due to the adsorption of charged
species (i.e., HF2
– ) on the surface of the carbon electrode. A study could
be directed to focus on the interfacial capacitance at lower potentials in order
to avoid the complex multi-layer structure at the interface at higher potentials.
3. It should be determined why the gas-liquid interfacial tensions for F2/KF · 2 HF
and H2/KF · 2 HF are different. The calculated γGL values for F2 and
H2/KF · 2 HF from the numerical force balance model were (0.11 ± 0.005) N/m
and (0.090 ± 0.005) N/m, respectively, suggesting that the chemical systems
are dissimilar. The interaction between the gases and their respective charged
species in solution (HF2
– or KFH+ ions), however, should be similar and the
γGL-values should not be so dissimilar. The γ values and contact angles are in
agreement (qualitatively) with the observed bubble shapes, and the γ
values at the respective interfaces are consistent with Young’s equation.
Potential reasons include the interaction of the H2 or F2 gas molecule with biflu-
oride clusters (HnFn+1
– (n ≤ 3)), KFH+ ions, or charge density of the various
species. This question may be resolved through numerical modeling and/or
charge density calculations of the structures involved.
4. An in-depth analysis should be conducted on the gas evolution-efficiency for
F2-generation in the C/KF · 2 HF system. The efficiency calculated in this
body of work is on the order of ∼30%. This low value could be attributed
to the inhibited detachment of F2, which maximizes the time in which F2 could
re-dissolve back into the electrolyte. One could compare the evolution efficiency
of a vertical carbon electrode in order to determine the percentage loss that can
be attributed to this dissolution.
5. Suitable electrochemical experiments for the calculation of the Do of HF2
–
through KF · 2 HF during the HER should be carried out. This can be used
to study the mass transport of the HF2
– ion near the electrode surface and the
effect of non-wetting H2-bubbles on the electrochemical characteristics.
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Calculation of Diffusion Coefficient
Table A.1: Sample parameters used for calculation of Do.
Variable Meaning Numerical Value
m Number of e– (F oxidation, H reduction) 1
F Faraday constant 96485 (A · s/mol)
Ae Area of electrode 1.175 (cm
3)
Co Concentration of reactant, HF, in KF · 2 HF 0.04362 (mol/cm3)
Cottrell Equation




































if k = 0.6552,
Do = 5.515× 10−8 cm2/s












Do = 2.206× 10−5 cm2/s
Sand Equation






























= 1.685× 10−10 cm2/s
To calculate the transition time for HF in a MS (typically Do = 10




















τ 1/2 = 923.9 s1/2
τ 1/2 = 8.536× 105 s
Surface Tension Calculation for 1:1 Molten Halide
Salts
Table A.2: Parameters used for calculation of surface tension of KF · 2 HF
Variable Meaning Numerical Value Ref.
R Universal Gas Constant (J ·K−1 ·mol−1) 8.314 -
ρ Density (kg/m3) 1980 [22]
Tm Melting Point (K) 345 [21]
Di Internuclear Distance (m) 3.364×10−10 [23]
M Molar Mass (kg/mol) 98.116 ×10−3 -
r+ Ionnic Radii of Cation (KFH+) (m) 1.786×10−10 [23]
r- Ionnic Radii of Anion (FHF– ) (m) 1.226×10−10 [23]



























γ = 0.025 J/m2 = 0.025 N/m
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Appendix B
Methodology for Development of
Correlations
Curve Fitting for Rise Velocity and Aspect Ratio of
F2 and H2-Bubbles
The curve fitting of the bubble data sets for F2 and H2 in KF · 2 HF were carried
out to preserve the details at the small, transition, and large bubble regions in each
gas/fluid system. The data for Vt and Eb of F2 and H2 bubbles were fitted using
the curve fitting function in Sigmaplot® Version 11.0. In each case, the well-defined
transitions in behaviour were identified by the clear change in the direction (i.e.,
slope) of the data points. The fits were developed using the data for the defined
range of bubble sizes, as well as two additional data points to simplify the transition
between each range. This would prevent a jump in the estimated values due to a
discontinuity between two relationships. The details of the fits are provided:
1. For the Vt of F2-bubbles (Eq. 8.1), a third order polynomial was first selected
to fit the data because the fitted curve closely depicted the local maximum and
minimums in Vt at deq ≈ 3.5 mm and 6.5 mm, respectively. The fitting error
of the cubic relationship was only 0.9 cm/s. 4th and 5th order polynomials were
also evaluated, but only decreased the error of the fit by 0.01 cm/s, which was
within the bounds of error and was considered negligible. Finally, a quadratic
relationship was evaluated, but did not resemble the experimental data and
yielded a larger fitting error of 1.2 cm/s (absolute) over the entire range of
data.
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2. For the Eb of F2-bubbles (Eq. 8.2), a 2- and 3-parameter exponential decay
relationship was evaluated to fit the data. An exponential relationship was
selected was to account for the asymptote in the Eb-curve (reaching a
minimum) at the largest bubble sizes. This minimum indicates that bubble
deformation would reach a physical limit prior to bubble breakup (at larger
bubble sizes). Also, the exponential decay curve depicted the gradual change in
the rate of deformation with deq from small to medium-sized bubbles. The 3-
parameter function was selected because the resulting curve yielded the better
representation of Eb at the limit. Second and third order polynomials were
evaluated to fit the data and yielded smaller errors, the improvements in the
fits for Eb were negligible (<0.002 (absolute)). Likewise, polynomials would not
be justified based on the deformation expected at larger deq.
3. Similar to the F2 bubbles, the Vt of H2-bubbles (Eq. 8.3) was fit using a third
order polynomial relationship selected to account for the expected
minimum and maximum at different bubble sizes. Linear and quadratic
equations produced larger errors (σfit ≈ 0.8 cm/s) than the cubic relationship
(σfit ≈ 0.4 cm/s). 4th and 5th order polynomials did not improve the fitting
error (change of <0.05 cm/s) and were rejected.
4. Finally, for the Eb of H2-bubbles (Eq. 8.4), the data was fitted to a linear
function due to the similarities in the rate of deformation of F2-bubbles in this
range of bubble sizes (and Eb-values). Although there were a few data points
that differed from the linear trend by greater than one standard deviation (at
deq ≈ 1.0 mm – 3.0 mm), the fit could be justified over this limited range of
bubble sizes. Likewise, there was insufficient data to improve the quality of fit
over this range of bubble sizes. A second order polynomial only improved the fit
of Eb by 0.01 (absolute) compared to the linear fit. For these reasons, a linear
relationship was selected for the fit of Eb for H2.
Correlation for Rise Velocity
The correlation for bubble rise velocity in KF · 2 HF was developed to incorporate the
data sets of F2 and H2 into a single relationship, over the entire range of bubble sizes.
The Vt for both F2 and H2-bubbles were plotted against a simple relationship for Vt
adapted from the wave theory [87] for bubble flows that related rb, ρl, and γGL. This
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where rb is given in m. Since the Vt-plot could not be fitted to a single polynomial
while accurately capturing the behaviour in the high-db range, the data was divided
between “small” and “large” bubbles. The bubble size that would separate these two
ranges with the smallest error found to be db = 0.002 m. The “small” bubble range
could be simply fitted using a power law relationship to yield the equation:
Vt (m/s) = 7.507× 10−4 · k−3.421 (B.1)
with a σfit = 0.005 m/s for db < 0.002 m. While the “large” bubble range was simply
fitted using a quadratic equation:
Vt (m/s) = −5.681k2 + 1.315k + 0.1178 (B.2)
with a σfit = ±0.011 m/s for db ≥ 0.002 m. The σfit = 0.010 m/s over the entire
range of bubble sizes. Plotting of the data and both curve fitting procedures were
carried out using Sigmaplot® Version 11.0. Some of the details in the transition
region for F2 (db ≈ 0.004 m) are lost due to the inclusion of the H2-data set, which
altered the weight of F2-data points at that bubble size. The relationship for “large”
bubbles (Eq. B.2) could have been fitted to a 3rd order polynomial (or higher), but
the improvement to σfit was found to be only 3.3×10−5 m/s. For this reason, a higher
order polynomial was not used to develop the correlation in the “large” bubble range.
In order to expand the applicability of the correlation to other fluid systems, a
correction factor for fluid density was included. The correction factor would adjust
the Vt based on the ρl of the new fluid relative to the ρl of KF · 2 HF. Using the Vt of
air bubbles in H2O-based systems as a reference point, the following correction factor
was obtained:





Eqs. 8.5c, B.1, and B.2 would be used together to produce the correlation for bubble
Vt in KF · 2 HF MS (Eq. 8.6).
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Correlation for Aspect Ratio
The correlation for bubble aspect ratio was developed by plotting the Eb-values of
F2 and H2 bubbles against the Re×Eo calculated from the data set. The use of
Re×Eo had been shown to be effective in representing the gas/liquid system by
Dong et al. [17] and in the shape map (Fig. 5.6). The physico-chemical properties
used to calculate Re and Eo are: ρl = 1980 kg/m
3, γGL = 0.1085 N/m, and µl
= 0.024 N · s/m2 for both the F2 and H2-data sets. The curve was fitted to the
bubble data as a Rational equation under the “3 Parameter II” equation name using
Sigmaplot® Version 11.0. The equation has a σfit = 0.039 over the entire range of
data points.
Eb =
1.00 + 0.0015Re · Eo




Error Analysis for Bubble
Measurements
As reported in Section 3.9, the measurement error of bubble dimensions in the
electrochemical cell is 2.9%. This error accounts for the difference between the
reference dimensions (measured using a Vernier caliper) and the measured
dimensions from still frames from video recordings of the bubbles. The error analysis
for bubble volume, aspect ratio, and rise velocity are provided below.
Bubble Volume (Vb)
Spherical and lenticular bubbles are assumed to be axi-symmetric about the z-axis,
where rx = ry, and the calculation of bubble volume requires the bubble dimensions




π (rx × ry × rz)
























The error for measured bubble volume is ±5.0%.
Aspect Ratio (Eb)
Aspect ratio is the ratio of the height of the bubble to its width:
Aspect Ratio,Eb = width÷ height


















The error for measured bubble aspect ratio is ±4.1%.
Rise Velocity (Vt)
Rise velocity was calculated using the displacement of the upper (or, lower) face
of the rising bubble divided by a period of time (±0.01 s) (i.e., the time between two
still frames in a video recording, Fig. 4.21). The position of the bubble along the
z-axis (in the still frame) is given by z1 and z2, and the corresponding measurement

















F2-Bubble Volume and Generation Efficiencies
Table D.1: F2-bubble volume and efficiencies from seven experiments.
Run 1 Run 2 Run 3
E = 6.5 V E = 6.0 V E = 6.0 V
Bub. # Vol. (cm3) Eff. (%) Vol. (cm3) Eff. (%) Vol. (cm3) Eff. (%)
1 0.142 48.4 0.176 47.2 0.136 29.1
2 0.147 44.4 0.190 45.6 0.143 34.0
3 0.166 52.0 0.185 46.0 0.137 33.3
4 0.164 54.5 0.202 44.5 0.139 32.9
5 0.156 52.5 0.203 44.3 0.139 31.4
6 0.159 55.9 0.196 40.1 0.146 31.0
7 0.158 52.8 0.203 39.3 0.145 30.6
8 0.158 51.9 0.202 38.8 0.167 26.4
9 0.168 54.2 0.208 38.7 0.170 22.2
10 0.155 53.0 0.193 35.1 0.178 21.9
11 0.173 54.5 0.191 34.4 0.176 23.4
12 0.147 45.1 0.205 36.2 0.173 24.7
13 0.158 46.1 0.211 36.4
14 0.154 42.9 0.193 33.2
15 0.151 39.5 0.207 34.6
16 0.161 37.4 0.209 34.9
Continued on next page
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Bub. # Vol. (cm3) Eff. (%) Vol. (cm3) Eff. (%) Vol. (cm3) Eff. (%)
17 0.153 30.9 0.193 31.9
18 0.158 25.1 0.209 35.5
19 0.140 19.6 0.191 32.3





Run 4 Run 5 Run 6
E = 6.0 V E = 5.5 V E = 5.5 V
Bub. # Vol. (cm3) Eff. (%) Vol. (cm3) Eff. (%) Vol. (cm3) Eff. (%)
1 0.138 29.6 0.148 23.9 0.133 19.9
2 0.129 31.2 0.173 28.3 0.139 23.2
3 0.135 33.5 0.168 23.2 0.169 27.2
4 0.134 32.7 0.166 21.4 0.152 25.0
5 0.140 32.3 0.173 21.8 0.165 27.5
6 0.150 32.5 0.164 20.4 0.153 29.2
7 0.147 31.6 0.171 20.9 0.144 27.5
8 0.162 26.3 0.176 21.3 0.145 26.3
9 0.161 21.0 0.191 23.0 0.149 28.3
10 0.168 20.6 0.182 21.9 0.151 29.6
11 0.165 21.9 0.179 21.9 0.146 28.8
12 0.169 24.2 0.184 22.5 0.166 33.9
13 0.184 22.6 0.153 30.7
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Bub. # Vol. (cm3) Eff. (%) Vol. (cm3) Eff. (%) Vol. (cm3) Eff. (%)
20 0.160 30.1
Run 7
E = 5.5 V



















Lenticular Bubble Dimension Ratios
Table D.2: Bubble volumes, contact angles, and dimension ratios for
lenticular F2-bubbles generated in series on a single electrode.
Bubble # Volume (cm3) Contact Angle (°) rw : rh rw : ra rh : ra
1 0.142 119.1 0.85 0.63 0.74
5 0.139 121.0 0.91 0.60 0.66
10 0.156 121.5 0.90 0.63 0.70
15 0.155 121.4 0.85 0.61 0.72
20 0.157 123.7 0.85 0.59 0.69
25 0.152 123.0 0.89 0.59 0.66
30 0.156 125.0 0.84 0.60 0.71
35 0.156 124.2 0.89 0.59 0.66
40 0.164 127.5 0.85 0.62 0.73
50 0.163 126.7 0.84 0.56 0.67
60 0.171 126.7 0.85 0.60 0.70
70 0.165 127.3 0.85 0.56 0.66
80 0.172 130.4 0.87 0.60 0.70
90 0.171 129.7 0.85 0.57 0.67
100 0.169 130.8 0.83 0.54 0.65
110 0.170 131.5 0.84 0.57 0.67
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F2-Bubble Measurements
Table D.3: Raw data for F2-bubble rise in KF · 2 HF.
#
Bubble Volume, Vb Rise Velocity, Vt Aspect Ratio, Eb deq db
(cm3) (cm/s) (-) (cm) (cm)
1 0.003 11.6 0.75 0.179 0.197
2 0.003 12.3 0.76 0.179 0.196
3 0.003 12.7 0.73 0.183 0.203
4 0.003 12.1 0.85 0.186 0.196
5 0.003 9.10 0.77 0.188 0.206
6 0.004 14.7 0.67 0.189 0.216
7 0.004 15.3 0.76 0.189 0.207
8 0.004 14.2 0.67 0.189 0.217
9 0.004 16.1 0.65 0.191 0.220
10 0.004 13.1 0.69 0.193 0.218
11 0.004 14.9 0.76 0.195 0.214
12 0.004 12.0 0.75 0.197 0.217
13 0.004 15.0 0.86 0.197 0.207
14 0.004 14.2 0.74 0.200 0.222
15 0.004 16.5 0.82 0.201 0.215
16 0.004 13.8 0.74 0.202 0.223
17 0.004 15.4 0.65 0.203 0.235
18 0.004 15.2 0.74 0.203 0.225
19 0.005 14.7 0.73 0.207 0.230
20 0.005 12.5 0.67 0.207 0.237
21 0.005 13.5 0.74 0.210 0.232
22 0.005 14.8 0.83 0.211 0.224
23 0.005 17.0 0.78 0.211 0.230
24 0.005 16.5 0.71 0.214 0.239
25 0.005 15.2 0.74 0.218 0.240
26 0.005 16.1 0.65 0.218 0.251
27 0.006 16.1 0.71 0.220 0.247
28 0.006 14.5 0.71 0.221 0.248
29 0.006 16.7 0.72 0.222 0.247
Continued on next page
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#
Bubble Volume, Vb Rise Velocity, Vt Aspect Ratio, Eb deq db
(cm3) (cm/s) (-) (cm) (cm)
30 0.006 15.5 0.73 0.223 0.247
31 0.006 15.7 0.69 0.223 0.253
32 0.006 16.1 0.71 0.224 0.250
33 0.006 16.5 0.75 0.225 0.248
34 0.006 16.9 0.70 0.231 0.260
35 0.007 14.9 0.75 0.234 0.258
36 0.007 16.9 0.65 0.234 0.271
37 0.007 17.4 0.78 0.235 0.255
38 0.007 17.7 0.75 0.236 0.260
39 0.007 17.2 0.64 0.236 0.275
40 0.007 17.1 0.69 0.240 0.272
41 0.007 15.9 0.70 0.241 0.271
42 0.007 16.8 0.62 0.242 0.284
43 0.007 16.9 0.68 0.243 0.276
44 0.008 16.3 0.65 0.243 0.281
45 0.008 18.8 0.62 0.245 0.287
46 0.008 17.6 0.69 0.245 0.276
47 0.008 17.1 0.63 0.246 0.288
48 0.008 17.5 0.76 0.253 0.277
49 0.009 18.9 0.66 0.259 0.299
50 0.011 19.5 0.65 0.280 0.323
51 0.012 20.9 0.69 0.288 0.325
52 0.015 18.8 0.62 0.305 0.357
53 0.026 20.9 0.57 0.366 0.441
54 0.027 21.5 0.48 0.374 0.479
55 0.031 19.7 0.53 0.391 0.483
56 0.037 20.4 0.40 0.413 0.562
57 0.042 19.9 0.38 0.432 0.596
58 0.044 18.9 0.43 0.439 0.580
59 0.048 20.4 0.38 0.450 0.622
60 0.054 19.2 0.40 0.469 0.639
Continued on next page
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#
Bubble Volume, Vb Rise Velocity, Vt Aspect Ratio, Eb deq db
(cm3) (cm/s) (-) (cm) (cm)
61 0.056 19.9 0.37 0.475 0.662
62 0.064 18.4 0.36 0.497 0.697
63 0.068 19.4 0.32 0.507 0.744
64 0.069 19.2 0.35 0.509 0.723
65 0.083 18.7 0.30 0.541 0.807
66 0.085 19.9 0.34 0.545 0.781
67 0.090 18.9 0.30 0.557 0.828
68 0.097 19.2 0.32 0.571 0.832
69 0.098 18.1 0.32 0.573 0.836
70 0.101 18.4 0.29 0.577 0.873
71 0.107 19.4 0.32 0.588 0.857
72 0.113 19.2 0.31 0.600 0.882
73 0.115 18.9 0.31 0.604 0.891
74 0.129 19.0 0.28 0.627 0.962
75 0.130 18.8 0.26 0.628 0.987
76 0.133 19.4 0.29 0.633 0.956
77 0.133 18.8 0.28 0.633 0.966
78 0.134 18.5 0.26 0.635 0.990
79 0.135 19.2 0.27 0.636 0.983
80 0.135 18.5 0.26 0.636 0.992
81 0.135 19.3 0.26 0.637 0.992
82 0.137 18.8 0.25 0.639 1.02
83 0.138 18.5 0.28 0.642 0.977
84 0.138 18.8 0.24 0.642 1.03
85 0.140 19.0 0.27 0.644 0.996
86 0.140 20.0 0.26 0.644 1.01
87 0.142 18.2 0.29 0.648 0.978
88 0.147 17.6 0.25 0.654 1.03
89 0.147 19.0 0.28 0.655 1.01
90 0.147 18.2 0.25 0.655 1.04
91 0.147 19.4 0.26 0.655 1.02
Continued on next page
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#
Bubble Volume, Vb Rise Velocity, Vt Aspect Ratio, Eb deq db
(cm3) (cm/s) (-) (cm) (cm)
92 0.150 18.5 0.28 0.659 1.01
93 0.151 18.2 0.24 0.660 1.06
94 0.152 18.2 0.25 0.663 1.05
95 0.153 17.6 0.26 0.663 1.03
96 0.154 19.3 0.28 0.665 1.02
97 0.154 19.4 0.26 0.665 1.05
98 0.155 19.4 0.27 0.666 1.03
99 0.155 18.7 0.26 0.667 1.05
100 0.156 19.3 0.27 0.668 1.03
101 0.156 19.4 0.28 0.668 1.02
102 0.156 18.2 0.27 0.668 1.03
103 0.158 18.8 0.26 0.670 1.05
104 0.158 20.6 0.29 0.671 1.02
105 0.158 18.2 0.27 0.671 1.03
106 0.158 20.6 0.26 0.671 1.05
107 0.159 20.6 0.27 0.671 1.04
108 0.160 17.6 0.25 0.674 1.07
109 0.161 19.4 0.26 0.675 1.06
110 0.161 19.0 0.26 0.675 1.05
111 0.162 19.0 0.27 0.676 1.05
112 0.164 20.6 0.30 0.679 1.02
113 0.165 19.6 0.26 0.680 1.07
114 0.165 18.5 0.26 0.681 1.07
115 0.166 19.0 0.26 0.681 1.07
116 0.166 18.8 0.25 0.682 1.08
117 0.167 19.0 0.27 0.683 1.06
118 0.167 19.6 0.27 0.683 1.06
119 0.167 19.3 0.28 0.684 1.05
120 0.168 19.0 0.26 0.684 1.07
121 0.168 18.8 0.27 0.684 1.06
122 0.168 19.4 0.27 0.684 1.06
Continued on next page
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#
Bubble Volume, Vb Rise Velocity, Vt Aspect Ratio, Eb deq db
(cm3) (cm/s) (-) (cm) (cm)
123 0.168 19.0 0.27 0.685 1.06
124 0.168 19.6 0.26 0.685 1.07
125 0.168 19.9 0.25 0.685 1.09
126 0.169 17.5 0.25 0.685 1.09
127 0.169 19.0 0.26 0.687 1.08
128 0.170 19.0 0.25 0.687 1.09
129 0.170 18.5 0.26 0.687 1.08
130 0.171 18.5 0.26 0.689 1.08
131 0.171 18.5 0.27 0.689 1.07
132 0.172 19.9 0.28 0.690 1.06
133 0.172 18.1 0.27 0.690 1.07
134 0.173 19.4 0.27 0.692 1.07
135 0.174 20.1 0.26 0.692 1.09
136 0.174 19.6 0.25 0.693 1.09
137 0.176 19.6 0.27 0.696 1.07
138 0.177 19.0 0.26 0.697 1.08
139 0.178 19.9 0.24 0.698 1.12
140 0.178 19.9 0.25 0.698 1.10
141 0.179 18.7 0.25 0.699 1.11
142 0.179 18.1 0.26 0.699 1.10
143 0.179 20.2 0.24 0.699 1.12
144 0.180 19.6 0.23 0.701 1.14
145 0.180 17.8 0.26 0.701 1.10
146 0.180 19.6 0.27 0.701 1.08
147 0.183 19.9 0.26 0.704 1.10
148 0.183 20.1 0.26 0.705 1.10
149 0.184 18.4 0.23 0.706 1.15
150 0.185 19.0 0.24 0.707 1.13
151 0.187 20.5 0.27 0.709 1.09
152 0.189 20.5 0.26 0.712 1.11
153 0.190 20.5 0.27 0.713 1.10
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#
Bubble Volume, Vb Rise Velocity, Vt Aspect Ratio, Eb deq db
(cm3) (cm/s) (-) (cm) (cm)
154 0.192 19.9 0.25 0.716 1.13
155 0.193 19.0 0.26 0.717 1.13
156 0.195 19.0 0.27 0.719 1.12
157 0.196 21.1 0.26 0.721 1.12
158 0.197 19.6 0.30 0.722 1.08
159 0.198 19.6 0.24 0.723 1.17
160 0.207 20.8 0.26 0.733 1.15
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H2-Bubble Measurements
Table D.4: Raw data for H2-bubble rise in KF · 2 HF.
#
Bubble Volume, Vb Rise Velocity, Vt Aspect Ratio, Eb deq db
(cm3) (cm/s) (-) (cm) (cm)
1 8.10×10−6 0.363 0.83 0.025 0.027
2 8.50×10−6 0.506 0.79 0.025 0.027
3 8.94×10−6 0.519 0.77 0.026 0.028
4 9.23×10−6 0.409 0.84 0.026 0.028
5 9.67×10−6 0.305 0.82 0.026 0.028
6 1.07×10−5 0.486 0.85 0.027 0.029
7 1.09×10−5 0.538 0.85 0.027 0.029
8 1.18×10−5 0.519 0.81 0.028 0.030
9 1.43×10−5 0.610 0.80 0.030 0.032
10 1.59×10−5 0.577 0.83 0.031 0.033
11 1.98×10−5 0.739 0.86 0.034 0.035
12 2.35×10−5 0.623 0.85 0.036 0.038
13 2.49×10−5 0.817 0.76 0.036 0.040
14 2.92×10−5 0.843 0.76 0.038 0.042
15 3.02×10−5 0.915 0.80 0.039 0.042
16 3.25×10−5 1.04 0.77 0.040 0.043
17 3.39×10−5 0.966 0.80 0.040 0.043
18 3.86×10−5 0.947 0.75 0.042 0.046
19 3.89×10−5 1.07 0.83 0.042 0.045
20 3.91×10−5 1.36 0.79 0.042 0.045
21 4.03×10−5 1.19 0.78 0.043 0.046
22 4.06×10−5 1.02 0.77 0.043 0.046
23 4.20×10−5 0.979 0.81 0.043 0.046
24 5.71×10−5 1.54 0.80 0.048 0.051
25 6.00×10−5 1.30 0.76 0.049 0.053
26 8.24×10−5 1.63 0.77 0.054 0.059
27 9.87×10−5 1.97 0.74 0.057 0.063
28 9.94×10−5 1.94 0.79 0.057 0.062
29 1.08×10−4 1.90 0.76 0.059 0.065
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#
Bubble Volume, Vb Rise Velocity, Vt Aspect Ratio, Eb deq db
(cm3) (cm/s) (-) (cm) (cm)
30 1.20×10−4 2.32 0.73 0.061 0.068
31 1.31×10−4 2.34 0.78 0.063 0.068
32 1.32×10−4 2.00 0.81 0.063 0.068
33 1.36×10−4 2.24 0.73 0.064 0.071
34 1.39×10−4 2.24 0.76 0.064 0.071
35 1.53×10−4 2.91 0.78 0.066 0.072
36 1.54×10−4 2.18 0.81 0.067 0.071
37 1.55×10−4 2.84 0.84 0.067 0.071
38 1.60×10−4 2.35 0.79 0.067 0.073
39 1.88×10−4 2.56 0.76 0.071 0.078
40 1.99×10−4 2.70 0.76 0.072 0.079
41 2.50×10−4 2.79 0.76 0.078 0.086
42 2.88×10−4 3.31 0.75 0.082 0.090
43 3.39×10−4 3.35 0.81 0.086 0.093
44 3.51×10−4 3.50 0.75 0.087 0.096
45 3.52×10−4 4.14 0.75 0.088 0.097
46 3.63×10−4 4.06 0.80 0.089 0.095
47 4.12×10−4 3.83 0.80 0.092 0.100
48 4.39×10−4 4.31 0.72 0.094 0.105
49 5.74×10−4 5.73 0.77 0.103 0.112
50 5.99×10−4 5.29 0.79 0.105 0.113
51 6.35×10−4 5.24 0.81 0.107 0.114
52 1.03×10−3 7.25 0.75 0.125 0.138
53 1.08×10−3 9.08 0.75 0.127 0.140
54 1.81×10−3 9.50 0.75 0.151 0.166
55 2.01×10−3 10.1 0.73 0.157 0.174
56 2.63×10−3 11.1 0.74 0.171 0.190
57 2.80×10−3 11.2 0.74 0.175 0.193
58 3.03×10−3 12.2 0.69 0.180 0.203
59 3.47×10−3 12.9 0.70 0.188 0.212
60 4.29×10−3 13.9 0.64 0.202 0.234
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#
Bubble Volume, Vb Rise Velocity, Vt Aspect Ratio, Eb deq db
(cm3) (cm/s) (-) (cm) (cm)
61 5.70×10−3 14.2 0.59 0.222 0.265
62 6.72×10−3 15.5 0.58 0.234 0.281
63 6.83×10−3 14.3 0.59 0.235 0.281
64 6.96×10−3 15.7 0.56 0.237 0.287
65 7.67×10−3 15.3 0.53 0.245 0.303
66 8.51×10−3 16.4 0.54 0.253 0.311
67 8.75×10−3 15.1 0.54 0.256 0.313
68 8.97×10−3 15.5 0.54 0.258 0.317
69 1.02×10−2 16.1 0.52 0.269 0.334
70 1.16×10−2 16.8 0.49 0.281 0.356
71 1.25×10−2 16.7 0.48 0.288 0.368
72 1.29×10−2 16.9 0.47 0.291 0.373
73 1.37×10−2 17.2 0.46 0.297 0.384
74 1.60×10−2 17.6 0.42 0.313 0.419
75 1.63×10−2 17.6 0.46 0.315 0.407
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Slopes from Current Response in i vs. t−1/2-Plot for
F2-Generation
Table D.5: Slope of current decay following bubble detachments from i vs.
t−1/2-plot in Fig. 4.4.
B.G. Region ilim Region
#
∆i ∆t−1/2 ∆i ∆t−1/2 Slope Slope
(A) (s) (A) (s) (B.G. Region) (ilim Region)
1 - - 0.1551 0.5008 - 0.31
2 0.1686 0.0748 0.0373 0.1351 2.25 0.28
3 0.0816 0.0444 0.0064 0.0268 1.84 0.24
4 0.0592 0.0210 0.0031 0.0141 2.82 0.22
5 0.0315 0.0117 0.0109 0.0128 2.69 0.85
6 0.0258 0.0122 0.0046 0.0040 2.11 1.15
7 0.0198 0.0077 0.0047 0.0039 2.57 1.21
8 0.0290 0.0094 0.0063 0.0033 3.09 1.91
9 0.0193 0.0045 0.0151 0.0058 4.29 2.60
10 0.0283 0.0056 0.0151 0.0050 5.05 3.02
11 0.0311 0.0063 0.0136 0.0034 4.94 4.00
12 0.0273 0.0038 0.0220 0.0047 7.18 4.68
13 0.0228 0.0035 0.0204 0.0047 6.51 4.34
14 0.0255 0.0036 0.0196 0.0043 7.08 4.56
15 0.0314 0.0035 0.0184 0.0047 8.97 3.91
16 0.0285 0.0038 0.0225 0.0058 7.50 3.88
17 0.0248 0.0032 0.0183 0.0054 7.75 3.39
18 0.0238 0.0034 0.0227 0.0083 7.00 2.73
19 0.0226 0.0034 0.0127 0.0094 6.65 1.35
20 0.0200 0.0027 0.0055 0.0071 7.41 0.77
21 0.0133 0.0011 0.0052 0.0056 12.09 0.93
22 0.0123 0.0011 0.0031 0.0035 11.18 0.89
23 0.0104 0.0008 0.0025 0.0030 13.00 0.83









g = 9.807; %gravitational acceleration constant (m/sˆ2)
eps 0 = 8.854*10ˆ-12; %permittivity constant
%========================================
%Inputs
V bub = 0.165; %bubble volume (cmˆ3) (V < 0.02 cmˆ3 small bubble limit)
c ang = 120;
V = 5.25; %electrochemical potential (V) (oringal = 6 V, now = 5.25 V)
gamma LS = 0.095; %liquid-solid surface tension (0.095 N/m [85])(N/m)
gamma GL = 0.0001; %gas-liquid surface tension (assumed starting value)(N/m)
rho l = 1980; %density of molten KF-2HF (kg/mˆ3)
%========================================
%Define Bubble Properties
V b = V bub*(10ˆ-6); %bubble volume (mˆ3)
d eq = (2*((V bub/pi())*(3/4))ˆ(1/3)); %bubble equivalent diameter (cm)
E b = 4.028*d eqˆ3-4.182*d eqˆ2+0.1927*d eq+0.7974; %aspect ratio
d b = (2*((1/E b)*(V b/pi())*(3/4))ˆ(1/3)); %bubble diameter (m)




if V == 1
if c ang<40
eps DC = 15; %dielectric constant of graphite (avg. value)
h DL = 1*10ˆ-9; %double-layer thickness (m)
else
eps DC = 10; %dielectric constant of graphite (avg. value)
h DL = 2.5*10ˆ-9; %double-layer thickness (m)
end
else
eps DC = 2.1; %dielectric constant of PTFE
if c ang<90
h DL = 2.5*10ˆ-9; %double-layer thickness (m)
else
h DL = 5*10ˆ-9; %double-layer thickness (m)
end
end
gamma e = (1/2)*(eps DC*eps 0*Vˆ2/h DL); %electrostatic surface tension
%========================================
%Attached Bubble Dimensions
if c ang<90; %statement for SMALL Bubbles
%gamma LS = 0.110;
r b = ((3/4)*(V b/pi()))ˆ(1/3); %bubble radius (m)
r a = r b*sind(c ang); %anchor radius (m)
h b = r b*(1+cosd(c ang)); %height of attached bubble (m)
SA a = pi()*r bˆ2; %surface area of attached bubble (mˆ2)
else %statement for LARGE bubbles
r h = ((3/4)*(V b/pi())*(1/(0.94*sind(c ang)ˆ(2/5))ˆ2))ˆ(1/3); %bubble radius
in vertical axis (m)
h b = 2*r h;
r w = r h*(0.94*sind(c ang)ˆ(2/5)); %bubble radius (width) at 1/2 bubble height
(m)
r a = (c ang/120)ˆ1.5*r h/(0.75*sind(c ang)ˆ(2/5)); %anchored radius of bubble
base (m)
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gamma GS = zeros(1,2000);
g GL = zeros(1,2000);
F bal = zeros(1,2000);
FBR = zeros(1,2000);
%========================================
for i = 1:2000;
g GL(i) = gamma GL;
%Surface Tension Calculations (Young’s Equation)




F b = V b*rho l*g; %buoyancy force
F s = (2*pi()*r a)*gamma GS(i)*sind(c ang); %surface tension force
F e = (2*pi()*r a)*gamma e*sind(c ang); %electrostatic force
%F e = 0; %electrostatic override
if c ang<90; %pressure force for small bubbles
F p = gamma GL*(2/r b)*SA a; %pressure force
F h = rho l*g*h b*pi()*(r b)ˆ2; %hydrostatic force
else %pressure force for large bubbles
F p = gamma GL*(1/r h+1/r w)*SA a; %pressure force large bubbles
F h = rho l*g*h b*pi()*(r w)ˆ2; %hydrostatic force
end
F up = F b+F p; %sum of upward forces
F down = F s+F h+F e; %sum of downward forces
FBR(i) = F up/F down; %stores force balance ratio values
F bal(i) = abs(F up/F down-1); %force balanced?
%========================================




min Fbal = min(F bal); %finds force balance closest to zero ( F up = F down)
min Fbal pos = find(F bal == min Fbal); %locates POSITION of ’min’ value
from array (where F up = F down)
opt gGL = g GL(min Fbal pos); %identifies GL value at respective array location
(where F up = F down)
%========================================
fprintf(’Bubble volume is (cmˆ3): %.4f \n’, V bub)
fprintf(’Contact angle is (deg): %.1f \n’, c ang)
disp(’ ’)
fprintf(’The Force-Balanced Surface Tension values are:’)
disp(’ ’)
fprintf(’Gas-Solid: %.4f \n’, gamma GS(min Fbal pos))
fprintf(’Liquid-Solid: %.4f \n’, gamma LS)
fprintf(’Gas-Liquid: %.4f \n’, opt gGL)
disp(’ ’)
fprintf(’FBR (F up/F down) is: %.3f’, FBR(min Fbal pos))
disp(’ ’)
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“It’s a magical world. Hobbes, ol’ buddy...Let’s go exploring!”
—Calvin, from Calvin and Hobbes
by Bill Watterson
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